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Barbara Walters appears on the March 23 cover of Broadcasting & Cable
It's the #1 Wednesday Night Show!

#1 Party of Five 9.6

Beverly Hills, 90210 9.1
Drew Carey Show 7.6
Dharma & Greg 6.1
Ellen 6.1
Law and Order 5.2
Spin City 5.0
Primetime Live 4.8
3rd Rock From The Sun 4.5

And now it's...

Source: NTR 9/17/97-9/16/98
## Already Sold to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>WNYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>KTTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>WFLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>WTXF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>WFXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>WTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>KDFW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>WJBK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>WAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>KRIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>WJW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>WTVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>KSAZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>KDVR/KFCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>WNPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>KTVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>WBNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>WDAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>WITI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>KSTU/KDLQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>WVBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>WHBQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrisburg</td>
<td>WLYH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greensboro</td>
<td>WGHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>WBRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>KTBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay</td>
<td>WGBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>WWIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evansville</td>
<td>WWAZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene</td>
<td>KLSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield</td>
<td>KGET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka</td>
<td>KTMJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Junction</td>
<td>KREX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottumwa</td>
<td>KYOU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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‘Seinfeld’ raises bar for syndicators

Other distributors hope record price for sitcom will boost fees for their shows

By Joe Schlosser

Last Wednesday, DreamWorks Television sent TV stations across the country a glossy information packet that stressed ABC sitcom Spin City’s positive results in key demographics.

The mailing came only one day after Columbia TriStar Television Distribution had sold off-network rights to Seinfeld in New York for a record-breaking $300,000 per week (see page 10).

The timing might have been a coincidence; regardless, it was the first strike in the post-Seinfeld syndication era.

Every top Hollywood studio with an off-network sitcom had been waiting for CTTD executives to set the benchmark price for Seinfeld so they could get on with their own sales. Shows like Spin City, Suddenly Susan, King of the Hill, Caroline in the City, Cybill, Everybody Loves Raymond, NewsRadio, The Larry Sanders Show and Home Improvement (for its second cycle in syndication) will now start entering the marketplace over the next few months.

While Columbia TriStar executives finish up clearances on Seinfeld in the top markets, studios like Warner Bros., Twentieth Television and Buena Vista Television are scrambling to put together marketing plans for their sitcoms.

“Let the floodgates open,” says Bill Carroll, vice president and director of programming at Katz Media. “Now that the Seinfeld deal has happened, there is a pent-up [group] of shows that now rush out into the marketplace searching for those top dollars too.”

The syndicators, who normally try to diminish each other’s results, are standing up and applauding the Sein-

feld deal at WNYW (TV), “God bless you, Barry” says one top syndicator, referring to CTTD President Barry Thurston. “Keep right on going.”

“I’m amazed and delighted at the dollars,” says the head of another syndication company. “It sends a message that the syndication business is alive and well,” adds another.

Not since the NATPE convention in January has a studio made noise about an off-network sitcom. Shows like Friends, 3rd Rock from the Sun and Drew Carey already have been cleared for upcoming years, and the handful of other off-network sitcoms had been held back until terms of the Seinfeld deals were known.

“We have been sitting back with our show because we have been waiting to find out what happens with Seinfeld. And we are going to wait now to see what happens with King of the Hill,” one syndication company president says. “Then we will make a decision.”

Twentieth Television’s sophomore animated series King of the Hill is regarded by many stations as the next top sitcom coming to market. Twentieth executives have yet to announce the show’s arrival in the off-network marketplace, but sources at Twentieth say King of the Hill should be available within the next two months. The show is expected to sell for $3 million–$4 million per episode.

Sources say Buena Vista Television has just set the wheels in motion to bring Home Improvement back into syndication sales for a second time à la Seinfeld. The Tim Allen series, which first went into off-network play in 1995, is not renewable until 2002. With much less fanfare, Home Improvement has garnered barter numbers as good as or better than Seinfeld in many markets and has been getting better-than-average ratings in syndication. The next cycle of Home Improvement will be announced within a month and is expected to be a five-year deal like Seinfeld’s, sources say. Buena Vista executives had no comment.

Home Improvement sold for more than $4 million per episode in 1995, and a new run could generate around $3 million per show (barter included). When Buena Vista is finished clearing Home Improvement for the second time, its total take could pass $1 billion.

Buena Vista Television also is expected to be named the distributor for Spin City in the coming weeks. Sources say that as part owner of the Michael J. Fox series, it is natural for Buena Vista to handle the syndication sales. Neither DreamWorks nor Buena Vista would comment.

Industry analysts say that Spin City has “more than held its own” lately in the prime time sitcom wars. The show is expected to sell for $2 million–$3 million an episode; analysts say.

A slew of female-lead sitcoms are also set to enter the off-network scene, including Warner Bros.’ Suddenly Susan, Eyemark’s Caroline in the City and Carey-Werner’s Cybill.

Dan Greenblatt, Warner Bros. Domestic Television general sales

Two contenders in the syndication sweepstakes are ‘Spin City’ (l) and ‘King of the Hill.’ ‘Spin’ is expected to sell for $2 million–$3 million an episode, while ‘King’ is predicted to bring $3 million–$4 million.
It’s our programming they love. It’s our marketing that attracts them.

Both the 1997 Beta Subscriber Study and Advertising Age confirmed our extraordinary magnetism.

- A&E ranked second for Most Entertaining Channel and Quality.
- A&E ranked fourth for Importance to Enjoyment of Cable.
- Advertising Age named A&E 1997 Cable TV Marketer of the Year.
manager and senior vice president, says executives at the Burbank, Calif., studio have been watching the Seinfeld story unfold for its impact on Suddenly Susan’s syndication potential.

The Brooke Shields series must likely will be available in fall 2000. Greenblatt says Warner Bros. executives are preparing a marketing plan and should make it available in the coming weeks. Warner Bros. also will soon announce plans for sitcom Jamie Fox, which probably will join Suddenly Susan in fall 2000.

Carsey-Werner’s Cybill, which stars Cybill Shepherd, could be ready for launch as early as fall 1999, sources say. Carsey-Werner executives will not say when the sitcom will hit the market, but sources say it probably will be sometime this spring.

Eyemark’s Caroline in the City likely will be brought onto the off-net market in the coming weeks for a fall 1999 launch. Eyemark also has Everybody Loves Raymond, which probably will debut in fall 2000, but has not announced when it will go on sale.

One station executive says he would not be surprised if all three female-starring series ended up with the same station group. “Fox has the majority of the ‘A’ sitcoms; Tribune has been kind of a boys’ club, going for male shows like Coach; and then you have Chris Craft United, which could be the outlet for all of the female-lead shows,” says the president of one of three studios with a female-driven sitcom in the wings.

Other series that are likely to come on the market soon include two Columbia TriStar shows, NewsRadio and The Larry Sanders Show. Sanders, the Gary Shandling/HBO series, could be ready by fall 1999; NewsRadio is likely for 2000 or 2001.

---

**WNYW pays $300,000 for ‘nothing’**

Fox O&O wrests second-run rights for ‘Seinfeld’ from WPIX

By Joe Schlosser

Columbia TriStar Television Distribution scored the single largest deal in syndication history last week when it sold the off-network rights of Seinfeld to Fox owned-and-operated WNYW TV New York for nearly $300,000 per week.

The five-year deal likely will amount to $100 million or more when barter and cash license fees are factored in. And industry analysts say Columbia TriStar is well on its way to breaking every off-network syndication record. There is no doubt that Seinfeld’s second cycle will be the highest-grossing ever by the time it’s sold in the top 200 markets.

Fox’s top station snagged the rights to Seinfeld away from Tribune’s WPIX-TV after its owners chose not to pay more than double its current price for the show. WPIX, which beats many of New York City’s 11 a.m. newscasts with reruns of the popular series, will have Seinfeld on its air until 2001. WNYW will begin airing the second batch of Seinfeld episodes in spring 2001.

WPIX General Manager Paul Bissonette says his station could not justify paying such a high price for a show that will be out of first-run production for nearly three years when it returns to syndication in 2001. “First of all, we value the show very highly and are very happy that we will have the show for the next three years,” Bissonette says. “But we felt we made a responsible business decision. We can look ourselves in the eye and our [Tribune] shareholders in the eye and know that we did the right thing to say ‘no’ at that level.”

The fact that CTDI executives did not sell the show to WPIX has been cause for joy at stations hoping to get Seinfeld for the first time. But the costly sale worries some incumbent stations, unsure of whether they will be able to afford a possible doubling of their current license fees.

“It means everyone is now a player,” says one New York GM. “Just because you have it now doesn’t mean that much. Money talks for this show.”

With the first and second cycles of Seinfeld combined, WNYW and other stations that sign on for the series will receive nearly 180 episodes. Sources say the WNYW deal is a single-run, seven-day-a-week pact, the terms to be offered to all stations.

Late last week, Michael Wach was named vice president/GM at WNYW. He took over for former GM Hilary Hendler, who resigned three weeks ago. Wach comes to WNYW from BGI Broadcasting Inc./Alpha Broadcasting Inc., where he was managing partner and president of stations. Fox station head Mitch Stern and other top Fox station group executives in Los Angeles handled the Seinfeld negotiations, sources say.

Next up for Seinfeld are Los Angeles and Chicago, where the Fox O&Os may wind up with the series as well. Sources say KTTV (TV) Los Angeles will be bidding against the incumbent, Tribune’s KTLA (TV). In Chicago, WFLD (TV) is expected to retain its rights. Fox executives at WFLD and KTTV declined comment, and Stern was on vacation.

“This indicates that Fox is going to buy all the ‘A’ properties and that they are in the business to be number one in the marketplace,” says one top syndicator. “Mitch Stern is a very aggressive guy who wants to have the best programs for his stations and the best lead-ins for his network. Tribune could have stepped up to the plate and didn’t. Take a look at [Fox’s] lineup for the next three and four years in the top three markets: they have every number-one program available other than Friends.”

Columbia TriStar executives had no comment, but sources close to the deals say CTDI is going to take its time selling the series and that there has been no decision on which markets will be next. Chicago, Philadelphia and Los Angeles reportedly are candidates.

Station sources say a simultaneous seven-day-a-week cable run also can be expected. TBS is said to be the front-runner in the cable battle, but Fox’s FX may also be angling for a piece of “the show about nothing.” The NBC series...
is produced by Time Warner-owned Castle Rock Entertainment, which gives TBS the upper hand, sources say. “It’s a natural for TBS,” says one Time Warner executive. [Time Warner Vice Chairman Ted Turner] said a few years back that he’d produce new episodes of the show if Seinfeld ever wanted to leave NBC. So do you think Ted doesn’t want it now?”

Other cable networks, including Lifetime and USA Network, have shown interest in the series as well, sources say. All told, Seinfeld will likely make good on the large numbers that industry analysts predicted a few months ago. Analysts say the show should garner $45 million-$5 million an episode; the first and second cycles of Seinfeld combined should ring up over $1.5 billion for Columbia TriStar.

‘Pizza’ delivers for ABC
Sitcom appears headed for fall slot after two good weeks
By Michael Stroud

Suddenly, Jamie Tarses has something to smile about. After chalking up ABC’s best premieres (12.3/20) since Spin City’s launch in 1996, Two Guys, A Girl and a Pizza Place, in its second outing, came on strong against NBC’s much-hyped reunion of Wonder Years stars Fred Savage and Danica McKellar on NBC’s Working, virtually assuring the freshman comedy a slot on ABC’s fall slate.

“We really believe in Pizza Place,” Tarses said in an interview last week. “This is a show that will garner an audience.”

The numbers support her thesis. On Wednesday night, Pizza Place earned a 9.4 Nielsen Media Research rating/share, just below Working’s 9.5/15. In adults 18-49, the show had a 7.0/18, just below Working’s 7.1/19.

The victory gives ABC a credible replacement for Ellen or another show as the network seeks to build on the modest momentum of hits such as Dharma and Greg and The Drew Carey Show.

It doesn’t hurt that freshman comedy Something So Right on Tuesday night earned a respectable 4.9/13 among adults 18-49 against NBC’s fellow freshman For Your Love, despite NBC’s strong lead-in from comedy hit Mad About You.

Of course, it’s still early in the development game, and Pizza Place—which ABC paid as much as $12 million to license from Fox—will have to prove over the remainder of its 13-episode run that it has legs. And Something’s future is by no means certain.

Still, Pizza’s early success is a welcome shot in the arm for Tarses’ efforts to raise the third-ranked network’s ratings. And with a slate of other promising comedies and dramas in the works, she is feeling a lot more comfortable with the prospects for fall: “We have the tent poles to go into the next season with a Tuesday and a Wednesday night...the early success of ‘Pizza’ is welcomed by third-ranked ABC.

Good debut for ‘Lateline’
NBC’s Lateline, a newswroom comedy with echoes of The Mary Tyler Moore Show, got off to a newsworthy start last Tuesday with a 6.2 Nielsen rating/share among adults 18-49, winning its time slot.

Some of that may be attributable to the 9:30 p.m. show’s cushy lead-in from Frasier. But executive producers John Markus (The Cosby Show) and Al Franken (Saturday Night Live) have managed to generate a nice buzz for their show with stunts like placing an ad in the New York Times begging Kenneth Starr to subpoena them.

“We wanted it to have an air of authenticity, so we spent a lot of time at Nightline,” Markus says. “We tried to create a very credible news show.”

Another freshman NBC comedy, For Your Love, also got off to a credible start on Tuesday, winning its 8:30 p.m. time slot with a 5.9/16, benefiting from its position following Mad About You.

—Michael Stroud
WHAT A TIME TO BE ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT

Mega-buck movies. Shoe-string budget indies. Big stars. Bit players. Tonight they're all equal. At least until the envelope is opened. No one covers the films, the stars, and the Oscars' like ET. All year. Every year. For 18 years.

Join the stations already renewing through 2002.
Murdoch 27, Turner 2

Baseball OKs $311 million sale of Dodgers to Fox over Turner's objections

By Michael Stroud

In the end, Rupert won by an overwhelming margin.

Major League Baseball owners, meeting in St. Petersburg, Fla., last Thursday, voted 27-2 to approve the sale of the Los Angeles Dodgers to Rupert Murdoch's Fox Group for an estimated $311 million.

The vote came despite the strong opposition of Time Warner Inc. Vice Chairman and Atlanta Braves owner Ted Turner. Turner and Chicago White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf were the only dissenters to the deal. The New York Mets abstained.

The purchase gives Murdoch valuable ammunition in his battle with Walt Disney Co.'s ESPN for cable sports dominance. His buy could help him to grow his international satellite television empire if he seeks to develop a foreign audience for America's pastime.

"This purchase was a natural for Murdoch," says analyst Arthur Rockwell, of Rockwell Capital Management. "If you're based in Los Angeles and you want to crown a sports empire, what better purchase than to buy the hometown team?"

The purchase gives Murdoch a Southern California team to counter Disney, whose sports interests there include the Anaheim Angels baseball team and the Mighty Ducks hockey franchise. If Murdoch had lost rights to the Dodgers, his California TV sports plans would have suffered a major setback.

The Dodgers' value to Murdoch was Turner's major argument against the sale. The cable entrepreneur argued that Murdoch would have too much control over professional baseball if he were permitted to buy the team.

To win, Turner needed to persuade four of the 15 National League team owners or more than half of the 14 owners of American League teams to side with him against the sale. In the end, he lost because, as baseball commissioner Bud Selig put it, Murdoch has "an excellent history of supporting and promoting the game."

Murdoch's Fox Sports Net already carries 22 of 30 MLB teams on its cable network. Murdoch's Fox broadcast network and FX cable network also carry baseball games.

Murdoch is up against Disney's ABC and ESPN and the soon-to-be-launched ESPN West, designed to eat into his West Coast sports television empire.

Baseball owners evidently didn't buy arguments that Murdoch might bid up the cost of Major League Baseball talent—as he did in Australia in 1994, when he failed to win exclusive broadcast rights to rugby games. His response then was to offer star players huge salaries to join a league he planned to start.

At a press conference announcing the vote, executives of Fox parent News Corp. pledged to move slowly: "Our goal is to make any transitions as gradual as possible," said News Corp. President Peter Chernin. Former Dodgers owner Peter O'Malley will stay as chairman of the franchise.

Control at center of Cablevision's Yankees talks

New York Yankees controlling shareholder George Steinbrenner wants to retain a large measure of control over the team if Cablevision Systems Corp. buys all or part of it, sources say.

Steinbrenner confirmed that Cablevision has discussed adding the Major League Baseball team to its portfolio of professional sports franchises but declared "the Steinbrenners will be here for many years to come."

Sources say that Cablevision Chairman Charles Dolan wants to buy the team partly to avoid huge payments for local TV rights to Yankees games. Those games currently appear on Madison Square Garden Network, which Dolan acquired last year. At the same time, he wants to keep the rights away from ESPN, which has used parent Walt Disney Corp.'s ownership of the California Angels to start a regional network. ESPN has expressed interest in starting a similar operation in New York.

"Chuck learned his lesson in Philadelphia," says one media executive, referring to the shutdown of SportsChannel Philadelphia and Prism after Comcast Corp. bought control of professional basketball and hockey teams to launch a competing regional sports network last year.

In a statement, Steinbrenner confirmed a report in Newsday that Dolan is interested in buying the team. Steinbrenner said the conversations emerged from discussions to renew the Yankees TV rights deal with MSG Network. "No deal was made," Steinbrenner said.

However, he did not specifically say the team is not for sale. Analysts estimate that the network is worth $500 million—$700 million, far more than what Rupert Murdoch's News Corp. is paying for the Los Angeles Dodgers.

That would be nothing for Dolan; the last rights deal cut in 1989 called for $500 million over 12 years, and the price for the rights alone is likely to jump far higher—particularly if ESPN makes a bid.

An outright sale is not the only way to play, however. Comcast last year drew the owners of the Philadelphia 76ers basketball and Flyers hockey teams into a venture that gave the team owners a stake in a regional cable network. Cablevision says it is "open to any ideas Mr. Steinbrenner may have."

—John M. Higgins
We broke records during the winter games...
and we weren’t even there.

- During February sweeps, *Ally McBeal* achieved its highest ratings ever.
- FOX ranked #1 among Adults 18-34.
- FOX beat ABC in Adults 18-49 and in total viewers.
The true measure of a GREAT FOR is how progressive it is.
DVCPRO has already proven itself the overwhelming favorite for tens of thousands of video users making the transition to digital. One of DVCPRO's inherent advantages is its extensible foundation, already structured to satisfy video professionals requiring higher resolution and extended definition with a DVCPRO solution of their own. DVCPRO50 joins DVCPRO to add a compatible, robust 4:2:2 post-production extension to the world's most cost-effective digital video format. DVCPRO50 offers a modest 3:3:1 compression ratio and a 50Mbps video data rate to allow almost infinite generational transparency. DVCPRO50 uses the "frame bound" DV core technology to assure compatible playback of DVCPRO and the seamless, effortless editing users demand.

The 4:2:2 signal structure and the inclusion of an SDI studio interface takes DVCPRO50 far beyond news, challenging more expensive 525 compressed digital formats in the edit suite. DVCPRO50 protects your investment by being ready with 525 interlace and 480 progressive scan camcorders, switchable studio decks, and a switchable DVCPRO/DVCPRO50 dockable.

Whether your need is 16:9 or 4:3, 525 interlace 25 or 50, or 480 progressive EDTV; DVCPRO50 offers a complete family of camcorders, and VTRs that puts these choices at your fingertips.

DVCPRO50: The logical progression to a format that just keeps getting better.

DVCPRO50: The 4:2:2, 50Mbps, 16:9, DTV solution.
Senators give Kennard grief over plans for free airtime

By Paige Albinia

S

enators used a face-to-face opportunity with FCC Chairman William Kennard last Thursday to bush his free-airtime proposal.

As soon as Kennard finished his statement on FCC plans for its nearly $213 million budget for fiscal year 1999—a $26.46 million increase over last year's budget—Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) started in on Kennard's proposal to make rules that would require broadcasters to give free airtime to politicians.

"We set down the policy and you administer it," Hollings told Kennard. "You have a big enough headache with the transition to digital television, and a big enough headache implementing the Telecommunications Act, without wandering afar into free time.... You need to restrict yourself to doing the job we give you."

Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) was angry enough to suggest that the FCC should be abolished. "I think that if the FCC can't learn the power of the law and the construction of the law, then we ought to get a new mechanism," he said. "The two of us [Stevens and Hollings] have wanted to reduce the FCC from five to three [in the past], and if you continue in this direction we could reduce it to zero as far as this senator is concerned."

And Subcommittee Chairman Judd Gregg (R-N.H.) told Kennard it would be "extremely arrogant" to proceed with the free-airtime proposal.

At the request of Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), Stevens last week pulled a provision from a spending bill that would have prohibited FCC involvement in the issue. McCain, who still plans to push for such an amendment, feared a White House veto of the bill.

"We still plan to go ahead [with the inquiry] sometime this spring," says Kennard spokeswoman Liz Rose. The commission hopes to bring the issue up at its April 2 meeting.

WASHINGTON

Oxendine reinvests

A

fter selling his interest in Blackstar's four television stations earlier this month, John Oxendine is turning his attention to helping fellow minorities buy into broadcasting. Starting with $1 million of his own money, Oxendine hopes to raise $50 million-$100 million for a for-profit venture-capital fund for minorities. Oxendine is getting in touch with those who "are philosophically in tune to minority interests." Letters are in transit soliciting $5 million commitments from friends, former business partners and corporations. Oxendine hopes the for-profit aspect—along with the FCC's suggestion that companies demonstrate an earnest effort to promote minority ownership—will open checkbooks.

What's the deal?

F

CC officials late Friday were planning to send letters to top cable operators asking for explanation of the continuing rise of cable rates. The action follows an FCC study late last year that found cable rates jumped 8%-10% during 1996.

NEW YORK

Pulitzer prized

S

ources say Hearst-Argyle is still the front runner to buy the Pulitzen stations. But assets other than just the stations may be factoring into negotiations. Gannett, Hearst-Arkyele's rival bidder, is particularly interested in Pulitzer's Tucson newspaper and may up the stakes and offer to buy all of Pulitzer. The only obstacle for Gannett is Pulitzer's flagship paper in St. Louis, where Gannett already owns a station.

There is also the possibility that publisher and Hearst-Arghyle parent Hearst Corp. may bid for the entire company. Some think the best bet for Pulitzer is to break up the properties, selling broadcasting to Hearst-Arargyle; the Tucson paper to Gannett, and the rest of the publications plus its 10% interest in the St. Louis Cardinals to a third buyer, possibly Cox.

The entire company is valued at $2.5 billion-$2.7 billion; the broadcast properties alone, $1.7 billion-$2 billion.

WASHINGTON

Checking up

I

nternet-savvy network affiliates can now quickly find out whether any given DBS subscriber is affiliated with their off-air signals and, thus, prohibited from receiving affiliate signals from other markets via satellite. All the affiliates have to do is go to www.shva.com/geneva and enter the address of the suspected white-area scofflaw, Geneva, as the site calls itself, soon produces a list of all the stations in the market, indicating those the subscriber should be able to receive off air and those it shouldn't.

DENVER

It's time to talk

C

harter Communications and MediaOne are close to an agreement that would cool down their contentious dispute over ownership of Minnesota cable systems by sending it to binding arbitration. Charter late Thursday withdrew the lawsuit aimed at forcing MediaOne to go through with the $600 million sale. "We have an honest disagreement," says Charter President Jerry Kent. Arbitration would cut resolution to months instead of the years it would likely take in court, he says.

"We haven't seen any official request for arbitration," says MediaOne Group spokesman Steve Lang. "But if it's true, arbitration is what the contract calls for and what we've been advocating." Both sides would have to agree on an arbitrator and the decision would be final, no appeal permitted. MediaOne Group parent US West, which was required to sell the systems with about 290,000 subscribers as a condition of acquiring Continental Cablevision, will not be the arbitrator.

Both sides would have to agree on an arbitrator and the decision would be final, no appeal permitted. MediaOne reversed course and decided to keep the systems.
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Republicans punt on free-airtime block

President’s veto threat works; McCain, Burns say they’ll be back

By Paige Albinia

The Clinton administration last Tuesday won the latest round in the fight over free airtime for politicians, when Republicans decided at the last minute not to include a blocking measure in the catchall spending bill.

The measure would have forbidden the FCC to use funds to create and enforce a rule requiring broadcasters to provide free airtime for politicians.

Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) had planned to insert such a provision, but Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) asked him not to include it. Sen. McCain didn’t want the White House to veto the bill and blame funding delays on Congress, says Pia Pialorsi, a McCain spokeswoman. The $3 billion bill includes funding for disaster relief and for troops in the Middle East and Bosnia.

President Clinton had implied in the previous Saturday’s weekly radio address that he would veto the bill if it included such a provision. (The President has line-item veto power only for bills related to the federal budget.)

“Last year when Congress tried to attach partisan measures to similar disaster legislation, I said no. Congress would be unwise to head down that same road again,” Clinton said.

Senate Commerce Committee Chairman McCain—along with Sen. Conrad Burns (R-Mont.)—“remains vehemently opposed to an unelected agency mandating free TV time,” says McCain’s personal spokeswoman, Nancy Ives. The two plan to attach legislation forbidding FCC involvement with free airtime to another bill, but they couldn’t predict when.

Senate Democrats cheered the dropping of the free-airtime block in a press conference Tuesday afternoon.

“The Senate has failed to adopt campaign finance reform,” Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.) said at the press conference. “Will we now try to stop other agencies of government from doing so?

“The airwaves, it is too easily forgotten, are a national resource that belong to the public. The broadcasters are licensed to use the airwaves, and in exchange, the law requires them to serve ‘the public interest, convenience and necessity.’ Is it too much to ask those who reap great profits from a public resource to give something back to limit the influence of money in our politics?”

Michigan Democratic Representative John Dingell—agreeing with Republicans—elaborated last week on his declaration earlier this month that the FCC has no authority to mandate free airtime.

“An FCC rule commanding broadcasters to provide free time to candidates,” Dingell said, “may fly in the face of the comprehensive statutory scheme Congress has already set in place with regard to broadcasters’ obligations to political candidates.”

FCC Chairman William Kennard announced that the FCC would look into requiring broadcasters to provide free airtime to candidates the day after President Clinton mentioned free airtime in his State of the Union speech in January. Since then, Republicans in the House and the Senate have been leading a fight against the administration’s request.

Satellites win delay in fee boost

Must carry for local-into-local still on the table

By Paige Albinia

In a small victory for satellite broadcasters, a House subcommittee agreed to stay for one year proposed increases to satellite providers’ copyright rates.

The Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association (SBCA) has been complaining bitterly about Rep. Howard Coble’s (R-N.C.) failure to include a rollback or stay of the copyright increases since Coble, chairman of the House Courts and Intellectual Property Subcommittee, introduced the legislation earlier this year.

The SBCA has been in battle mode ever since the U.S. Copyright Office ruled last fall to increase the royalty rates that direct broadcast satellite (DBS) companies pay for programming. The rates DBS companies pay to retransmit distant network signals and superstations went up Jan. 1 to 27 cents per subscriber per month. DBS companies had been paying 6 cents for distant network signals and 14 to 17.5 cents for superstations. Those rates are based on market values determined by a panel of copyright arbiters. Cable operators pay a statutory rate of 3 cents for distant network signals and 10 cents for superstations.

The subcommittee sent the bill and the amendment, proposed by Rep. Rick Boucher (D-Va.), on to the full Judiciary Committee for approval.

Coble said he had planned to introduce an amendment that would have taken 7 cents off the 27-cent rate, but that the satellite industry wanted even more subtracted from the copyright fees.

Boucher also tried to introduce legislation that would codify a settlement between broadcasters and satellite carriers over “white areas”—places outside of the Grade B contour where viewers do not receive clear signals over the air. And Boucher wanted to eliminate sections of Coble’s bill that would reform the process by which the Copyright Office determines royalty fees. Boucher agrees that the process needs to be changed but does not think Coble’s bill offers the correct solution.
Coble defended his plan, saying it would create an arbitration panel that is "cheaper, benefits everyone, is more efficient and more reliable."

Boucher withdrew the proposals when Republicans complained that they had not seen them before the meeting and did not have enough information to vote on them. Boucher plans to bring both amendments back up when the bill reaches full committee.

The subcommittee left the rest of Coble's bill intact, including a provision that would require DBS companies to carry all of a market's local stations if they retransmitted the local signals to that market.

DBS company EchoStar is fighting that provision, saying full must carry will prevent it from offering its planned local-to-local service across the country. EchoStar plans to carry just the top four networks and expand as it adds satellite capacity and subscribers.

"We're pleased that the bill approved today maintains the principle of 'competitive parity' by requiring DBS companies that retransmit local broadcast signals to comply with must carry and retransmission consent," said the National Cable Television Association in a statement.

House Telecommunications Subcommittee Chairman Billy Tauzin (RLa.) plans to introduce legislation on DBS must carry, which likely will give DBS companies a window before they have to carry all local stations in all the markets they serve.

—

**Kennard looks to restart minority push**

**FCC chairman, Jesse Jackson attack media ‘resegregation’**

**By Chris McConnell**

FCC Chairman William Kennard wants to revive a long-stalled FCC effort to promote minority and female broadcast ownership.

Speaking at a Rainbow/PUSH Coalition meeting in Chicago last week, Kennard joined the Rev. Jesse Jackson in assailing what Jackson termed "the resegregation" of American media.

"That's why, this year I plan to complete a proceeding to explore new initiatives to promote minority media ownership," Kennard said.

The proceeding cited by Kennard was launched by the FCC in 1994 and proposed a series of measures such as an expanded tax certificate program and relief from ownership rules to boost minority and female ownership.

Congress has since killed the FCC's tax certificate program, which allowed a broadcaster or cable company to defer capital gains taxes if it sold a property to a minority.

Kennard, however, said he wants to explore ways to restore a tax certificate program "that is narrowly tailored and provides benefits only to bona fide minority ventures."

Last week he also restated interest in proposals to establish a low-power radio service "so that small businesses and churches and community groups can use the airwaves to broadcast to their communities." Broadcast industry leaders have said they oppose that idea.

Other proposals in the FCC's 1994 rulemaking included "incubator" programs, in which existing broadcasters share financial resources with minorities and small business in exchange for regulatory relief. The FCC's proposal also suggested allowing companies to invest in minority-controlled companies without having the investment count toward FCC ownership caps.

The FCC accepted comments on the proposals but has taken no further action since launching the effort more than three years ago.

"In a world in which most Americans get most of their news about their communities from broadcasting, how can we have a strong democracy when most stations are concentrated in the hands of only a few?" Kennard said last week.

Joining him at the conference was Commissioner Michael Powell. Powell also voiced support for exploring a tax certificate program but repeated earlier suggestions that the FCC pursue race- and gender-neutral policies in seeking to remove barriers to entry.

Jackson, meanwhile, called on Congress and the FCC to clamp down on media mergers. He said the FCC should hold a public hearing on media consolidation in general and also hold hearings on all media and telecommunications mergers in excess of $500 million.

"Until now, the FCC has done little except rubber stamp merger applications without serious public debate," Jackson said.

A 12-point plan prepared by Rainbow/PUSH also calls on the commission to ask Congress to restore the tax certificate policy.

During a teleconference with reporters, Jackson said he was encouraged by the comments of both Kennard and Powell. "He has an acute sensitivity to the need to democratize the airwaves," Jackson said of Kennard.

**FCC to spot-check kids TV commercials**

**By Paige Albiniak**

The FCC plans random audits of television stations to ensure that they limit the amount of commercial time aired during children's programming, FCC Chairman William Kennard says.

In response to a letter from Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.), author of the 1990 Children's Television Act, Kennard said he found "the current rate of non-compliance unacceptable." An FCC report released earlier this month found that 28% of 465 television stations fail to comply with FCC rules.

The rules limit the amount of commercial time shown during children's programming to 10.5 minutes per hour on weekends and 12 minutes per hour on weekdays. Since enactment of the law, KITV-TV Tucson, Ariz., has received the FCC's highest penalty—$125,000—but most fines are in the
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The FCC also will issue a public notice for television broadcasters on how better to comply with the rules, and Kennard will discuss the regulations during the National Association of Broadcasters annual conference in April.

“The FCC’s prompt response to my inquiry and Chairman Kennard’s interest in pursuing this problem vigorously with the broadcast community are most welcome,” Markey said last week in a statement. “Children are a uniquely vulnerable target audience for advertisers.”

Broadcasters say they don’t mind random audits because they put so much effort into complying with the rules. “I don’t believe anybody’s stupid enough to attempt to skirt the rules,” says Herman Ramsey, vice president/GM of WCIX (TV) Atlanta. “I believe some errors occur when people are trying to do their jobs. People do make mistakes from time to time.”

“I think our records are such that we haven’t any concerns about it,” says Harvey Cohen, vice president/GM of WDIY (TV) Miami. “But with the size of the FCC’s current staff, there are a lot of other things they could be doing with their time.”

At the same time, some broadcasters say, they don’t necessarily see what effect the rules are having on their local communities. “I haven’t got people calling me up and saying ‘that’s great, we have less commercials than we had before.’” Cohen says. “We are very careful about what kind of commercials we put on the air. I think if the quality of commercials is good, kids learn from commercials as well.”

---

**Throwing the flag**

The Association of Local Television Stations (ALTV) wants the FCC to look into the NFL’s plan to prohibit airing NFL highlights between noon Sunday and the end of ABC’s Monday Night Football. “The proposed embargo discriminates against free, local, over-the-air television stations,” ALTV President James Hedlund wrote in a letter last week to FCC commissioners. Hedlund insisted that the “highlight embargo” would force local viewers to switch to cable or wait for the evening news to see highlights of their favorite teams on pre- or postgame shows. The proposal would still allow stations to air six minutes of game highlights on Sundays and two minutes on Mondays for news programs.) Hedlund also said the plan would deprive local ‘coaches’ shows of highlights.

While acknowledging that the issue is a private, contractual one, Hedlund said contracts warrant FCC review if they are preclusive. “We believe the discriminatory embargo on the broadcast of highlights for pre- and postgame shows falls within the FCC’s purview.” Hedlund wrote. “Preclusive, discriminatory contracts should be found to be inconsistent with the public interest.”

**Tauzin’s cable plans**

Look for several cable-related bills to come from House Telecommunications Subcommittee Chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.) in the next few weeks. Tauzin plans to introduce a cable bill, that spokesman Ken Johnson calls Tauzin’s “ace up his sleeve.” Johnson wouldn’t mention any details of the legislation, except to say “it’s a short-term solution to rising cable rates that will buy us some time for free-market forces to take hold.” That doesn’t rule out extending cable regulation. Johnson said. Tauzin also plans to introduce a program access bill, but will wait until he holds more hearings on the issue starting in April. He also will introduce legislation dealing with retransmission consent and must carry requirements for satellite broadcasters who retransmit local signals into local markets.

**Economics lesson**

Financial analysts told a sparsely-attended Senate panel last week that competition needs to be increased for cable prices to fall. Specifically, satellite broadcasters should not be saddled with full must-carry requirements and higher copyright fees if Congress wants to introduce competition to the cable market. George Reed-Dellinger, senior vice president of HSBC Securities, told the Senate Communications Subcommittee. “The cable lobby is shrewdly saying that local into local only should be allowed if full must carry is required,” says Scott Cleland of investment firm Sanford Bernstein & Co. Alternative video providers, such as satellite companies, also need more aggressive access to programming from vertically-integrated cable companies, and higher penalties from the FCC for violations of the program access rules. “I don’t think the Republican-led Congress will renegotiate a promise to eliminate cable rate regulations as of March, 1999,” Reed-Dellinger said.

**Fashion police**

A feisty Decker Anstrom took aim at EchoStar chief Charlie Ergen’s David vs. Goliath image this month during a Washington telecom conference. “Is that a different suit than the one in the Wall Street Journal last week?” the NCTA president asked Ergen, citing a recent article that described Ergen wearing his one and only suit to lobby lawmakers. The quip drew a retort from panel moderator, FCC Commissioner Harold Furtchgtott-Roth. Like Ergen, Furtchgott-Roth is a Tennessee native: he says he was 12 before he learned that orange blazers were not in style. Anstrom, meanwhile, drew a parallel between his industry and President Clinton: “We’ve both been accused of improper vertical and horizontal relationships.”

**Good Will Hunting**

Reed Hundt has a publisher for his book on telecommunications. The former FCC chairman says he has inked a deal with Broadway Books to publish the planned You Say You Want a Revolution: How Telecommunications Can Change the World. A new division of Bantam Doubleday Dell, Broadway has published such works as Ed Rollins’ Bare Knuckles and Back Rooms and Cindy Crawford’s Basic Face.
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After years at HBO, Chairman Jeff Bewkes was accustomed to sizing up the pet projects of high-name talent, but Tom Hanks's was particularly grandiose. How about a miniseries, 12 hours long, chronicling the Apollo missions—not just the heroic astronauts, but some of the hundreds of white-collar bureaucrats and engineers. The proposed cost? Up to $40 million, a budget not only ridiculously high by cable standards, but one that Bewkes instantly knew was unrealistically low.

Bewkes's reaction is mirrored in the first episode of what became From the Earth to the Moon, which debuts April 5 on the premium premium network. As President Kennedy vows to put a man on the moon within a decade, an anxious NASA official turns to another and asks, "Can we do this?"

"That is what I [was] thinking," Bewkes recalls. "We had never done anything like this before. It was a bit daunting."

Given the green light by Bewkes, Earth to the Moon went into production and its cost went into orbit, eventually surging to $68 million. That's more than the cost of making the theatrical hit "Apollo 13" that inspired Hanks and partner Imagine Entertainment—and more than 10 times the budget of a typical HBO original production.

But if the miniseries is as good as the buzz, it will have been money well spent. Top-notch original programming—movies like Gotti and Miss Evers' Boys and sitcoms like The Larry Sanders Show—has been the key to sustaining the growth of subscriber rolls and collecting $5.50-$6 each month from each of the 33.6 million names on the list.

HBO has been a bright spot for parent Time Warner Inc. Earnings last year jumped 18%, to $413 million, on a revenue increase of just 9%, to $1.9 billion; network executives expect to maintain a similar pace for the next couple of years.

HBO’s original programming fetches so many awards that broadcasters want it out of the Emmy contests, and other cable networks are starting to concede that the industry’s CableACE Awards are a bit of a joke. HBO is considering withdrawing from the cable contest, and the whole event may be scrapped.
Even the two other major pay networks—Showtime and Starz!—acknowledge that until cable operators expand channel capacity by going digital, their marketing strategy is to position themselves as pay customers' second choice.

Projects like Earth to the Moon have helped allay the industry's biggest worries about Bewkes as a successor to the high-profile Michael Fuchs. The former HBO chairman was shaken out of Time Warner in 1995 after losing a messy turf war with Warner Bros. co-chefs Robert Daley and Terry Semel. Fuchs, a former William Morris talent agent, had a gift for star schmooze. Some cable executives feared that Bewkes, who was Fuchs's inside guy as president since 1991 and CFO before that, wasn't ready.

"The secret is that I wasn't a very good CFO," Bewkes jokes. Bewkes hasn't tried to become Fuchs; he has filled the job, but not his high-profile role in Hollywood. "I love Michael Fuchs," Bewkes says. "We're doing all right.

But despite HBO's success in delivering on the immense programming hype, the network artfully generates, the company faces challenges. Subscriber growth slowed dramatically last year as DBS started to slow, and cable operators perennially struggle with pay-TV sales.

HBO's next avenue for growth is digital cable. Sources say the programmer plans to launch a raft of themed channels like HBO Comedy and HBO Action, similar to rival Encore's four-year-old approach. But that depends on operators' ability to deploy and, more important, to market digital cable successfully.

For HBO, subscribers remain notoriously fickle. After years of struggling against churn, the network has made little progress. HBO turns over 60% of its cable subscribers every year. Half of those simply move to a new house or apartment and resubscribe. The other half, however, find the network disposable, catching its favorite films at the local Blockbuster and finding little of interest among the original shows.

Chasing the first half and replacing the second half cost HBO about $200 million in marketing each year, 10% of its annual revenue. About half of that goes to funding promotions at the system level; the other half is spent on national advertising.

HBO has also tried to settle the churn by multiplexing—shuffling the same programming around to create time-shifted networks HBO2 and HBO3. DBS services have found great success, offering the multiplexes plus East and West Coast feeds and sharply increasing the chance that an HBO subscriber will find something worth watching at any given hour. But multiplexing on more channel-constrained cable systems has found limited success. It's better at acquiring new subscribers than retaining them.

Rob Stengel, a cable programming consultant, says that selling pay networks remains a challenge for operators, who count on them for 12%-15% of their revenue. "Multiplexing has restored some of the perceived price/value relationship that has been suffering for a while," Stengel says. "But there is a question of how effective the MSOs have been in marketing this stuff."

HBO President John Billock calls its ability to recapture so many churned-out subscribers "the pay-TV miracle.... All these people keep leaving, but we keep growing. It's just bloody hard work. A disconnect doesn't mean that person doesn't want to see you any more."

Chris Albrecht, HBO's president of original programming and independent productions, contends that the HBO brand resonates with consumers, particularly as the marketplace becomes muddled with DBS providers and the onset of digital cable.

"To have a brand name that stands for something is crucial, and the best way to do that is by making things specifically for our subscribers," Albrecht says. "We need to continue to spend more, to continue to invest in bringing the best projects here."

The dramatic hike in HBO's original program budget—nearly double what was spent in 1995—is a function of the network's need to deliver programming that subscribers can't find elsewhere and its desire to attach top Hollywood talent to that fare.

In an increasingly competitive battle for theatrical rights and exclusive rights to concert and sports events, HBO's ratio of theatricals to originals now stands at 70:30.

In 1998, HBO will air 12-15 original movies, debuting one every three to four weeks. Less than two years ago, HBO dropped an original movie into the schedule once every three months.

"For 10 years we have been trying to become a home for talent, where big actors and directors want to work for HBO," Bewkes says. "The real point of winning programming awards is to have the recognition from those awards flow to the talent and for talent to know that if they come to work at HBO, their work will be recognized."

In 1998, HBO will air exclusive concerts by Janet Jack-
son, Billy Joel and Elton John and a stand-up comedy special featuring Jerry Seinfeld.

In original movies this year, HBO's slate includes The Pentagon Wars, a story about the U.S. military's bungled $14 billion spending fiasco, starring Kelsey Grammer and Cary Elwes. In May, Bill Paxton stars in Bright Shining Lie, HBO's Vietnam-era saga adapted from the Pulitzer Prize winner by Neil Sheehan. Later this year, Susan Sarandon stars in Earthly Possessions and Stanley Tucci stars in Winchell, both HBO original movies.

"If we're going to deliver something people want to pay for, we have to maintain a quality that is cutting-edge in a number of genres," Bewkes says.

To stay "cutting-edge," HBO increasingly has taken on original projects about subjects most broadcast networks consider too risky or daunting to tackle. Last year, HBO won an Emmy and a Cable ACE Award for Miss Evers' Boys, an original movie about the U.S. government's Tuskegee experiment, which studied the effects of syphilis on African-American men.

This year, HBO has renewed OZ, a dramatic series that tells the story of prison life through the words of guards and inmates. Executive producers Tom Fontana and Barry Levinson won three Cable ACEs last year. OZ, short for Oswald Maximum Security Penitentiary, is the network's first original dramatic series.

Fontana approached HBO with the concept several years ago after being shunned by broadcast networks, he says. "Working with HBO has been "liberating, because there isn't that compulsion to tidy up the story and comfort people," he says.

"At the broadcast networks, I was told audiences wanted to be comforted before they went to bed," Fontana says. "HBO airs OZ at 11 p.m., and people who watch it tell me they can't sleep afterward. To me, that's a great compliment. Just knowing HBO is there is an incredible incentive for me to tell. HBO said, 'do whatever you want to.' And that kind of creative leeway we simply would not get from a commercial enterprise."

HBO sets its sights high with 'From the Earth to the Moon'

From liftoff to landing, HBO's original 12-part miniseries From the Earth to the Moon is determined to make an impact.

Executive-produced by actor Tom Hanks, the series chronicles America's 12 manned Apollo space missions from the perspective of the astronauts, their families and NASA engineers. The stories are told against the backdrop of volatile political and cultural sentiment in the 1960s and early '70s.

With a production budget of $65 million and an additional $10 million for promotion, the series is HBO's most expensive original programming project to date.

"It was a huge undertaking," says HBO Chairman Jeff Bewkes. "It has special effects that we haven't done before—and frankly no one in cable has—at a cost that was a bit daunting to contemplate.

"I guess you could call it a very big risk," Bewkes says. "Because when you jump off a cliff, you're not sure where you're going to land."

HBC will air Earth to Moon on six consecutive Sunday nights, April 5-May 10, with two segments shown each night at 8-10 p.m. ET.

The 12-part series had 10 directors, including Hanks, David Frankel, Sally Field and Lili Fini Zanuck.

The series was shot over 271 days at more than 100 locations, including the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. HBO also used soundstage and office space at Disney-MGM Studios in Orlando, Fla., making HBO Productions that studio's largest client to date.

Hanks, who won an Academy Award for his role in the feature film "Apollo 13," says he went with HBO because of what the network offered him: "It would have been very, very difficult to put this on a network in which we'd have to take a break every 20 minutes," Hanks says. "We didn't know how long these stories would take to tell. HBO said, 'do whatever you want to.' And that kind of creative leeway we simply would not get from a commercial enterprise."

Hanks adds that he feared that a broadcast network would have $68 million for a series that was watched by 12 million people but came in third in the overnight ratings, "it would be black Tuesday at the network, and people would be losing their jobs in droves."

Chris Albrecht, HBO president of original programming and independent productions, hopes positive response to Earth to Moon will encourage Hollywood's top directors and actors to consider bringing their projects to the network.

"I think we deliver to talent the promise that we will work our hardest to support your best creative vision and execute it," Albrecht says. "Once they see [Earth to Moon], all kinds of artists will see what is possible, what kind of work they'll have an opportunity to do here, and I think the result will be our best calling card for future relationships."

—Donna Petezzello
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Last year, HBO made a commitment to producing grittier, urban-based original programming when it spun its HBO Showcase division into HBO NYC Productions. HBO NYC produced the series Subway Stories last year; this summer it will debut Sex in the City, a new series starring Sarah Jessica Parker. HBO Pictures produced the movies Miss Evers’ Boys, Gotti and The Second Civil War last year and won seven Emmys.

HBO NYC Productions and HBO Pictures President John Matoian says HBO NYC evolved as an umbrella under which HBO could nurture programming aimed at younger audiences.

Formerly president of Fox Entertainment Group, Matoian moved to HBO for the opportunity to work with talent that generally eschews mainstream TV, he says. He was also attracted by HBO’s freedom from answering to “constituencies,” namely advertisers. Matoian says that they can “get in the way of doing good work.”

“I don’t have advertisers to worry about or ratings to meet or a standards-and-practices censorship department at HBO,” says Matoian. “There are all things that guided every decision I had to make at a network, and they were, in many instances, crippling.”

The big question at HBO is how to keep the business growing. For the past three years, all three pay networks have enjoyed growth from DBS, which offers more channels than cable and primarily draws heavy video users—the best pay customers. But Bewkes acknowledges that he expects DBS growth to slow—and he’s not likely to make it up in cable.

Morgan Stanley & Co. media analyst Richard Bilotti has found that pay networks’ penetration of basic cable households has slipped since 1996 at every cable operator he tracks except for US West Media Group Inc.

Operators—notoriously erratic at marketing—are partly to blame for the problem. Tele-Communications Inc., for example, simply stopped marketing pay services at one point last year to save money. That alone cost HBO 750,000 units.

Also, the great unspoken frustration of executives at all pay networks is that they get crushed when operators jack up basic rates. Consumers often try to reduce their total cable bill by dropping a pay channel or two. “Cable’s pay household growth was the greatest the year basic rates got rolled back,” says one industry executive.

Between basic regulation and the birth of DBS, HBO and Cinemax doubled their traditional growth rates to 9%-10% annually from 1994 through 1996. Last year, unit growth dropped back to 4%. Even without the damage from TCI, 1997 growth would have slowed to less than 6%.

Some operators’ pay TV slowdown is purposeful. Cox Communications Inc., for example, has sharply curtailed discounting. Traditionally, systems have used cheap HBO or Showtime to lure basic subscribers or have sharply discounted prices for customers who take two pay channels.

As everyone in the industry knows, subscribers who sign up for a special offer tend to “churn out” once the price goes up to normal.

“Over the years we’ve cheapened the product,” says Cox’s Richard Yellan. He is switching to a much more careful discounting strategy, focused on existing pay customers, not new basic connects. While Cox’s pay revenue dropped 1% last year, cash flow from the product rose slightly.

At Marcus Cable Corp., David Intrator, vice president, programming and marketing, says the company is switching from discounting to offering a 30-day money-back guarantee to encourage trials.

“We’re trying like crazy, and HBO is being very, very cooperative and aggressive in trying to come up with strategies to reinvigorate the pay category.” Intrator says.

All the pay networks are betting that the big kick will come from the introduction of digital, when operators can expand channel capacity and make room for multiplexed theme channels. Encore Media Chairman John Sie says that digital will allow him to get distribution for a couple of feeds of Starz! plus 12 differentiated channels of older-movie channel Encore, shifting money now spent on home-video rentals.

DBS, with its fat multiplexed pay packages, has 25%-30% churn, half that of cable. However, churn rates may be pulled down artificially by the near absence of basic churn from DBS customers who buy their equipment.

“We’re feeling pretty bullish that digital becomes a reality, that could be a pretty good boom for us,” says Mark Greenberg, Showtime executive vice president of marketing. “In DBS the packaging, the pricing, the positioning is so much better.”

Bewkes says HBO can get by just fine on grabbing its share of basic cable and DBS growth until the dawning of digital. “Whoever has the strongest programming, the strongest marketing, the strongest brand, will grow,” Bewkes says. “You have a secular growth in multichannel high-capacity homes. As that happens, it’s good for HBO.”
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Signature: ___________________________

Total Amount Enclosed

Name: ___________________________ Title: ___________________________
Company: ___________________________
Full Address: ___________________________
Phone: ___________________________
Fax: ___________________________

☐ Send me information about AWRT membership

Send with payment to: AWRT, Suite 200, 1650 Tysons Blvd., McLean, VA 22102
Fax: (703) 506-3266

Monday, April 27, 1998
Alice Tulley Hall
Lincoln Center
New York, New York

Star-studded awards presentation and VIP celebration
5:30 p.m.
Black Tie

All proceeds to benefit the Foundation of AWRT
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Bob Turner
Manager of engineering
A.H. Belo Corp.

A.H. Belo will be “looking for everything in high-definition” at this year’s NAB show, says Bob Turner, Belo’s manager of engineering. Its Dallas station, WFAA-TV, already has begun broadcasting in HDTV, and Belo is committed to rolling out 1080 I gear at all of its 17 stations— including its Fox affiliates in Albuquerque/Santa Fe, N.M., and Tucson, Ariz.

According to Turner, even if the Fox network transmits 480 P programming, Belo will still equip KASA-TV Santa Fe and KMSC-TV Tucson, Ariz., for 1080 I operation and transmission. “We’ll try to get as much programming as we can in 1080 I from the syndicators for the non-network programming,” Turner says. “And we’ll have to convert the network programming to 1080 I.”

Since ABC is talking about using 720 P as its HDTV format, Turner also is looking for a converter that will switch 720 P to 1080 I. “That’s one of the pieces of equipment we can’t find,” he says.

The station group doesn’t have any immediate interest in multichannel programming, Turner says. “Belo won’t do multichannel until it can do multichannel in 1080 I.”

Belo already has signed deals with Harris and Dielectric for DTV transmitters and antennas, respectively, and has purchased Harris/Lucent HDTV encoders for WFAA-TV and KHOU-TV Houston. Turner says Belo is “pretty much” committed to using the Harris/Lucent encoder for all of its stations; the station group also likes the Panasonic D-5 deck as an initial HDTV playback device and has bought five for WFAA-TV.

“We’re waiting for viable servers with a data rate around 50 Mb/s,” Turner says. “Hopefully, that will work for hi-def.”

Routing is a tough issue, Turner says, as Belo hasn’t decided whether to pursue a “mezzanine compressed” routing infrastructure at 270 or 360 Mb/s or a full-bandwidth 1.5 Gb/s scenario for HDTV. Since Turner thinks HDTV routing needs will be minimal for the first five to 10 years of DTV service, he’s looking for a small full-bandwidth router, either a 32x32 or a 64x64. “But we’ll probably populate it 16x16,” he says.

As HDTV routing needs evolve, Turner wants to go to a 1.5 Gb/s infrastructure to avoid the delays that might occur when signals are compressed and decompressed in a mezzanine plant. “It’s a good practice to get rid of as much compression as you can,” he says.

In master control, Belo has decided to go with Grass Valley for its HDTV and serial 601 switching needs. “They have an integrated system in the 2100 [switcher], with one control surface to do both formats,” Turner says.

While Turner isn’t looking to buy HDTV playback servers this year, he is looking for smaller servers that can be used to cache material from cart machines at several Belo stations. “The cart machines still function quite well,” Turner says. “We want to offload some work to extend their life.”

Belo, which wants to go to widescreen production gear as soon as it can, will be looking seriously at digital tape formats in Las Vegas, Turner says. The station group has Betacam SP now, and Turner thinks Sony’s 4:2:2 Betacam SX format will “probably be the right answer for Belo” for local news. Stations then could use upconverters to convert the 480 I material to 1080 I.

WFAA-TV already has three Snell & Wilcox upconverters; Turner says he will buy more to convert 601 signals to HDTV. Every Belo station should have at least one upconverter, if not two, he says.

Belo is upgrading graphics in all its markets as it can afford it, Turner says. “We’re well-equipped in six stations, but we’re mostly on Macs in the stations we acquired from Providence-Journal,” he says. “They’re a lot slower than Quantel. We’re moving toward Quantel workstations for news as money allows.”

Turner estimates that Belo’s 1998 equipment budget has nearly doubled compared with its 1997 budget, because “we have HDTV on top of everything.”

—Glen Dickson
We're not just talking MPEG-2 4:2:2. We're delivering it.

Everyone's talking MPEG-2 4:2:2 because it offers top quality images that are ideal for post-production and distribution to affiliates.

But talk is one thing — delivery is another.

While others are still designing their MPEG-2 4:2:2 products, NDS is already delivering. Our systems have already been used to cover the Hong Kong handover, state occasions and other world events. They've also been selected by the EBU for their Eurovision network.

Only NDS — a world leader in digital broadcasting solutions — can provide proven MPEG-2 4:2:2 solutions today. So if you want the highest quality video image, bandwidth savings with MPEG-2 compression and you want it now, there's only one company to call — NDS.
High-speed transfer

Compatible with Betacam SP® and Betacam SX® formats

News-friendly GUI
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Congratulations, your newsroom is already up-to-speed on our new non-linear editor.

Anyone who's ever used a Sony "jog knob" or hit the mark-in/mark-out buttons is ready to edit on the new non-linear DNE-1000. Which means your entire newsroom can immediately begin enjoying the efficiency and creativity of non-linear editing. So go ahead, add real-time transitions, import new footage at high speed, or create multiple versions of a story. Experience all the ways the DNE-1000 brings new creative potential to your news programming.

And since it operates as a stand-alone system or part of a network, the DNE-1000 also provides an easy transition to a non-linear newsroom. For more information, call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. DNE or visit our website at www.sony.com/professional.

And lead the way to a higher standard in news programming.
**John Swanson**  
**Vice president of engineering**  
**Cox Broadcasting**

Cox Broadcasting has been one of the more active station groups in ramping up for DTV. After committing $13 million in 1996 for Sony to build a new all-digital plant for WSB-TV Atlanta, Cox began experimental DTV broadcasts there in October 1997. So far, WSB-HD has just been broadcasting pseudo-random number patterns, but that should change soon with the delivery of a Harris/Lucent DTV encoder. Swanson expects WSB-HD’s official sign-on with program content to occur shortly after NAB ‘98.

According to John Swanson, Cox’s vice president of engineering, the station group also is close to beginning DTV construction at KTVU(TV) Oakland, Calif. Cox already has signed groupwide deals with Harris for transmitters and Dielectric for antennas, and fortunately has to build only one new tower for DTV. for WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla. Still, Swanson says that even a bare-bones approach for DTV start-up runs $4 million–$6 million, and Cox has a lot of shopping to do at NAB ‘98.

Although WSB-HD is getting an SDTV version of the Harris/Lucent encoder, Swanson says that Cox will be looking at “everybody’s offering of HDTV encoders and ATSC encoders of all types” in Las Vegas. Cox elected to buy a simple 480 l encoder for ABC affiliate WSB-TV in January because it wasn’t sure what HDTV format ABC was going to use; ABC since seems to have settled on 720 P, which the Harris/Lucent unit can be upgraded to support.

“Being an ABC station, we’re going to have to have 720 P capabilities,” says Swanson. “That caused us to start looking in earnest at HDTV. It’s rushing the schedule for us—we weren’t really prepared for that announcement.”

In addition to ABC affiliates, Cox also owns CBS, Fox and NBC affiliates. Swanson says that in each case, Cox will try to outfit the affiliate’s plant to match the network’s format: “I can’t see us going in a different direction from the networks.”

Cox also is looking at upconverters to upgrade 480 I to 480 P. Swanson says, which would allow WSB-HD to get the full benefit of its widescreen-capable Sony cameras for local DTV production (the station has no immediate plans for local HDTV production).

The Atlanta station already has digital tape decks in the form of Betacam SX and Digital Betacam, but Swanson is still looking for an HDTV playback format for WSB-HD and the rest of the Cox stations. “If I had to do it today, I’d buy a Panasonic D-5 machine,” he says.

Swanson also is interested in looking at the latest generation of newsroom computer systems, although WSB-TV has just installed a unique hybrid system of AvidNews software interfacing with Sony servers for playback to air.

Swanson says that Cox’s 1998 equipment budget is about the same as last year’s, excluding special projects like building construction. “It may be a little higher because of the DTV implementation plan—but that is another special project,” he says.

Cox has laid out its DTV implementation budget through 2002, when implementation at its smaller-market stations should be completed.

—Glen Dickson

Even a bare-bones approach for DTV start-up runs $4 million–$6 million, and Cox has a lot of shopping to do at NAB ‘98.
By the year 2004, there may be several intelligent choices for digital video servers.

Today there's one.

We have more MPEG-2 video server systems installed than anyone else in the world. Find out more about this dramatic transformation—this SeaChange. Visit us at NAB at the Sands, booth S-2972.
LOOK AT WHAT'S HAPPENING
AT LeBLANC®

LOOK AT WHY.

LeBLANC is one of few companies in the world who have the experience and capabilities to design, manufacture, install and erect integrated broadcast communication systems. This is our business...and has been...for over 30 years.

Our new television group LeBLANC Broadcast Inc. (LBI) is a member of the LeBLANC Group. We are uniquely positioned to offer turnkey services ranging from tower construction to antenna installation and testing for analog and DTV systems. We form teams of highly trained professionals from our staff of 2400. They work directly with your staff and consulting engineers to nail down tight specifications and cost effective solutions.

LeBLANC's specialty is designing, constructing and installing towers up to 2000 feet. Starting with a thorough structural feasibility study of the existing tower...and working with our LARCAN teammates...we provide comprehensive DTV solutions to ensure your tower, transmitter, waveguide and antenna requirements are met...and to your complete satisfaction.

You are always concerned about quality and safety. So is LeBLANC. No other company has achieved the myriad of certifications in as many jurisdictions for our products and services as LeBLANC.

For all your tower solutions...
Look At LeBLANC Broadcast Inc.

LeBLANC BR

Corporate Offices: Dallas: Bob Groothand, President 972.864.1817
Special Projects: New York: Joe Nigro, Vice Pres. 973.790.4778
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LOOK AT WHAT'S HAPPENING AT LARCAN

LARCAN pioneered high-power solid-state VHF transmitter technology and is a recognized leader worldwide.

With the advent of Digital TV we contributed to its development and in 1993 LARCAN supplied the VHF solid-state transmitter for ACATS 'air' tests in Charlotte, North Carolina.

At NAB '97 our new LANDMARK Series DTV transmitter demonstrated the Zenith DTV 8-VSB exciter...live...an industry first.

In January 1997 we assisted KOMO-HD to transmit the first HDTV signal west of the Mississippi. In early 1998 we delivered a LANDMARK UHF digital transmitter to KOMO-HD.

These LARCAN pioneering successes translate into major LANDMARK features and benefits for your DTV Transition, and include...

- LARCAN/Zenith exciters ensure ATSC compliance. • Microprocessor control ensures complete system stability. • Touch screen controllers and fiber optic LAN control. • Solid-State LDMOS Class AB Broadband Driver ensures exceptional linearity. • LARCAN conservative power ratings in 8kW to 25kW IOT socket modules...up to 100kW. • Our Quality Assurance System has attained ISO 9001 registration.

For all your transmitter solutions...
Look At LeBLANC Broadcast Inc.

At NAB '98 Booth 9861

OADCAST INC.

Regional Offices: Providence: Bob Palmer 401.461.0999
Minneapolis: Jeff Clamme 507.332.6703 San Francisco: Dave Hill 650.574.4600
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Robert Wilmers
General manager, KBJR-TV Duluth, Minn. (Granite Broadcasting does not have a corporate chief engineer.)

Nothing expands an NAB shopping list like an explosive fire.

Take Granite Broadcasting's KBJR-TV, for instance. The NBC affiliate's Duluth, Minn., building was severely damaged when a shorted light switch sparked an explosive fire on the evening of Dec. 14, 1997. The fire destroyed the station's technical facility and control room.

While the station—now based at three sites, ranging from a local public television station to a bank—has replaced the basics (its Commpromter newsroom computer system and WSI weather system, for example), its NAB shopping list remains long. A large portion of KBJR-TV's list, like that of its parent company, is dedicated to digital television products.

Granite's digital wish list includes switchers, routers and video servers. In shopping for DTV products, Robert Wilmers says Granite is looking for upgrade potential: "What it comes down to is that any purchase we make going forward has to have the ability to fit into our digital plans for the future in one way or another. It doesn't make any sense for us to buy something that's going to be obsolete in a year or two, and there's a lot of that right now."

Wilmers puts Granite's cost of DTV operation at $3 million to $3.5 million per station—and that, he adds, "is a bare-bones approach."

Granite Broadcasting owns 11 stations and is buying San Francisco WB affiliate KOFY-TV. Granite expects to move its stations into DTV broadcasting gradually, beginning with stations in larger markets. Wilmers says that KOFY-TV—in the country's fifth-largest market—most likely will be the first to go digital. KBJR-TV, although it's in market 134, gets something of a digital boost as a result of the technical equipment destroyed in the December fire. Rather than replace the old gear with similar products, Wilmers says that the station will begin to explore its digital options at NAB.

(Granite has not yet signed with a manufacturer for DTV transmitters or antennas, but Wilmers says such a deal is "very, very close," perhaps around the time of NAB. He declined to disclose the names of the manufacturers.)

Also on Granite's NAB list: upconversion equipment to deal with archival material; automation gear to be used in station newscasts and day-to-day operations; character generators; video servers for commercial insertion, and nonlinear editing systems for news, commercial and promotion production.

While Wilmers would not say how much Granite is looking to spend at NAB, he estimates the cost of rebuilding KBJR-TV to be in the "millions."

"Even a station in a small market like Duluth has a tremendous amount of equipment," he says. "You don't realize how much you have until you start counting everything. One of the things we're happy about is that we have sufficient insurance coverage." Wilmers declined to discuss the station's insurance claim, since it has not been settled.

"You've got a blessing in disguise," Wilmers says of the December blaze. "You've got the cloud with the silver lining. I would not have planned this to happen, because it has been a tremendously hard time for our staff ... but we're going to take advantage and look forward to the future."

—Christopher Jones

---

High Technology Doesn't Necessarily Mean High Finance.
At least, not with Charter.

In the high pressure world of broadcasting, when you need equipment financing, Charter Financial delivers just what you need without adding to the pressure - simply, quickly, competitively. We've been stars in the industry for over 20 years, but we're willing to share the spotlight. All you need to do is ask.

CHARTER FINANCIAL
153 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
Ph. 800-805-9999
Fax. 212-805-1060

---
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There's No Time to Lose.

Choose the most essential element for a digital television implementation.

- antenna
- encoder
- multiplexer
- transmitter
- preconditioner
- cameras
- routers
- software
- programming
- additional staff
- a plan

That's right, before anything else, before you spend a single dollar on new equipment or new programming or additional personnel, you're going to need a solid plan—a blueprint that allows you to establish goals, evaluate alternative solutions, and helps you make the wisest use of your budget dollars.

Columbine JDS has a team of experts with years of experience in digital television and multichannel broadcasting. And we've got the solutions for the digital world, including software for:

- Digital Transmission Management
- Video Server Control
- Multichannel Master Control Automation
- Multichannel Program Management
- Multichannel Sales and Traffic

We're ready to help. So, before you do anything else, call and ask about our DTV products and services.

CJDS
Solutions for the digital world
303.237.4000
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Bob Ogren
Vice president of engineering and operations
LIN Television

As LIN Television gears up to shop at NAB ‘98, the company is getting a crash course in HDTV gear through its involvement with the Texas Rangers’ opening-day game. That game will be broadcast in HDTV on NBC/LIN station KXAS-HD Fort Worth on March 31.

The hi-def game is being produced by subsidiary LIN Productions and broadcast from KXAS-HD with a Comark DTV transmitter on DTV ch. 41. (LIN already has signed groupwide deals with Comark for transmitters and with Dielectric for antennas.)

“We certainly want to see what’s happening with encoders at NAB,” says Bob Ogren, LIN Television vice president of engineering and operations. “For the opening-day broadcast we’re leasing a Mitsubishi encoder, which is the only one currently available that does 1080 I.”

Besides HDTV encoders, Ogren will be looking for upconverters and full-bandwidth HDTV routers and production switchers, such as the compact units that UK manufacturer Snell & Wilcox will be introducing in Las Vegas. One of LIN’s major equipment priorities is rebuilding KXTX-TV Dallas, the U.S. Media Corp.-owned station that LIN runs under an LMA.

“That’s the main broadcast channel for the Rangers,” says Ogren, who wants to make sure it’s ready to carry HDTV baseball games on a regular basis in a few years.

Ogren says he’ll be taking a hard look at full-bandwidth 1.5 Gb/s routers and switches for KXTX-TV. The five stations that LIN has rebuilt since 1993 (which include KXAS-TV, now managed by NBC) were outfitted with Philips routers and switches that can support mez­zanine compression up to 360 Mb/s and with Philips Media Pool servers that can handle full-bandwidth operation.

“Now I want to see how cost-effective it is to build a full-bandwidth infrastructure,” Ogren says. “I hear that HDTV switches will be 1.2 times the price of an old analog switcher—the price is coming down. And we may be able to cost-effectively route with fiber.”

Ogren also is looking at video servers, particularly for WTVB-TV Buffalo, N.Y., where LIN just rebuilt the master control with a serial component digital Grass Valley switcher. The server choice for WTVB-TV is down to Hewlett-Packard’s MediaStream and Tektronix’s Profile. “Servers definitely are the way to go,” he says. “We want to eliminate tape wherever it makes sense.”

One area where tape still makes sense is news acquisition, and Ogren is interested in Panasonic’s DVCPRO 50 format. LIN already has installed some DVCPRO 25 gear at KXAN-TV Austin, Tex., and Ogren raves about the ease of use of Panasonic’s DVCPRO laptop editor.

Now he wants to prepare LIN for widescreen DTV news production with DVCPRO 50 and has been waiting for Panasonic’s 2/3-inch 4:3/16:9 switchable DVCPRO 50 camera. (Panasonic says the AJ-D900W switchable DVCPRO 50 camera will start shipping this month.)

For HDTV playback, Ogren says that “right now, Panasonic’s D-5 HD machine has pretty much got it.” But he also will be looking at Sony’s HDCAM tape decks. LIN doesn’t have a large need right now for HDTV playback, Ogren says; to get WISH-TV Indianapolis on air with DTV this year, LIN is planning to just put “an up­converter on the end of the master control output.”

LIN will continue to evaluate nonlinear editing (it already has several Avid systems) and newsroom computer systems. Ogren says that he is interested in New­Star’s EditStar journalist editing workstation, particularly since LIN stations already use NewStar newsroom software.

The company’s budget has had “a few pretty hefty years” with building DTV towers, but with no towers to build in 1998, the budget should remain about the same as 1997’s, Ogren says. KXAS-TV is “no longer our problem,” since LIN’s ownership stake in the station has been reduced to 20%, and he can focus on getting WISH-HD Indianapolis on the air this year and WTNH-HD New Haven, Conn., by May 1999. All of LIN’s stations are due on-air with DTV service by 2002.

One LIN facility that may require extra attention is NBC affiliate WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va., which runs independent WVBT(TV) Virginia Beach under an LMA. WVBT is due to become a Fox affiliate this fall, and Ogren hopes that the current serial 601 infrastructure will be able to support both NBC’s and Fox’s DTV service, even if they choose different formats.

“The plant has to pretty much be compatible with itself,” he says. “I’d hate to have to separate the plant into two pieces; right now, the main infrastructure of the plant is all integrated together.”

—Glen Dickson
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The world’s most advanced servers

Clipbox
- All the bandwidth, for all the users, all the time.
- Non-compressed, compressed, or both.
- Integrated editing
- The world’s most advanced central server.

Cachebox
- Distributed networked operation.
- Cost effective DV compression.
- Dual system redundancy.
- The world’s most flexible distributed server.

CLIPBOX® & CACHEBOX®
in partnership or stand-alone - the finest in server technology

Call our 24 hour Clipbox Hotline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext. 782
Quantel Inc., 28 Throndal Circle, Darien, CT 06820 Tel: +1 203 656 3100 Fax: +1 203 656 3459 http://www.quantel.com
Ardell Hill  
Vice president of broadcast operations  
Media General

A brand-new WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., will lead Media General Inc. into the digital age.

The station, to be co-located with Media General's daily Tampa Tribune newspaper, is expected to be completed at the end of next year at a construction cost of $14.5 million.

Building a new station gives Media General a unique opportunity, says Ardell Hill, vice president of broadcast operations: "When we move into the new facility, the beginning of transmission in digital will happen simultaneously." Of course, given the dearth of digital TVs on the market, "I will actually be converting the digital signal back into analog."

The looming deadline in Tampa puts Richmond, Va.-based Media General in another interesting position. "We have to make a lot of decisions right now about things the manufacturers and industry have not 100 percent resolved," Hill says.

Media General expects to take a different approach with its 12 other network affiliates, all of which are outside the nation's top 30 markets. Using the Tampa experience, Media General will take the time to "try to make intelligent decisions about what it is we are going to do," Hill says. The smaller stations are on a five-year timetable to convert to digital.

The company already has a systemwide contract with Harris for studies of antenna placement, structure and possible sharing. Hill says, and will be looking for antennas and transmitters at NAB '98.

Also in the bag is a contract with Hewlett-Packard for commercial playback servers (Florida looks good for automation software, Hill says). NewStar and Tektronix are lined up for nonlinear editing systems for news and newsroom computer systems. Hill declined to disclose the values of the contracts.

Meanwhile, Hill is working with Snell & Wilcox for upconversion equipment, although he says he hopes other players will come forward in the upconversion field.

New digital tape formats "should be the last piece of the puzzle we should address," he says, although he is impressed by the formats offered by Panasonic and Sony.

As for Media General's budgeting for HDTV, "If you want to stay competitive, you need to reinvest in your company and reinvest in the tools of your trade," Hill says. But that doesn't mean making a huge payout in one year. "Your stations can't afford to take that kind of hit."

Instead, "we have looked at this process as a transition," Hill says. In some cases, like graphics equipment and weather systems, upgrades will suffice. In other cases, analog equipment will be replaced with digital when it outlives its useful life.

With that approach, the oft-quoted cost of $10 million to convert a TV station to digital probably can be cut dramatically. Spreading the work over four to six years, "you're probably going to spend about half that much money along the way in keeping your stations competitive," Hill says.

—Elizabeth A. Rathbun
in the television industry's race toward digital transition,

think of us as your crack pit crew.

Broadcast technology is on the fast track as stations across the country begin converting their technology to digital. If you're not on track for this important transition, the time to begin is now. And Professional Communications Systems is here with the tools to help.

Professional Communications Systems is a reliable, cost efficient source in the design and integration of today's digital technology. From turn-key studios for new television and cable operations, to up-grades for existing broadcast facilities.

Technology can be the difference between winning and losing. Professional Communications Systems will help you stay in front.

Technology Evolves. We Take You There.
Now you can turn a single lightning bolt into a hundred different stories. In 3 broadcast second. Fact is, Tektronix' News Solutions can help you produce more news, better news, in less time—with more control. As integrated video solutions, they can help you automate all the news gathering, editing and organizing. At the same time, they can streamline your entire news production—from assignments to on-air scheduling. But before you start to feel any gigavolt jolts, know this. Tektronix News Solutions can be integrated with tape systems as easily as disk. So you can set your own migration pace on the way to disk. They're scalable. So you can grow from newsrooms of 20 people all the way to 200. And, of course, you can rely on Tektronix' long-running support of these "mission critical" applications. Just so you know, you'll get maximum impact for every broadcast watt—without the risk of natural disaster. See, if you can dream it up, we've got a way to get you there.

For the whole story, call 1-888-TEK-VIDEO, dept. 606 or visit us at www.tek.com/VND
Joseph Snelson
Director of engineering
Meredith Broadcasting Group

Joseph Snelson, director of engineering for the Meredith Broadcasting Group, has four stations out of 10 on the 30-month digital countdown: KPDX-TV (Portland, Ore.), KPHO-TV (Phoenix), WOFL-TV (Orlando, Fla.), and WFSB-TV (Hartford, Conn. These four stations must meet the FCC's November 1999 deadline. Snelson says that his block of stations may benefit from the FCC's chronology of events: "We will have the chance to see what succeeds.

"This stuff is so new that it's tough to decide what to do," he says. "We don't have a lot of time, but we have more time than some people."

While many may wonder about the adverse impact of multiple formats on TV groups as they try to get volume discounts, Snelson wonders whether it's the manufacturers that should be nervous, especially those that may elect to champion one DTV format.

"What about the manufacturers?" he asks. "Will they offer multiple formats? I'm bullish on group purchasing power and support. I believe the whole issue of multiple formats is as problematic for the manufacturers as it is for me."

Like many others, he also is closely watching the debate over a possible 1080 I de facto DTV receiver standard. He wonders what flexibility receiver manufacturers will display in holding down the cost of individual components versus the performance of the DTV receiver. He does not want to be penalized by the shadow effect of a substandard converter.

"If they all elect to go with 1080 I, we will all have to wonder how good the conversion will be at 720 P," he says. "After all, receiver manufacturers already are complaining about their ability to make a profit on this hardware."

When Snelson arrives at NAB, he will have no group-wide agreement for transmitters or antennas. Although he would not talk numbers, he pointed to a sizable purchase agreement for nonlinear editing hardware with Panasonic for DVCPRO equipment to be deployed in two of Meredith's full-blown Fox affiliate start-ups and in two other station conversions.

A long list of digital hardware is still open to consideration. Snelson says that his evaluation of various encoders, upconverters, video servers (both for networked news production and commercial insertion), graphics and digital tape formats is under way.

He is watching disk-on-camera technology closely, seeing it as a natural extension of the disk-based server applications in the news acquisition process as well as in other production-related activities.

Infrastructure changes will take place gradually. "We're not planning to start wholesaling plants, ripping everything out," Snelson says. "We will enter a transitional phase. As far as automation is concerned, the bottom line is that we are not planning additional staff to conduct digital operations."

Snelson says he is particularly reluctant to embrace the concept of routers driving a full-bandwidth infrastructure at 1.5 Gb/s.

"When it comes to 1.5 Gb/s, I have a hard time envisioning it, especially from a price standpoint. I believe that mezzanine [compression] at 360 Mb/s may make the most sense. This may change, but 360 lends itself to coaxial distribution, and it exists today. Those are two distinct advantages.

"Besides, I cannot see 270 [Mb/s] offering true benefits over 360 at today's prices: "270 does not leave you enough headroom. Granted," he says, "the 19.39 signal is not a signal that we are going to be able to work with any-

Snelson does not plan to buy weather systems this year. In the past three months, two Baron Systems live Doppler radar units and one WSI system have been brought on line.

Meredith is seeking one SNG truck and one ENG replacement this year.

—Peter J. Brown
Industry consolidation and convergence. Evolving technology. And a changing regulatory environment. These are just some of the reasons why media and communications companies need a source of innovative capital markets solutions.

That source is First Union's Communications and Media Finance Group. Our experts serve a wide range of segments within the media and telecommunication industries, providing clients with extensive industry knowledge, responsive execution, and an approach that offers multiple financing solutions. All of which will make sure you reach the right audience.

To make our expertise work for you, call Lloyd Sams, Managing Director, at (704) 374-4151.
Choosing the right camera system is critical to success in migrating to DTV. That's why Philips Digital Video Systems is ready now with DTVCAM, the most cost-effective studio/field DTV solution available. Based on the high performance LDK 20/20P system, DTVCAM features unique Philips True Frame Progressive™ CCD chip technology. Only Philips TFPTM scanning provides full image sampling, for film-like pictures that take imaging to the next level. DTVCAM is compatible with current broadcast equipment.
cutting transition costs and freeing bandwidth for other applications. There's instant switchability between 4:3 and 16:9, and between Interlace and Progressive Scan. And if you're already an LDK 20 user, we'll be happy to upgrade on site - making your move to DTV even simpler.

For the full picture, see DTVCAM on Booth #12701 at NAB '98, or visit our web site at www.broadcast.philips.com
This is the big checkbook year,” says Stephen Flanagan, vice president of engineering for Post-NewswEEK Stations Inc. He will attend NAB to shop for Post-NewswEEK’s six stations: WDIV(TV) Detroit, WKMG(TV) Orlando, Fla., WPLG(TV) Miami, KPRC-TV Houston, WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., and KSAT-TV San Antonio, Tex.

The focus—no surprise here—will be digital. “Regarding DTV,” he says, “we’ll be looking at everything—antennas, digital microwave transmitters, MPEG encoders, ATSC encoders, master control switchers—all of the items we need to get a respectable service on the air.”

“Obviously, with digital our spending for 1998 is very much increased,” Flanagan says. “But our DTV spending is handled in a separate budget. Otherwise, our regular budget is increased this year by about 3 percent.”

Although Detroit’s WDIV faces the FCC deadline of May 1, 1999, “we hope to be on in March,” Flanagan says. Three other stations, WKMG, WPLG and KPRC-TV, are expected to debut by Nov. 1, 1999, and WJXT and KSAT-TV are scheduled for May 1, 2002. Obviously, Flanagan says, “We’re focusing on those first stations right now.”

Like many groups, Post-NewswEEK has in place group-wide agreements for antennas and transmitters. The group will go to Dielectric Communications Corp. for antennas, and to Harris Corp. for transmitters. “We have made a lot of decisions already, but NAB ’98 is a last look before placing orders,” says Flanagan.

“If you’re in a major market,” he adds, “and you haven’t been shopping, you’re already too late.”

Upconversion equipment is also on the shopping list. “Our initial plan is to offer a full-time DTV service,” Flanagan says. “When a DTV product is not available, we will upconvert our local syndicated programming.”

The group has not decided on an encoder manufacturer. “That’s one of the areas we’ll be spending a lot of time on [during NAB],” he says.

Other likely purchases include video servers for commercial insertion, video servers for networked news production and nonlinear editing systems for news.

Flanagan says it’s too early in the digital process to look at either graphics equipment or weather systems.

Post-NewswEEK also will evaluate digital tape formats such as DVCPro and Sony Betacam SX for both playback and news acquisition. Flanagan says that the early playback format for Post-NewswEEK is not clear. “We don’t know yet,” he says. “We are taking what I’d like to consider a smart and pragmatic approach, a structured plan.”

Post-NewswEEK may have to consider different formats, as its six stations include ABC, CBS and NBC affiliates. “We will find it very hard to be going in different directions, just because our networks are going in different directions,” Flanagan says.

The likelihood of being compelled to purchase gear in different formats to support network affiliates is not one that station groups are eager to face. “Will this create problems?” Flanagan asks rhetorically. “Very much so. It has the potential to hurt buying; it will be more costly. If the major networks go in different directions, the cost will increase for everyone.”

A unified approach would be preferable, Flanagan says: “We have to jump-start this service. The more we are together as an industry, the less chance there will be for consumer confusion.”

While time-consuming, digital is not alone on the Post-NewswEEK shopping list. “As a company,” Flanagan says, “we spend millions a year on automation. We try very hard to regularly replace equipment.”

Will that include new ENG or SNG gear for 1998? “Always,” he says. “We try to flatten out expenses and follow a regular replacement schedule.”

—Dan Trigoboff

“Regarding DTV, we’ll be looking at everything—antennas, digital microwave transmitters, MPEG encoders, ATSC encoders, master control switchers—all of the items we need to get a respectable service on the air.”
From anywhere in the world, just point...click... and your caption project is virtually done.

Group W Network Services Entertainment has developed Global Captions, the most efficient worldwide caption/subtitle management distribution service. Global Captions is accessible 24 hours a day and provides services in many languages. Whether it’s one show or your entire program library, Global Captions gives you instant Internet access to send, monitor, edit and receive your caption project.

To schedule a viewing or for more information contact: Topsy McCarty, Sales Director 203-965-6310.

Visit us during NAB in suite 571 at the Las Vegas Hilton for an on-site demonstration. At Group W Network Services Entertainment...We Grow Networks!
David Folsom  
Technology Vice President  
Raycom Media

David Folsom, Raycom Media's technology VP, says he will be in the market for "just about everything" next month as he buys broadcasting gear for the 25 Raycom stations (and two satellite stations). This year's equipment budget is up to 20% higher than last year's at the company.

"It's going to ramp up as we get closer and closer to high-definition," Folsom adds. He predicts the cost of passing through a digital network signal will come to $2 million-$4 million per station.

Folsom says those cost estimates are in line with predictions offered about four years ago by a working party of the FCC's advisory committee on advanced TV. Folsom, who participated in the cost-prediction effort, says that installing a transmitter and transmission line alone comes to more than $1 million.

And Raycom has more than two dozen stations to outfit with digital transmission gear. Folsom says he will be focusing on transmitting equipment and other "pass-through" essentials, although the company has not yet selected an encoder manufacturer.

For now, Raycom is planning little beyond a basic DTV transmission infrastructure for its stations. "That's what we're all doing," Folsom says. He adds that it is too early to determine what format his stations will use to play back HD material.

Folsom also says spending on additional HD gear makes little sense until the local stations have a clearer picture of the DTV business. Raycom's stations include CBS, NBC, ABC and Fox affiliates.

"This is a 'how many angels will fit on the head of a pin' discussion," Folsom says of the HD production landscape. "Pass-through is our first objective."

He adds that the Raycom stations likely will be broadcasting in whatever picture format they receive from their networks.

Folsom voices no interest in rebroadcasting in a format different from what the network delivers. "What's the purpose?" he asks, adding that most television sets will display digital programming in an interface mode no matter what the format they receive.

Folsom raises a number of additional questions about the look of digital TV, such as whether news will be produced in a widescreen format or in today's 4x3 format. "There's a tremendous investment in the [news] infrastructure right now," he says.

In the NTSC world, Raycom will be proceeding with last year's plan to spend $8 million on Panasonic's DVCPRO format. In October, the company unveiled an initial $2 million investment for 10 of its stations. The purchase covered DVCPRO laptop editing systems, camcorders and a variety of VTRs.

The deal calls for more purchases this year and next, with a projected total of up to $8 million worth of equipment.


The DVCPRO program will affect any nonlinear editing systems that Raycom purchases, because the company needs to ensure compatibility among the production products. Last fall's deal with Panasonic also called for the purchase of the company's Postbox nonlinear editing system.

Raycom also will be looking to pick up some video servers, although about three-quarters of its stations already are using servers. However, Folsom says the stations will not be buying servers to support news production systems.

In addition to servers, routers, switchers, graphics and weather equipment, Raycom also will be shopping for a few newsroom computer systems. Folsom says some of the television stations' newsroom computer systems "are getting long in the tooth." Some also need replacement to avoid the infamous year 2000 problem.

"This is a 'how many angels will fit on the head of a pin' discussion," he says of the HD production landscape. "Pass-through is our first objective."

—Chris McConnell
Stepping up to digital broadcasting used to be a risky business.

Introducing the new DiviCom MediaView™ MV40 encoder. With its powerful architecture and built-in upgrade path, the MV40 MPEG-2 encoding system protects you against the shattering effects of a changing digital environment. Without it, your technology investment could be in jeopardy.

A full complement of advanced features includes sophisticated preprocessing, 4th generation dual-pass compression technology, unique lookahead statistical multiplexing and 4:2:0/4:2:2 switchability. All of which adds up to higher quality video at lower bit rates, and a risk-free migration path to high definition TV. Take the first step now. Call DiviCom at +1.408.490.6560, or visit us at www.divi.com.
Sinclair Broadcast Group is preparing to run its multichannel DTV test after NAB on WHPB-TV and WNCV-TV Baltimore. Aided by Comark Digital Services, Sinclair will demonstrate the flexibility of the ATSC signal. The transmitters are up and running, while the TV group awaits the availability of TV receivers.

Del Parks, Sinclair's vice president of engineering and operations, will arrive at NAB with a previously announced deal with Comark for 8-VSB transmitters. He also arrives with roughly double the number of TV stations under Sinclair ownership a year ago. "When we close on everything we bought recently, we will have 55 stations," Parks says.

Given the mix of stations under the Sinclair umbrella, Parks says, "We really have to be flexible." "We're looking intensively at the multichannel SDTV model," he says. "We have no plans to build an HDTV infrastructure in any of our stations until we see what the networks send us.

No decision on an antenna supplier has been made. Parks was studying the Fox TV antenna deal with Andrew, which Parks labels as part of "a fairly comprehensive approach to digital TV." Parks also mentioned Dielectric and Harris as possible antenna suppliers. Parks will take a hard look at various DTV hardware. While Divicom supplied the encoders used in the Baltimore test, Parks says that no encoder purchases have been made.

"It is too early to make any decisions on equipment purchases for high-definition," says Parks. "The networks have yet to announce what formats they intend to use. We will look at several levels of routing systems, including multizone level, but it is probably a year too early to talk about a purchase. For now, we want to take a hard look at what the networks are going to send us.

Parks would not share cost projections for DTV implementation. Regarding his overall budget, he would say only that the increase in the number of Sinclair stations has increased that budget accordingly.

"The cost for any large station group, including Sinclair, to convert to DTV is going to be significant," says Parks. "We need to be careful about how we invest our money. Our course is to continue converting our stations to the 601 digital component platform, and watch the marketplace carefully. This equation goes far beyond the TV station owners and the equipment suppliers. It includes a whole new TV service for consumers, and that means looking at receiver manufacturers and what they have to offer. It's a much bigger issue than what we're buying at NAB this year."

For this reason, Sinclair has been consistently incorporating 601 digital component routers, switches and tape machines into its NTSC infrastructure. "It's available, it's relatively inexpensive and we're past the point of replacing analog equipment with anything but digital technology," says Parks. "It will be easier to build another digital format island off that 601 digital component platform. You can upgrade from that platform easily as well."

Sinclair has been buying Panasonic DVCPro equipment to meet editing, acquisition and playback requirements. Its stations in Pittsburgh, Birmingham and Milwaukee all are equipped with Tektronix Proview video servers with offline digital Exabyte storage capability.

As for automation systems, Parks says that Sinclair has "a little bit of everything. ...In the last three stations we upgraded, we installed Columbine MCAS."

Philips BTS routers and master control switches have been selected. Sinclair uses NewStar newsroom computer systems, which are going to be upgraded from OS/2 to Windows NT at three sites.

Sinclair bought five WSI systems last year, and this year it purchased a Weather Central system for its San Antonio station, KABB-TV. According to Parks, no Doppler radar purchases are planned.

In graphics, Sinclair will look at both Chyron and Pinnacle Systems for character generators, still stores and related hardware. Parks does not plan to buy SNG trucks this year, but will purchase two more ENG units from Harris. —Peter J. Brown
Technically speaking there's no better broadcast video server than ASC's VR300. With 1 Gb/sec bandwidth, it serves up to 24 simultaneous channels and 96 hours of online digital storage.

**FIBREDRIVE. ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD.**

The VR300 is the only on-air server with FibreDrive, ASC's exclusive Fibre Channel technology. FibreDrive is the only server architecture that gives all users true simultaneous random access to Fibre Channel RAID storage.

**SERVE UP FASTER, BETTER LOOKING NEWS.**

For a completely tapeless newsroom, integrate the VR300 with ASC's NEWSFlash, a powerful full-featured news editing solution. Record satellite feeds, edit news stories, and play directly to air—all at the same time with the same media. No tapes. No local buffers. No file transfers.

**THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED VIDEO SERVER IS NOW PART OF THE LEITCH FAMILY.**

Recently, ASC's innovative server technologies became part of the Leitch family of digital broadcast solutions. Now the leader in video servers is backed up by Leitch's global support network and world-class customer service.

Ira Goldstone  
Vice president of engineering and technology  
Tribune Broadcasting

Tribune Broadcasting will be looking for systemized DTV solutions at NAB '98, or "methods of moving material from point A to point B without adding concatenated compression," says Ira Goldstone, Tribune's vice president of engineering and technology.

To avoid unnecessary compressions and decompressions of video within the plant, Tribune is looking for more standardization of video formats, linking them with interoperable control systems, servers and asset management systems. "We're looking at a really integrated path to handle program material, for news and spots, starting with acquisition, then through distribution and transmission," says Goldstone.

For example, Tribune already has developed ENG/SNG vans based on Sony’s Betacam SX MPEG-2 4:2:2 tape format. Tribune has experimented with both Sony and Tierman MPEG-2 SNG links; Goldstone says that the experimentation has convinced the group of the benefits of staying with one compression scheme. "To use the Tierman, we have to take 601 out of the SX machine, compress it 4:2:0 and then decompress back to 601 at the station," he says. "With the Sony DSM [digital satellite modulator], the Sony SX in the camera can stay that way to the end."

Goldstone is experimenting with both Betacam SX and DVCPRO as potential formats for DTV news acquisition. "The one goal is to have a product in the end that can be upconverted," he says. "I don’t see true HDTV happening in the field for years to come, so upconversion is a good compromise, at least in news."

Tribune, which is looking at using servers instead of VTRs as the record and playback devices for either format, is also testing nonlinear editors from Sony, D-Vision and Editing Technologies Corp. Currently, Tribune uses Tektronix Profiles for commercial playback; Goldstone is interested to see Tektronix's progress toward implementing MPEG-2 and standardizing Fibre Channel.

For DTV program playback, Goldstone is considering D-5 tape decks from Panasonic as well as "bitstream servers" that can capture and delay an ATSC-encoded 19.3 Mb/s transport stream. He expects to see such servers from Sony and Pluto, among others.

For its routing infrastructure, Tribune plans to use both mezzanine compression at 270 or 360 Mb/s and some 1.5 Gb/s uncompressed HDTV routing. Goldstone will be looking for a small 16x16 full-bandwidth HDTV router, which "will probably also be the master control DTV switcher in the early days—just cuts-only with a keyer on the downstream to do bugs." But he's also interested in full-bandwidth switchers that can perform basic dissolves and keying.

To handle audio, Goldstone will be looking for both AES digital standard gear to support NTSC broadcasts and Dolby AC-3 compressors and decoders for DTV service.

On the DTV transmission front, Tribune already has signed deals with Harris and Dielectric for transmitters and antennas. Now the station group is looking for the rest of the necessary equipment to get DTV service on the air, including encoders, upconverters, multiplexers and studio-to-transmitter links (STLs).

Goldstone is considering DTV encoders from Harris/Lucent, NDS and Leitch, and upconverters from Snell & Wilcox and Faroudja Labs. Regardless of what data rate a Tribune affiliate station uses to route a network signal within the plant—whether mezzanine or full-bandwidth HDTV—it plans to transmit whatever format the network sends it.

"If we’re a 720P affiliate, we’ll match that coming out of the transmitter," Goldstone says. He also is looking at STLs from Microwave Radio Corp., NuComm and Harris that can multiplex a 19.39 Mb/s DTV feed and a separate MPEG-2 feed for NTSC service within a 45 Mb/s (DS-3) data rate. "For NTSC, we can encode a 601 signal at 18 Mb/s in 4:2:2, get it on the hill, turn it back into 601 and shove it in our transmitter," says Goldstone.

Goldstone says that Tribune’s 1998 equipment budget is very similar to 1997’s, mainly because "we broke off DTV transmitters into a separate column and are addressing them as a global project—the station’s budget stays the same." Tribune began budgeting for DTV four years ago and set aside money to buy transmitters, antennas, upconverters and encoders for all of its stations as a one-time-only expense. Goldstone adds: "We haven’t said to our stations, here’s a lot of money—now go buy some DTV stuff."

"I don’t see true HDTV happening in the field for years to come, so upconversion is a good compromise, at least in news."

—Glen Dickson
Tiernan produces the most comprehensive range of MPEG-2 equipment:

- High-performance MPEG-2 Encoders for 4:2:2 and 4:2:0 profiles
- MPEG-2/DVB IRDs for broadcast, professional and industrial applications
- Satellite Modulators for QPSK and 8PSK
- Interface products for satellite and terrestrial networking (including ATM)
- Conditional access for simple and complex networks
- Network management and control systems

Tiernan products are the cutting edge of technology.

Contact us for an MPEG-2 compression solution that can put you on the crest of the digital wave.

GUESS WHO’S LEADING THE DIGITAL WAVE WITH PROVEN 4:2:2 MPEG-2 RIGHT NOW?

Others promised. We delivered the TE6 Encoder and TDR600 IRD. The first. The best. Only from Tiernan.

Tiernan Communications
5751 Copley Drive, San Diego, CA 92111 USA
TEL: +1 619 587-0252 • FAX: +1 619 587-0257
EMAIL: info@tiernan.com • WEB: http://www.tiernan.com

Leaders in Digital Television

See us at NAB ‘98:
Sand’s Booth T5159 and our LVCC Outdoor Booth.
Robert Harrison
Vice president/director of engineering
Young Broadcasting

Robert Harrison, vice president and director of engineering for Young Broadcasting, has a long list of items to assess at NAB. He will oversee 12 stations as they upgrade to DTV over the next four years, beginning with KCAL (TV) Los Angeles, WKRN-TV Nashville, and either WTEN (TV) Albany, N.Y.—pending the outcome of a community antenna site selection process—or WRIC-TV Richmond, Va.

Not including Young’s projected budget for DTV antennas, transmitters and towers, the money to be spent for all other hardware in 1998 is the same as last year, Harrison says. But, he says, it costs some $2.5 million to put a DTV transmitter on the air.

“If we do three per year, we’re doing well,” he says. “It doesn’t go away. In four years, it has to be done. We’ve budgeted for this year and committed to spending half of that already.”

Harrison says that he will try to minimize expenses with a mix of attrition and upgrades integrated into capital expenditures. “How much is involved is unclear. It gets fuzzy. It depends upon how much HDTV local production we’re going to do. It is definitely market-driven.”

He has encountered no pitched battles for tower permits—although the Mount Wilson site outside Los Angeles for KCAL has not been cleared. Elsewhere, Harrison is in a wait-and-see mode, and is aiming for 2002 for DTV and NTSC simulcasts.

Harrison says he has “just about settled” on buying DTV transmitters from Harris. He has not selected antennas, but says that he may look at Dielectric gear.

DTV encoders also will be a “major area of investigation at NAB,” says Harrison. He is leaning toward the joint Harris/Lucent Technologies’ Flexicoder DTV encoder system, but is also looking at General Instrument encoders.

However, Harrison doesn’t plan to invest in an HDTV routing infrastructure anytime soon. “Either the networks provide a fully encoded feed—fully ATSC 19.4 Mb/s for HDTV—or we are not going to put the signal on the air this year,” Harrison says. “In the early days, I don’t see myself buying any routing infrastructure or encoding equipment. To begin with, I can’t imagine spending money on HDTV-mezzanine or any other infrastructure without receivers in the market. We will simply have no potential to encode the HDTV signal.”

Upconverters, for the time being, are not on Harrison’s list either.

Digital newsgathering and editing equipment is Harrison’s chief concern for Young’s existing NTSC service. “Nobody makes just what I want,” he says. But if he can resolve a few “technical issues” involving editing on Sony’s Betacam SX, he will proceed with the 4:2:2 digital tape format.

Young already has equipped one station with Betacam SX, and has a tentative budget for two or three more stations. On the nonlinear side—if everything goes according to plan—the SX package will be topped off with a Sony DNE-700, which includes a GUI-based edit controller. Harrison wants to get a good look at ASC’s software package as well. For newsroom computer systems, Harrison is happy with his existing DCM and AP Newscenter software.

Server technology for commercial insertion is on the shopping list for at least two stations, in addition to a further acquisition/upgrade for the caching system at KCAL.

Automation gear is not in this year’s budget, but two stations may be ready to go next year. Event-stacking capability is one of Harrison’s chief concerns.

Replacing routers is somewhat of a headache for Harrison, because he is not sure whether he is going to fly with analog NTSC hardware or jump to serial digital units. Utah and Philips are at top of his list in this category. He is focused on hardware with suitable pathfinding and serial digital matrices that work in tandem with analog.

Analog-to-digital converters are subject to more aggressive pricing from Sony and Grass Valley, according to Harrison. The cost advantage enjoyed by Miranda may be slipping somewhat. Harrison has one station—KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.—already equipped with a Grass Valley 4000 serial digital switcher.

For weather, Harrison has installed two Baron Services systems. He has ordered three more and may order a fourth. Young’s KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D., is outfitted with two Baron Services Doppler radars, which were paid for as part of a joint community service project. He also is looking at the latest upgrades for the new WSI graphics systems.

No SNG activity is planned this year. (Five Young stations have SNG trucks.) While the industry awaits the resolution of the 2-ghz spectrum dispute, Young will make its usual annual purchase of two new ENG vehicles this year.

In this category, Frontline Communications Corp. of Clearwater, Fla., is Young’s choice.

—Peter J. Brown
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Thomson Broadcast Systems will show its HDE 5100 high-definition encoder, which it has developed with design help from Sarnoff Corp. The Model HDE 5100 is built around a proprietary Thomson compression chipset that will support all the ATSC transmission formats, including 1080 I, 720 P and 480 P. It can be used for both terrestrial and direct satellite broadcasts, as well as in contribution or distribution links between broadcast facilities, and can support HD and multichannel SDTV operation. "It is the result of Thomson’s many years of experience in digital television systems based on MPEG compression," says Arnaud de Panafieu, executive vice president of Thomson Broadcast Systems. "It also incorporates Sarnoff innovations that assure high picture quality and give broadcasters the flexibility they need to incorporate local content into network broadcasts."

Thomson's new DTV encoder includes SMPTE splicing capability, for insertion of local commercials, and a stripe rate control that ensures uniform quality across a picture from top to bottom. The system grew out of Thomson and Sarnoff's participation in the Grand Alliance, as work done in the HDTV Broadcast Technology Program sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Canon will show its line of digital ENG and studio HDTV lenses. These include the HJ15X8B IRS/IAS standard zoom lens, the HJ18X7.8 IRS/IAS long zoom lens, the HJ9X5.5B IRS/IAS wide-angle zoom lens, the UJ20X7B HDTV studio lens, and the UJ65X9.5B HDTV field zoom lens. All the Canon HDTV lenses use the company’s Internal Focus (IF) technology for high-quality optics, reduced chromatic aberrations and higher MTF performance.

California Microwave’s Microwave Radio Communications division (MRC) has introduced a new 18 ghz digital video microwave system to provide a DTV stu-
Norpak’s TES5 digital TV data encoder/insert can encode and insert data in any TV data format.

Norpak’s TES5 digital TV data encoder/insert can encode and insert data in any TV data format.

Norpak Corp. is introducing its new Digital TV data encoder/inserter, the TESS, for encoding and inserting data into the vertical blanking interval (VBI) of any component digital (CCIR 601) video signal. The TESS can load up to four encoder software modules for encoding and inserting up to four RS-232 serial data streams into a single VBI. Standard encoder software modules are available for North American (NABTS), European (WST) or Japanese (JTES) teletext standards, and for EIA608 closed-captioning. The TES5 is also available with a LAN interface.

Tiernan has introduced five new MPEG-2 products that it will show in Las Vegas, including the TE6 high-performance MPEG-2 encoder that can support 4:2:2 encoding at up to 50 Mb/s, as well as 4:2:0 encoding; the TDR600 MPEG-2/DVB integrated receiver/decoder (IRD) for broadcast applications requiring both MPEG-2 4:2:2 and 4:2:0 decoding, which provides both digital and analog output of video and audio signals, two high-speed user data channels, and remote control through RS-232 or Ethernet communications; the TDR77 MPEG-2/DVB IRD, a mid-range product for 4:2:0 applications requiring only analog video and audio outputs, with support for teletext and user data services; the TU110 Universal Network interface for the digital turnaround of satellite and terrestrial links, which can be used to connect two MPEG-2 devices that do not use the same physical interface, and the TMOD1000, a compact QPSK/DVB modulator option that can be fitted into Tiernan encoders to create a two-rack unit encoder/modulator package ideal for compact digital SNG applications.

NewsMaker Systems will show NEN(2), its JAVA-based advanced newsroom computer system. NEN(2) allows each workstation to access news production elements and desktop video through a local intranet or via the Internet. The platform-independent NEN(2) runs all major operating systems such as MS-DOS, Windows 95, Windows NT, Windows 98, System 7, MAC’s OS8, and Unix’ Lenux. Capable of running within a Web browser or a network computer, NEN(2) is typically configured on a PC with Internet Explorer, Navigator or a JAVA-based browser. The system incorporates all the features of NewsMaker’s existing NewsMaker Electronic Newsroom system, including full-featured script editing, show rundown management, wire story processing, assignment desk management, electronic mail/fax and script archiving capabilities.

AMS Neve will be showing new hardware and software enhancements for its Libra Live digital broadcast production console. Software improvements include an enhanced IFB matrix with output available for every fader; a new split-console mode that allows global changes to be applied independently to the left or right of the console, enabling both live and preset modes of operation; snapshot “scope,” which incorporates a powerful “scope” tool into the console’s automation system to give the user full control over which console functions are reset; improved on-air logic to prevent inadvertent actions from taking the console off-air; and the addition of a user-definable “soft” button to each console channel strip. New hardware options for
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Libra Live include stand-alone remote I/O units, which enable industry-standard MADI routers to be inserted between Libra Live and its inputs and outputs; and an advanced-design Logic Control Board that speeds console boot-up time by storing control code in Flash RAM instead of on the system's hard disk.

**Grass Valley Telecom** will show its first product, the OptiPath digital transport system, a cost-effective solution for upgrading existing Tektronix/Grass Valley Wavelink analog video fiber links. OptiPath is fully compatible with new or existing Wavelink frames and diplexed audio options. The OptiPath 1310 nm laser transmitter and receiver modules support analog or SMPT 259M/ITU-R.601 SDI (270 Mb/s) video input and output. The transport stream is a true standards-based SDTI, so the upgraded system is capable of operating within a switched video environment with either analog or digital video input and output. “With the introduction of OptiPath, Grass Valley Telecom is offering Wavelink users digital performance without a complete end-to-end equipment replacement,” says Matt Miller, Grass Valley Telecom president. “By installing OptiPath into an existing Wavelink frame, customers realize improved video and audio quality, lower maintenance costs, and compatibility with future Grass Valley Telecom standards-based products.”

**Ross Video Ltd.** is introducing the Synergy Series of digital production switches, designed for live news, live sports and live production. Over-the-shoulder boxes, picture freezes, repositioning of keys and pushes are supported by Synergy’s squeeze-and-tease feature, and complex switcher and remote control operations can be performed through custom control hot buttons. Other features include preview overlay, 12 aux busses, up to 64 inputs, VTR control, external DVE integration, and redundant power. Synergy is packaged in a compact 11 rack unit, 600 watt frame and will be shown in three models: Synergy 4 (4 ME), Synergy 3 (3 ME) and Synergy 2 (2 ME).

Glendale, Calif., start-up **Synctrix** will make its NAB debut with FiberHydrant, a system for making realtime transfers of production-quality video, audio and control data over ATM wide-area networks. Using a simple graphic user interface, FiberHydrant users will be able to initiate a connection to another FiberHydrant user to send high-bandwidth digital video and audio (such as SMPT 259M video and AES/EBU audio) from a video recorder or production switcher. On the other end, the signal will be reconstructed and timed to seamlessly mesh with similar systems at remote locations. Synctrix’s first system will be OC-3 compliant with a mild 2:1 compression; an OC-12 compliant system for uncompressed video will be available by fourth quarter 1998.

**Gepco International** has introduced its new 5522M digital audio microphone cable, which is designed for high-performance analog or digital audio remote applications. The 5522M cable consists of two twisted 22 gauge (19x34) finely stranded, tinned copper conductors, with the addition of a 22 gauge (7x30) tinned copper drain wire for quick and easy assembly. While the “sonically transparent” 5522M is compatible with all audio signals, Gepco expects 95% of its use will be in high-end analog applications, where it would enhance the performance of condenser microphones in studio or live situations.

---

**Glen Dickson**

---

**Ross Video Limited's new Synergy production switcher**
Oscar nod may be bad news for NBC

'Mad About You' star Helen Hunt ups ante for her return

By Michael Stroud

ABC executives have Oscars on the brain—and they're not just worrying about counterprogramming ABC's broadcast tonight (March 23).

Helen Hunt's nomination for an Academy Award has given her increased leverage in her high-stakes negotiations with NBC over returning to the hit series Mad About You.

Sources say the actress is demanding about $1 million an episode for herself and co-star Paul Reiser—roughly four times their current rate. The network has offered each of the stars $750,000.

If NBC gives in, its cost per episode will roughly double, to about $3 million, and it's an open question whether the network is willing to pay that much.

"NBC has a formula it plugs all the numbers into that factors in a show's place in the prime time lineup, the cost of production and the network's ratings," says entertainment lawyer Peter Dekom. "The show has to make economic sense."

Others think the network will pony up. With Seinfeld leaving the air, the reasoning goes, NBC can't afford to lose one of its top-ranked Tuesday night shows at any price.

"They're losing their number-one franchise," says analyst Gary Farber of Cowen & Co. "They're going to do whatever they can to hold on to [Hunt]."

Losing Mad would make it much more difficult for NBC to consider moving Frasier to Thursday night to replace Seinfeld, since its Tuesday night would become more vulnerable to shows like ABC's hit Home Improvement.

Officials at NBC and Mad About You producer Columbia TriStar declined comment.

NBC already has staved off one threat to its Thursday night lineup by agreeing to pay $13 million an episode for ER. It tried to pull a similar save with Jerry Seinfeld, reportedly offering him about $1.5 million an

Injured reporter suing equipment makers

A Des Moines, Iowa, reporter who was badly shocked and burned last September when a mast on a news van touched a 13,000-volt power line during a setup for a live remote is suing four companies that manufacture the equipment.

Named as defendants in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Iowa by former WOI-TV reporter Kimberly Arms and her husband Chad Shirk are Television Engineering Corp., Will-Burt Co., Microwave Radio Corp. and Quick Set Inc. Defendants contacted said they were just served last week and were not prepared to respond.

The lawsuit charges that the defendants "did not equip their products with a proximity warning alarm, electro-magnetic field sensor or like device, although such devices have been known and available for many years." Nor, the complaint says, did the companies include non-conductive, insulating or grounding materials to prevent injury from electrical current or adequately warn users of the dangers associated with their products.

Arms and colleague David Bingham were hospitalized for weeks and sustained life-threatening burns from the accident. Bingham says he has no plans to sue but believes that "Kim wants to get a message out. We're trained to gather news. We're not trained electricians."

Arms has moved to Nebraska where she plans to work at another TV station. She was unavailable for comment.

—Dan Trigoboff

“They’re losing their number-one franchise. They’re going to do whatever they can to hold on to [Hunt].”

Gary Farber, analyst, Cowen & Co.
episode to stay.

The Oscars are complicating NBC’s bidding for Hunt. Actors who win or are nominated for Oscars can command millions of dollars a film—and Hunt appears poised for a stellar film career.

Under one scenario, Hunt could make $4 million–$5 million a film and could make up to five films a year. That’s as much or more than the roughly $22 million she will make if NBC meets her salary demands for Mad About You.

“Most television actors dream about making the switch to movies, and this is as good an opportunity as any,” Dekom says. Before her best actress nomination for “As Good As It Gets,” Hunt had already appeared in 15 films, including 1992’s independent production “The Waterdance” and 1996’s action film “Twister.”

Until now, however, her popularity at the box office has never matched her popularity on Mad About You, which along with Frasier has anchored NBC’s Tuesday night.

Some executives speculate that NBC may try to close a deal with the 34-year-old actress before the awards ceremony airs to lock in a contract for next season. But one source insists that she has already set her price and is just waiting to see if NBC meets it.

Unlike Seinfeld, Hunt appears to have decided that the show has enough creative energy to sustain it for another season, says New York–based media buyer Paul Schulman: “The show is still fresh, and it hasn’t run out of gas.”

Local news is good news for KNBC(TV)

Los Angeles O&O is holding down top spots with all of its newscasts

By Joe Schlosser

In the majority of top markets, CBS affiliates cashed in on the flow of viewers from the winter Olympics to their local newscasts.

In Los Angeles, KCBS-TV saw a significant rise in its ratings, but the station still couldn’t top rival KNBC(TV). The NBC affiliate’s February sweeps results showed its dominance in the competitive Southern California market: the added Olympics competition barely dented the station’s ratings.

KNBC captured or shared a piece of the top spot during every hour of the day in which it airs local news. The station is number one at 6 a.m., 4 p.m., 5 p.m. and 11 p.m. KNBC’s weekend news is tops, and its wake-up show at 5:30 a.m. has taken 33 consecutive sweeps titles.

KNBC General Manager Carole Black says that the station did not back down to the Olympics, airing a number of special news segments head to head during the afternoon and

Engineering layoffs at WTTW Chicago

Chicago’s WTTW(TV) let 13 engineers and technicians go last week.

The layoffs, expected to save the public broadcasting station $1 million a year, appear to be the result of a downturn in the use of its production facilities. President/GM Bill McCarter had built up WTTW’s production facilities—the Chicago Production Center—in an effort to create a significant new revenue stream.

The early 1990s were promising. Chicago radio personality Johnathan Brandmeier hosted his syndicated talk show, Johnny B. on the Loose, at the facilities in 1991. In 1993, Bertice Berry brought a show there, as did former Partridge Family member Danny Bonaduce in 1995. But all those shows were short-lived.

“The facilities were built to position us for the future, to create a revenue stream” as PBS stations looked at cutbacks in federal funding, says WTTW spokeswoman Joanie Bayback. “This [the layoffs] probably should have been done a while ago—perhaps when the talk shows folded—but the station resisted. Meanwhile, we didn’t get another talk show or another series.”

The station continues to provide production facilities for commercials by Nike, Fox and Buena Vista, among others, but the excess overhead has hurt. “We started an attrition program in the early 1990s,” Bayback says. “We can outsource personnel. We have to become more conscious of the future.”

The immediate future likely was the reason for the decision to eliminate the staff positions. The 67-year-old McCarter is retiring after 43 years in television. Dan Schmidt, senior vice president/GM at WFLY(FM) Chicago—a commercial classical music station owned by the same parent, Window to the World Inc.—is expected to take over this spring. “Bill is trying to create a more fiscally stable company for Dan Schmidt to take over,” Bayback says. McCarter could not be reached.

Several of the laid-off workers took early retirement, according to the station. Packages were negotiated with an electrical workers union local. —Dan Trigoboff
We're looking for cable affiliates who share our values.

PAX NET provides wholesome family programming satellite-delivered 24 hours a day with no subscriber fees and lots of avails.
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late night telecasts.

"We determined that we were going to go for it, that we were going to do the news the best way we know how," Black says. "I know a lot of people just wanted to step out of the way of the Olympics, which can be logical, but everybody here said 'Let's go for it.'"

Ironically, Black says KNBC turned things around when NBC carried the previous winter Olympics in 1994. That was also the year Black was named general manager of the NBC O&O.

"We did a lot of crime and what you might call sensational stories," says Nancy Bauer Gonzales, the station's vice president of news. "And I think a lot of stations were doing that. You end up doing news for other newsrooms because you all watch each other. We opted to get away from that and gear our product toward what was and is important to the viewers."

KNBC was facing tough competition from KABC-TV in the afternoons, particularly at 4 p.m. KABC-TV airs Oprah Winfrey's syndicated talk show, which helped it to win the 4 p.m. and afternoon news hours. KNBC then began airing Rosie O'Donnell's program in the 3 p.m. news lead-in hour and producing special pieces geared toward women viewers.

"The combination of getting Rosie, having the Olympics, and some programming geared toward women led to our taking over in the afternoons," Black says. "Oprah was such a formidable opponent and still is, but Rosie really gave us a jump-start."

In the February sweeps, KNBC's 4 p.m. newscast overcame KABC-TV's 18% lead-in rating advantage with Winfrey. The NBC O&O scored a victory with a 6.8 rating/16 share, according to Nielsen Media Research. KABC-TV garnered a 6.5/16.

The biggest news story in Los Angeles of late has been the battering storms related to El Niño. A year ago, Black says, KNBC, along with a Los Angeles grocery store chain and the Red Cross, began passing out fliers and information packets warning residents of predicted weather patterns influenced by El Niño. Black says that the station "took some heat" for warning people early, but now viewers are clamoring to get their hands on the information packets.

"We got criticized for doing stories that we knew were going to be important to our viewers," Black says. "As soon as El Niño hit, our phones were ringing off the hook with people saying 'I should have listened.' We're going to keep doing such stories and working with our viewers when necessary, criticism or no criticism."
Now just watch the good ratings pour in.

Some shows are natural winners, like "The Wacky World of Tex Avery". This side-splitting animated series emulates the squash-and-stretch style pioneered by the legendary Tex Avery. Each episode is packed full of outrageous gags and eye-bulging, jaw-dropping takes that are sure to keep kids begging for more.

Evergreens Are Always in Season
Disney TV animation group meets early success

Experimental fairy tales 'stretch bounds of belief'

By Joe Schlosser

Walt Disney Television Animation decided to do something a little different, and it appears to be paying off.

"Redux Riding Hood," the studio's initial installment of "Totally Twisted Fairy Tales," is up for an Academy Award this week for best animated short film. The nomination is the first-ever for the Disney unit.

"We are stretching the boundaries of belief," says Dan O'Shannon, an Emmy Award-winning writer on "Cheers" and the creator of "Redux Riding Hood."

Labeled a "purely experimental creative series," the twisted tales are Disney's retelling of classic children's stories with a fresh and decidedly different spin.

"Redux," a 15-minute animated short, picks up several years after Little Red Riding Hood leaves. The (Big Bad) Wolf—the voice is that of Seinfeld co-star Michael Richards—is obsessed with catching Red Riding Hood but fails through a number of comic attempts.

Joining Richards in a star-studded cast of voices are Mia Farrow, Don Rickles, Fabio and Garrison Keillor, who narrates the program. "Redux" has won a number of prizes, including a gold medal at the 40th annual New York Festival International.

For O'Shannon, who has written for a handful of network sitcoms, including "Newsradio" and "Cheers," "Redux" was his first attempt in animation.

"In a cartoon a person can blow up, a kid can fly, and you can do all sorts of things that are completely impossible," O'Shannon says. "You sort of have to enjoy what the medium can do for you—as opposed to sitcoms, where you rely on sometimes stock situations and just a lot of dialogue."

The next installment in the "Totally Twisted Fairy Tales" saga is a twisted version of the Three Little Pigs. Disney executives say the pigs, roommates in need of a fourth living companion, wind up taking in a wolf. The animated short teaches a lesson on how to deal with stereotypes and includes cameos from James Belushi and Harvey Fierstein.

Two more shorts are in production: "Jack and the Beanstock" and "Rumpelstiltskin." Disney executives are negotiating with ABC for a possible "Twisted Fairy Tale" network special, and a direct-to-video deal also is being considered.

SYNDICATION MARKETPLACE

'Journal' closes

King World Productions is ending production on syndicated news magazine American Journal after five seasons. King World will continue to produce original episodes through the end of the season. For the final week of February, the news magazine scored a 3.1 national household rating, according to Nielsen Media Research. For the same week a year ago, AJ scored a 4.0. Industry analysts say many of AJ's time slots for next season were taken away by King World's own revival of Hollywood Squares, which debuts this fall. A number of AJ's producers and some talent will likely wind up working on King World's other syndicated news magazine Inside Edition, which last week won its third consecutive National Headliner Award for investigative journalism. The newsmagazine's story "Worker Abuse in the Marianas Islands" was later for uncovering unsafe living and working conditions for garment workers there.

Thumbs up for 'Peer' and 'Click'

Kelly News & Entertainment's teen game show block of Peer Pressure and Click has been given the green light for another season. Both shows are cleared in 80% of the country, with 28 of the top 30 markets sold.

'X' marks the top spot

Twentieth Television's The X-Files was the top-rated weekly show in syndication for the 20th consecutive week. The X-Files scored a 7.6 rating for the week of March 2, according to Nielsen Media Research.

'Think Fast' tops 70%

Raycom Sports and Sunbelt Video have cleared Think Fast in more than 70% of the country and 19 of the top 20 markets. The half-hour FCC-friendly series teaches children problem solving and science through Nascar racing. NASCAR driver Kyle Petty hosts the show which debuts in syndication this September. And Raycom Sports' weekly half-hour series More Than a Game has been renewed in more than 60% of the country for 1998. CNN's Fred Hickman and former Olympic swimmer Janet Evans are the show's hosts.

Real good numbers for 'RealTV'

 Paramount Domestic Television's syndicated reality strip Real TV scored its highest national ratings ever during the week ending March 8. The series scored a record-high 4.3 rating, according to Nielsen Media Research. The rating represents a 30% increase from a year earlier.—Joe Schlosser
Put the odds in your favor with our Evergreen cartoons.

When you've got the world's best cartoons on your side, who needs luck? You can always count on programs like "The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest," "Garfield and Friends," and "Dennis the Menace" to keep audiences tuned in. We've got these favorites and more, including "The Bullwinkle Show," "Dinobabies," and "The Underdog Show." So when you roll into this season, remember, you don't need good fortune, just good cartoons.

Evergreens Are Always in Season
### Weekly Ratings

**PEOPLE'S CHOICE**

Ratings according to Nielsen

**March 9-15**

**KEY:** RANKING/SHOW | PROGRAM RATING/SHARE |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. America's Funniest Home Videos</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ev Loves Raymd</td>
<td>10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The Closer</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. George &amp; Leo</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Melrose Place</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. House Rules</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Line of Duty</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Naked Truth</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Mal &amp; Eddie</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Good News</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MONDAY**

- **10:00**
  - America's Funniest Home Videos (ABC)
  - Ev Loves Raymd (NBC)
  - The Closer (UPN)
  - George & Leo (CBS)
  - Melrose Place (Fox)
- **10:30**
  - House Rules (ABC)
  - Line of Duty (NBC)
  - naked Truth (UPN)
  - Mal & Eddie (Fox)
  - Good News (CBS)

**TUESDAY**

- **10:00**
  - Young & the Restless (CBS)
  - Mad About You (Fox)
  - NBC Movie of the Week: Clueless (UPN)
- **10:30**
  - Home Improvment (ABC)
  - Beverly Hills, 90210 (Fox)
  - Significant Others* (CBS)

**WEDNESDAY**

- **10:00**
  - The Practice (ABC)
  - Dateline (NBC)
- **10:30**
  - NYPD Blue (CBS)
  - Dateline (NBC)
  - Hollywood Squares (Fox)

**THURSDAY**

- **10:00**
  - Grey's Anatomy (ABC)
  - Friends (CBS)
  - Just Shoot Me (Fox)
  - Veronica's Closet (UPN)
  - ER (NBC)
- **10:30**
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (ABC)
  - Players (Fox)
  - Dateline NBC (CBS)
  - ER (NBC)

**FRIDAY**

- **10:00**
  - Sabrina/Witch (ABC)
  - Boy Meets Wrid (CBS)
  - Dateline NBC (Fox)
- **10:30**
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (ABC)
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (Fox)
  - Homicide: Life on the Street (NBC)

**SATURDAY**

- **10:00**
  - That's Incredible (ABC)
  - The Magnificent Seven (CBS)
  - AMW: America Fights Back (Fox)
- **10:30**
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (ABC)
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (Fox)
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (NBC)

**SUNDAY**

- **10:00**
  - Wonderful World of Disney—Mr. Headmistress (ABC)
  - NCAA Bsktb Ch (Fox)
  - Dateline NBC (CBS)
  - NCAA Basketball Championship (NBC)
- **10:30**
  - 1.60 Minutes (UPN)
  - The Simpsons (Fox)
  - King of the Hill (Fox)
  - The X-Files (Fox)

**WEEK AVG**

- **8.4/14**
  - ABC
  - 10.4/17
  - NBC
  - 7.3/12
  - CBS

**STD AVG**

- **8.5/14**
  - ABC
  - 9.9/16
  - NBC
  - 7.1/12
  - CBS

---

*Note: Ratings are estimated and may vary.*
With some shows, you just can't lose.

Go ahead. Give us a whirl. Because these All-Family comedies are a sure bet with every audience. Our lineup includes favorites like "Three's Company," "Bosom Buddies," "Amen," and "Too Close for Comfort." And this year, we've even added new classics like "Charles in Charge" and "Dear John." Comedies and characters this timeless are bound to win over viewers.

Evergreens Are Always in Season
CBS flies high with American Airlines

By Joe Schlosser

Welcome Home takes on a whole new meaning in a new programming deal between CBS and American Airlines. The carrier will show a one-hour block of CBS programming on domestic and international flights starting in May. CBS replaces rival network ABC, which had been the airline's exclusive programming partner for the past two years.

The CBS block, titled CBS Eye on American, will feature episodes of the network's top sitcoms, including Everybody Loves Raymond, alongside news, sports and David Letterman features. CBS This Morning hosts Mark McEwen and Jane Robelot will anchor the one-hour blocks (at least for the first few months) and likely will be followed by other CBS personalities.

“We really view this as an opportunity to let viewers sample all our wares, from sports to news to entertainment and even to David Letterman.” says Frances Manfredi, CBS director of domestic cable and special markets. “We were trying to find a way to take advantage of the synergies that might exist between a powerhouse airline and our network.”

Syndicated programming from CBS’s Eyemark Entertainment, including Martha Stewart’s daily show, also will be featured. CBS will produce two hour-long blocks a month, with a different version for westbound and eastbound flights. The CBS News and Sports features will change weekly and the sitcoms will alternate bimonthly. Other programs to be featured: Kids Say the Darndest Things, Public Eye with Bryant Gumbel, 60 Minutes, 48 Hours, CBS Evening News. This Morning and Sunday Morning.

CBS Eye on American will air on about one-third of American’s flights and will reach just over 2 million passengers each month. To help kick off the alliance. CBS personalities such as Ray Romano likely will make guest appearances on selected flights. Manfredi would not say if Letterman will be serving drinks on any outbound New York flights.

SECOND ANNUAL BROADCASTERS’ FOUNDATION GOLF TOURNAMENT AT NAB98.

Union Bank of California and Broadcasting & Cable have joined forces to co-sponsor the 1998 Broadcasters’ Foundation charity golf tournament to take place on Saturday, April 4 at 1 p.m. at the Las Vegas National Golf Club.

Chairing the event for the Broadcasters’ Foundation are Ed McLaughlin, chairman and CEO of EFM Media; Peggy Conlon, publisher of Broadcasting & Cable magazine; Stu Olds, president of Katz Radio Group; Gary Fries, president of Radio Advertising Bureau and Frances Preston, president and CEO of BMI.

The Las Vegas National Golf Club is being reserved exclusively for the tournament. The facilities will be available to participants beginning at noon. Tee off time for the shot-gun start is 1 p.m.

Box lunches will be on each cart for all players. A reception, buffet and awards ceremony will follow the tournament at the country club. Custom trophies as well as golf prizes will be awarded, including closest to the pin on the par three holes and longest drive both men and women.

For additional information or to request an invitation you may call the Broadcasters’ Foundation at 203-862-8577.

And

Broadcasting

ONLINE & Cable

For breaking news during the business day, go online to www.broadcastingcable.com
AFTRA versus CBS

The American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, AFL-CIO has filed unfair labor practice charges against CBS with the National Labor Relations Board. AFTRA claims that CBS violated the National Labor Relations Act by unilaterally changing benefit plans without first bargaining with the union. A CBS spokesperson says that the network has dealt in “good faith” with the union and will speak to its concerns.

Wonderful news for ‘Wonderful World’

ABC says it will renew its Wonderful World of Disney for the 1998-99 television season. The show ranked first last season among children 2-11 and gave a boost to the network’s 7-9 p.m. Sunday slot.

ABC Pictures out of the picture

ABC is expected to close down ABC Pictures, its in-house television film production unit, after completing five projects in development. The move comes as much of the network’s TV film production is coming from parent Walt Disney Co.

New faces at Fox

Jason Stewart has been named director of current programming for Fox Broadcasting Co. As director of corporate operations, Stewart was one of Barry Diller’s right-hand men at USA Networks Inc., formerly known as HSN Inc. At Fox, he will supervise prime time dramas and comedies, reporting to department heads Jeff Eckerle and Lance Taylor. Fox has named Paul D. Lewis a manager of current programming. He was development coordinator at Fox Television Studios.

Summer vacation for Carey

Drew Carey will host an improvisational comedy show this summer on ABC that will be based on the British series Whose Line Is it Anyway? —Michael Stroud

What are your stations worth?
Where are your revenues going?
What is your stock worth?
Where are multiples going?

For over 14 years BIA has been the leading provider of consulting, financial and information services to the broadcast industry and has performed over $25 billion worth of valuations.

From tax appraisals to operational audits, BIA helps your operation perform.

Our broadcast experience is legendary and our commitment to your success is unparalleled. We’re much more than a partner, we’re part of the team. Call us today.

At BIA, our solutions simply work.

Come see our MEDIA Solutions at NAB ’98, Las Vegas Convention Center, Booth #R11020

BIA Knows.
BIG DEALS

The following station-sale applications, previously reported in BROADCASTING & CABLE, were made public last week by the FCC:

WLTX(TV) Columbia, S.C.
Price: $87.5 million (B&C March 2, "In Brief")
Buyer: Gannett Co. Inc., Arlington, Va. (John Curley, chairman; Cecil L. Walker, president, Gannett Broadcasting); owns/is buying/acquiring 22 TV stations
Seller: Lewis Broadcasting Corp., Savannah, Ga. (J.C. Lewis Jr., principal); owns wltz(tv) Columbus, Ga.
Broker: NationsBanc Montgomery Securities Inc.

Lake City, Kowo(AM)-KREU(FM) Waseca and KNSG(FM) Springfield, Minn.
Price: $42.5 million (B&C March 2, "In Brief")
Buyer: Cumulus Media LLC, Milwaukee (Richard Weening, chairman and Lou Dickey, vice chairman); owns/is buying 91 FMs and 39 AMs.
Seller: James D. Ingstad, Fargo, N.D.; owns kowo(AM) West Fargo, KPFK(FM) Fargo, KKLK(AM)-KBZV(FM), KKCT(FM) and KACL(FM) Bismarck, N.D., and kowo-FM Moorhead, Minn.
Broker: Media Venture Partners

The complex deal involving Paxson Communications Corp., USA Broadcasting Inc. and Blackstar Ltd. (B&C, March 16) works out like this: Paxson pays Blackstar $30 million for kbsp-tv Salem/Portland, Ore, and pays USA $15 million to get out of Home Shopping Network affiliation agreements for Portland and two Paxson L/MAs in New Orleans and Memphis. USA pays Paxson $50 million for wnwm-tv Athens, Ga./Atlanta and pays Blackstar partners Ed Parker, John Oxendine, Wesley S. Williams, Jr., Lana Corbi and John J. Pomeroy $17 million to buy out their interests in kefn(tv) Rapid City, S.D., and satellite kivv-tv Lead, S.D., plus wsfr(tv) Orlando, Fla. Diller plans to sell Rapid City at nearly 13 times the station's cashflow of $700,000, according to documents filed with the FCC.

Proposed station trades
By dollar volume and number of sales; does not include mergers or acquisitions involving substantial non-station assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THIS WEEK:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVs</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combos</td>
<td>$52,933,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>$7,732,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>$1,440,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: $62,105,735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SO FAR IN 1998:

| TVs | $2,229,986,000 |
| Combos | $663,784,868 |
| FM | $188,148,814 |
| AM | $154,370,442 |
| TOTAL: $3,326,290,124 |

SAME PERIOD IN 1997:

| TVs | $1,211,179,000 |
| Combos | $3,452,209,698 |
| FM | $365,153,680 |
| AM | $50,147,568 |
| TOTAL: $5,348,689,946 |

Source: Broadcasting & Cable

Formats: KCID(AM): AC; KCID-FM: country; KGEM: original hits of the '40s, '50s & '60s; KJOT: classic rock; KXRV: rock, alternative; KSRV-AM-FM: country

Brokers: Kalil & Co.

KKGB(FM) Sulphur, KYKZ(FM) and KXZZ(AM)-KBUI(FM) Lake Charles, all La.
Price: $14.84 million

Buyer: Cumulus Media LLC, Milwaukee (Richard Weening, chairman and Lou Dickey, vice chairman); owns/is buying 81 FMs and 39 AMs.
Facilities: kkgb: 101.3 mhz, 25 kw, ant. 328 ft.; kvykz: 96.1 mhz, 97 kw, ant. 492 ft.; kxzz: 1500 khz, 1 kw; kbui: 103.7 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 425 ft.
Formats: kkgb: rock; kvykz: modern country; kxzz: contemporary, gospel; kbui: contemporary hit radio

KIXZ(AM)-KMMF(FM), KBUY(FM) and KNSY(FM) Amarillo and KCDQ(FM), KMKR(FM) and KCHX(FM) Midland-Odessa, Tex., and KDBS(AM)-KRRV(FM), KKST(FM) and KMZM(FM) Alexandria, La.
Price: $11.3 million

Buyer: CapStar Broadcasting Partners LP; Austin, Tex. (Thomas O. Hicks, owner); owns/is buying 237 FMs and 99 AMs
Seller: Champion Broadcasting Corp., Richmond, Va. (William Coogan, chairman); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: kixz: 940 kw, 5 kw day, 1 kw night; kmmf: 96.9 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 614 ft.; kbsv: 94.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,083 ft.; knsy: 98.7 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 469 ft.; kcdq: 102.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 978 ft.; kmkr: 96.1 mhz, 50 kw, ant. 492 ft.; kkst: 106.7 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 679 ft.; kksx: 1410 khz, 1 kw day, 50 w night; krrv: 100.3 mhz, 97 kw, ant. 1,053 ft.; kkst: 98.7 mhz, 35 kw, ant. 1,053 ft.; kmzm: 96.9 mhz, 95 kw, ant. 1,450 ft.
Formats: kixz: nostalgia; kmmf: country; kbsv: country; knsy: hot AC; kcdq: classic rock; kmkr: tejano; kkst: contemporary hit radio; kksx: news, talk, krrv: country; kkst: AC; kmzm: classic rock

Brokers: Whitley Media

WGFN(FM) and WIZJ(FM) Glen Arbor, WCBY(AM)-WGFN(FM) Cheboygan, WLJZ(FM) Mackinaw City, WAVC(FM) Mio, WCKC(FM) Cadillac and WIDG(AM)-WMKC(FM) St. Ignace, all Mich.
Price: $6.9 million
Buyer: Calibre Communications LLC, Chicago (Wade Fetzer, member); no
Chase Capital Partners
Over $250 Million in Equity Committed to Media in 1997

**BROADCAST EQUIPMENT**

American Tower Systems – The leading tower owner in the U.S. CCP provided growth equity. CCP was previously an initial investor in both American Radio Systems and American Tower Corporation, predecessors of ATS.

**28 GHz**

Formus Communications – International broadband data and video services. The Company is currently developing licenses in Poland, Ecuador and New Zealand.

**1.9 GHz**

Bayan Telecom Holdings – Philippine cellular/telecom services company.

TeleCorp PCS - PCS joint venture with AT&T Wireless in the Mid-Southern U.S. and New England areas. CCP sponsored and provided start-up financing. CCP had previously participated with TeleCorp management in the FCC’s C Block, F Block, and WCS auctions.

Triton PCS – PCS joint venture with AT&T Wireless in the Mid-Atlantic region. CCP co-sponsored and provided start-up financing. CCP had previously backed Triton’s management in Horizon Cellular, an RSA build-up.

Triton Cellular Partners – A consolidator of rural cellular properties. CCP co-sponsored this build-up venture.

**900 MHz**

Celpage – Paging carrier serving the rapidly growing Latin American telecommunications market.

ConXus – Narrowband PCS carrier currently offering voice paging in select markets. ConXus will offer both enhanced data messaging and voice paging nationwide by the end of 1998.

**200 MHz**

LIN Television – National owner and operator of broadcast television stations.

Sunrise Broadcasting – National consolidator of middle-market broadcast television stations.

**CABLE**

Mediacom – Consolidator of cable television systems in non-metropolitan markets.

**CINEMA**

Cine Colombia – Colombia's leading operator of movie theaters.

Cinemark Brasil – Brazilian developer of multiplex theatres.
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other broadcast interests
Sellers: Del, Mary A., Ronald and Jane Reynolds, Cheboygan, Mich.; no other broadcast interests
Facilities: WGFN: 98.1 mhz, 7.9 kw, ant. 590 ft.; WIZJ: 95.5 mhz, 23 kw, ant. 695 ft.; WCBY: 1250 khz, 1 kw; WGFM: 105.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 610 ft.; WIZJ: 94.5 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 380 ft.; WAVC: 93.9 mhz, 50 kw, ant. 433 ft.; WCCK: 107.1 mhz, 2.75 kw, ant. 482 ft.; WIDG: 940 khz, 5 kw; WMKC: 102.9 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 374 ft.

Formats: WGFN: classic rock; WIZJ: dark; WCBY: MOR; WGFM: classic hits; WAVC: dark; WCCK: country; WCID: C&W; WMKC: country

KQIL(AM) and KEXO(AM) Grand Junction and KKNR(FM) Delta, Colo.
Price: $2 million
Buyer: Cumulus Media LLC, Milwaukee (Richard Weening, chairman and Lou Dickey, vice chairman); owns/is buying 91 FMs and 39 AMs
Sold to: Mustang Broadcasting Co., Grand Junction (Paul Fee, principal); owns KQIX(FM) Grand Junction
Facilities: KQIL: 1340 khz, 1 kw; KEXO: 1230 khz, 1 kw; KKNR: 95.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 969 ft.

Formats: KQIL: classic country; KEXO: AC; KKNR: new country

Broker: McCoy Broadcast Brokerage

WMEV-AM-FM Marion, Va.
Price: $1.65 million
Buyer: Holston Valley Broadcasting Corp., Kingsport, Tenn. (William M. Boyd, president/37% owner); owns WKPT-TV-AM-WTFM(FM) Kingsport, WKTP(AM) Jonesborough and WOPJ(AM) Bristol, all Tenn.
Sold to: Summit Broadcasting Inc., Marion (Hugh S. Gwyn, president); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: AM: 1010 khz, 1 kw day, 30 w night; FM: 93.9 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,480 ft.

Formats: Both country

WRLV-AM-FM Salyersville, Ky.
Price: $270,000
Buyer: Wallingford Broadcasting Co. Inc., Irvine, Ky. (Kelly T. Wallingford, president/owner); K. Wallingford owns WIRV(AM) and WYCO(FM) Irvine
Sold to: Lickity Valley Radio Corp., Paintsville (Anita Belhasen, president); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: AM: 1140 khz, 1 kw; FM: 97.3 mhz, 5.2 kw, ant. 103 m.

Formats: AM: oldies; FM: country

WBIN-AM-FM Benton, Tenn.
Price: $265,000
Buyer: BP Broadcasters LLC, Chattanooga (Zollie D. Cantrell, chief manager/25% owner); no other broadcast interests
Sold to: Stonewood Communications Corp., Benton (Jasper Woody, principal); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: AM: 1540 khz, 1 kw; FM: 93.1 mhz, 6 kw, ant. 307 ft.

Formats: AM: Southern traditional gospel; FM: MOR

WGIL(AM)-WAGL(FM) and WLSR(FM) Galesburg, Ill.
Price: $200,000
Buyer: John T. Pritchard, Galesburg; owns KKMI(AM)-KDMG(FM) Burlington, Iowa
Sold to: Becky A. Nichols and Brent A. Zborne, Galesburg; no other broadcast interests
Facilities: WGL: 1400 khz, 1 kw; WAGL: 94.9 mhz, 50 kw, ant. 350 ft.; WLSR: 92.7 mhz, 3.8 kw, ant. 371 ft.

Formats: WGL: MOR, talk, farm; WAGL: country; WLSR: classic rock

WTWR-FM Monroe, Mich.
Price: $2.8 million
Buyer: Cumulus Media LLC, Milwaukee (Richard Weening, chairman and Lou Dickey, vice chairman); owns/is buying 91 FMs and 39 AMs
Sold to: Lesnick Communications Inc., Monroe, Mich. (Theresa Lesnick, conservator); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: 98.3 mhz, 1.4 kw, ant. 465 ft.

Format: Contemporary hits

KORL-FM Honolulu
Price: $1.27 million
Buyer: WFN Broadcasting Inc., Honolulu (Sakae Ross, president/95% owner); no other broadcast interests
Sold to: Loew Broadcasting Corp., Honolulu (Robert M. Loew, president); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: 99.5 mhz, 100 kw, ant. ~386 ft.

Format: AC

WOCN-FM South Yarmouth, Mass.
Price: $1.2 million
Buyer: Sandab Communications LP II, Baltimore (Stephen D. Seymour, president/32% owner); owns WTVB(AM)-WYGL(FM) Vero Beach, Fla., and WCOC(FM) Barnstable, Mass.
Sold to: Cape Cod Broadcasting Corp., Hyannis, Mass. (Donald P. Moore, principal); no other broadcast interests
Facilities: 103.9 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 315 ft.

Format: Adult standards

WBOQ(FM) Trenton, Ga.
Price: $1,189,395
Buyer: Partners for Christian Radio

Continue on page 110
Key has 20 billion reasons you should believe we're committed to you.

Over the last sixty years, Key Media & Telecommunications Finance has committed $20 billion in capital to media businesses. We not only provide our clients with corporate financial services, but we also offer a wide array of capital markets capabilities. To find out more, call 1-800-523-7248, ext. 4-5787.
Consolidation update
Two groups heavily dominate major markets

Radio

By John Merli, B&C correspondent

Two years after the Telecommunications Act opened the floodgates to massive consolidations within the radio industry, a new analysis indicates that two major groups—CBS and Chancellor Media—hold a combined share of nearly 53% of persons 12-plus in the nation’s top 10 metro areas (CBS has 27% and Chancellor 25.2%).

While the report by Interpre Research states that “many other players keep radio competitive,” the closest competitor in the top 10 is ABC (8.4%) with barely one-third the total share of number-two Chancellor. Emmis holds 5.1% of the top 10 share. Fourteen other groups have at least a 1% share—although some groups show “substantially higher strength” within some individual markets.

Groups with 3%-4% total average shares within the top 10 include Spanish Broadcasting, Heftel, Bonneville and Greater Media. Other well-known groups hover at the 1% mark: Nationwide, Jacor, Clear Channel and Radio One. The results are based on fall 1997 Arbitron metros and therefore do not reflect pending ownership transactions or those concluded in recent months.

The analysis also tracked group shares by format in the top 10 markets. For news/talk (16.5%), CBS dominated with nearly half (7.3%). CBS owns at least one news/talk property in every top 10 market. CBS also has the highest shares in the oldies, classic rock and modern rock formats. Runner-up Chancellor leads in urban format share (4.4%) out of a total top 10 share of 10.1%. It owns urban stations in half the top 10 markets. The dominant groups in CHR are Chancellor (4.2%) and Emmis (2.3%). Chancellor also enjoys the lion’s share in adult contemporary (4%) and jazz (1.1%) and ties CBS in country (1.4%).

While CBS and Chancellor play musical chairs with the first and second slot for total shares in nearly all the top 10 metro areas, the number-three shareholder varies: ABC (Chicago, Detroit, Dallas–Fort Worth), Emmis (New York), Cox (Los Angeles), Bonneville (San Francisco), Greater Media (Philadelphia, Boston) and Radio One (Washington). The worst showings for Chancellor are in Boston (it follows CBS, ARS and Greater Media) and Houston (behind Clear Channel and SFX). CBS’s worst showing is in Houston—the only major market where it fails to make the top three.

‘Pirates’ ride the airwaves in Detroit

By Sara Brown

Radio stations in Greater Detroit have sold for millions of dollars during the past year, but business in the area is suffering due to the operation of “pirate” stations that have been selling both ads and brokered time at discounted rates, according to Bob Burnham, chief engineer at WCAR(AM) Livonia/Detroit.

SFX quells merger complaints

SFX Broadcasting Inc. last Wednesday settled with accusers who had charged the company with a breach of fiduciary duty in its pending merger with Capstar Broadcasting Partners LP. The plaintiffs in two lawsuits said the stock buyout price for SFX of $75 per share is unfair and were seeking to have the suits certified as a class action against the company. SFX assayed the complaints by agreeing not to seek an amendment to reduce the consideration to stockholders intended to offset SFX Entertainment’s debt. SFX also will pay the plaintiffs’ attorneys $550,000, including all fees and expenses. The settlement hinges on the consummation of the proposed merger. SFX’s broadcasting revenue was up 53% in 1997, to $270.4 million, while radio cash flow was up 105%, to $103.3 million.

But there may soon be some relief for broadcasters who have lost business to two pirates operating on 106.3 mhz. The FCC on March 11 fined Edwin Valentien $5,000 for operating an unlicensed radio station (Musical Radio) in Pontiac, Mich., a Detroit suburb.

As reported in the commission’s order, Valentien argues that current FCC regulations infringe upon his First Amendment rights because they do not allow the licensing of new radio stations operating with less than 100 watts.

“The coverage he’s getting, there’s no way he’s running on that low power,” Burnham says.

“I live about 20 miles from the station, and I hear 106.3 out of Pontiac in my home 20 miles away—24 hours a day,” says Marie Fotion, general manager of WPN(AM) Walled Lake/Detroit. “I can hear them better than I can hear WPN.”

Fotion says she initiated the FCC investigation that led to the fine because allowing Valentien to continue his operations is “very unfair.”

The station has operated a Spanish format in the Detroit area for more than two years, according to Fotion. “They cut into my business here because I had Spanish programming on,” she says.

The commission has left the job only half done, according to Fotion, who says that another “pirate” is operating a Spanish format on the same frequency in Southwest Detroit.
TCI to analysts: We’re on a roll

At annual review of MSO’s performance, executives are expected to emphasize met or exceeded promises

By Price Colman

At last year’s TCI Denver conference for lenders and investors, the message John Malone and Leo Hindery gave was: We’re back.

After dismal third- and fourth-quarter performances in 1996, first quarter 1997 results showed marked improvement, and TCI could put hard numbers with the message the financial community had hoped to hear. Hindery delivered another message at last year’s conference: We know what’s broken, we have a plan for fixing it, and starting now, you can hold TCI accountable for making good on its word.

TCI largely has delivered on its promises in the past year, and that's gone a long way to restoring the company’s credibility with investors.

So what will be the focus of this year’s conference, beginning tomorrow (March 24) in Denver? Count on TCI executives to discuss how the nation’s largest cable operator met or exceeded financial projections, fixed what was broken and enacted a multitude of deals to trim the company’s size, streamline operations and prep TCI for a digital cable future.

Mark Greenberg, manager of the Invesco Leisure Fund, predicts: "What Leo and John are going to stand up and say is, 'We've gone the first mile. We've completed a lot of things we wanted to get fixed, changed the financial numbers, changed management, completed a number of transactions, moved people from Denver out into the field and improved customer service, and we're working on upgrades.' I think that's going to be the message: We're doing what we need to be doing and it's working.”

Executives also will provide early penetration numbers for TCI Digital Cable, which is now available to more than 10.5 million subscribers. But don't count on an announcement about the widely anticipated TCI/AT&T deal or the @Home/AT&T deal. Sources say major news involving AT&T is unlikely, although TCI President Hindery hinted at a major conference announcement at the recent Janco Partners investment conference in Vail, Colo.

"We're not commenting on speculation," says TCI spokeswoman LaRae Marsik.

TCI will also release, shortly before the conference begins, financial results for the fourth quarter and for all of 1997. The only surprises look to be on the upside, with results on key fronts—revenue, cash flow and subscriber growth—slightly above expectations.

TCI already has said that it added 155,000 new subscribers in the fourth quarter, well above initial estimates of about 70,000. In addition, analysts expect the MSO to report some $740 million in fourth-quarter cash flow, about 1.4% above Hindery’s $730 million estimate.

"It's hard to believe there are going to be disappointments," says Mark Riely of Media Group Research.

With what Hindery calls the "year of the fix" over, everyone is focusing on what's ahead. "What's important to me is to see the company execute on what's been put in place," says Tom Wolzien of Sanford C. Bernstein. "The focus has to be on what's important right now: Delivering earnings on the technological promise of what's out there."

Analysis is seeking hard numbers on cable modem penetration and penetration of the digital tier. What TCI shows on those fronts is of keen interest because it will be a yardstick for growth projections for 1998 and beyond.

Those numbers are likely to be a mixed bag. On the cable modem side, the numbers probably won't knock any socks off for a key reason: At the end of 1997, only about 2% of TCI's 14.3 million subscriber base had been upgraded to two-way capability. Two-way plant isn't essential for cable modem service, but having high-bandwidth upstream capability is helpful in justifying the roughly $40 per month price for @Home service. TCI is well behind @Home's other cable partners (Comcast, Cox, Cablevision, Rogers, Shaw, Marcus and InterMedia) in upgrading its plant. The year-end 1997 estimate for TCI's @Home subscribers was around 7,000, only about one-seventh of @Home's estimated 50,000 subs as of Dec. 31, 1997.

Light modem penetration won't come as a surprise. TCI's Bruce Ravenel at last year's conference sought to manage expectations by saying @Home deployment would not move as aggressively in 1997 and early '98 as it would thereafter.

Digital penetration numbers may
yield positive news. TCI has said TCI Digital Cable is available to more than 70% of its subscribers, ahead of last fall’s estimate of two-thirds of subs by the end of winter. The company also points out that “hard marketing” of the service began only in late February. Local press reports from some of those markets put penetration at 2%-5%. Numbers better than that will be further proof that TCI’s “under-promise, over-deliver” strategy is paying off.

There are lingering concerns that TCI’s network upgrade is moving too slowly for it to realize significant revenue on new products and services as soon as investors would like. But Hindery has said the company will spend about $1.7 billion on upgrades this year; he’ll undoubtedly stress that, as well as substantial improvements in the company’s debt-to-cash-flow ratio, to the investor-analyst audience.

Jones, Bell Canada at odds

MSO and telco partner go to court over use of Jones Internet Channel

By Price Coiman

Jones Intercable and 30% partner Bell Canada are scheduled to meet in U.S. District Court in Denver today (March 23), and the outcome may determine the future of their fractional relationship.

The hearing is to decide whether Bell Canada subsidiary BCI Telecom Holding (BTH) will get the injunction it’s seeking to stop Jones from using Jones International’s Jones Internet Channel as the source of the MSO’s high-speed data service.

A BTH win would limit Glenn Jones’s broad control of the company he founded and could pave the way for BTH to renegotiate terms of the control option it holds to buy out his super-voting shares. If the injunction is denied, BTH will push for the case to go to a jury trial, a BTH spokesman says. An out-of-court settlement, another possibility, could open the door for BTH to renegotiate the control option.

BTH sued Jones in early February, claiming that the Jones Intercable/Internet Channel arrangements are “self-dealing”. Intercable could have forged a better deal with @Home or Road Runner; and, most important, Intercable didn’t honor the shareholder agreement between Jones and BTH by obtaining BTH’s approval for the deal with Jones Internet Channel. Jones International is closely held by its chairman, Glenn Jones, and was not part of the shareholder agreement.

“It’s important to understand that our biggest concern is the future value of Jones Intercable,” says Bill Gajda, vice president of communications for Bell Canada International. “High-speed Internet is a crucial asset to the future of Jones. We think that Internet Channel is not of the standard that’s going to be competitive in the market. That’s the underlying argument. We don’t think Internet Channel is the way value is going to be created.”

Jones officials, countering BTH’s contentions, claim that Internet Channel is primarily a content service and is not covered in the shareholder agreement. The officials expressed surprise when the suit was filed, saying the dispute had been referred to independent members of the Jones board and was headed for resolution.

Analysts say the suit is less about the obvious issue than it is a move by Bell Canada to gain leverage over Glenn Jones, perhaps even a way to force his resignation.

A source in the investment community says Bell Canada is eager to buy control from Glenn Jones, but not at the price set forth in the control option agreement. According to the source, there are signs that Jones might be willing to sell cable operations if the company can retain programming interests.

Counting on Jones stock to spike up, BTH in 1994 bought in at $27.50 per share, when the stock hadn’t broken $20. It paid Glenn Jones $55 million for the right to buy his super-voting shares. Contract terms force it to keep buying shares to maintain its 30% stake when Jones issues additional shares. BTH spent $260 million for that initial equity investment; it has spent an additional $30 million to keep its stake at 30% and, in combination with other related investments, has pumped about $483.5 million into various Jones companies.

Friction between the two companies first surfaced last year when Bell Canada, which has two members on Jones’ 13-seat board, voted against acquisition of cable systems in Missouri and a secondary stock offering.

But Gajda says that’s not linked to the current dispute: “We consider those behind us. The issue we’re focusing on now is the high-speed Internet issue. ... There have been a number of questions about whether we are happy with this investment. We think Jones is a sound investment and a sound company and the issue is really Internet Channel.”

Get that kid an agent

Cartoon Network is placing the fate of the 50th episode of its original strip Dexter’s Laboratory in the hands of a seven-year-old. Cartoon is adapting a seven-minute animated short around a story idea for the series submitted by Tyler Samuel Lee, a second-grader from Long Island. Dexter’s creator, Genndy Tartakovsky, says Lee’s story “demonstrated a great understanding of the show and genuinely captured the imaginative kid perspective we’re always striving for.” Lee submitted an audiotape to the strip’s producer, Hanna-Barbera Cartoons, in which he imitated the cartoon’s stars, Dexter and Mandark, and told a story of Dexter’s attempt to destroy Mandark’s lab. Lee’s mother chimes in the background, encouraging her son. Cartoon Network says it will use both Lee’s voice and his mom’s in the cartoon. The episode is slated to air April 29 at 8 p.m.
The New Leader in Cable and Internet News

Being in the right place at the right time.
The people of NBC News are always right there, with breaking news coverage 24 hours a day.

www.msnbc.com
Lots of networks have viewers. Very few have act
The dedication of our viewers has made ESPN the number one cable network in local ad revenue. And in the latest Meyers report, 94% of the cable operators felt ESPN was a very important part of their cable packages. The other 6% probably didn’t know who Brett Favre was.
Northpoint sees new idea on the horizon

Company proposes reusing DBS frequencies for local TV signals

By Harry A. Jessell

Here’s a new idea for delivering local broadcast signals to satellite TV subscribers: Reuse the same satellite frequencies to transmit the signals terrestrially.

The idea belongs to Northpoint Technology, an Austin, Tex.-based partnership led by husband-wife communications engineers Saleem and Carmen Tawil and venture capitalist Sophia Collier.

"People have been looking for a silver bullet for local carriage on DBS," says Dick Wiley, a Washington attorney for Northpoint. "This is it."

According to Carmen Tawil, the high-power direct broadcast satellite frequencies can be reused for terrestrial broadcasts without interfering with the satellite signals.

To receive the terrestrial signals, DBS subscribers would have to install a second dish antenna, Tawil says. The trick to the frequency reuse is in the placement of the terrestrial transmitter and the orientation of the second terrestrial dish.

Satellite dishes are pointed south on an upward angle to receive signals from satellites that are arrayed on an arc on the southern horizon. The Northpoint antennas would be pointed north toward the terrestrial transmitter and mounted more or less perpendicular to the horizon, she says.

Because the signals are hitting the subscriber's home from different directions, Tawil says, the satellite dish would not pick up the terrestrial signals and the terrestrial dish would not pick up the satellite signals.

Northpoint says it successfully tested a terrestrial system last October in a remote area of Texas, using a transmission antenna mounted on a cherry picker 52 feet off the ground. The testing suggests that it may be better to serve a market from multiple low-power transmitters spaced 15 to 20 miles apart than from one high-power transmitter, Tawil says.

Because the same frequencies are used for the satellite and terrestrial transmission, Collier says, subscribers will be able to use the same set-top DBS receivers for both. However, she adds, existing home reception gear would have to be retrofitted so that it could automatically switch from one antenna to the other, depending on the channel that the subscriber punches into his remote. The retrofit and second antenna would cost $35-$100 per home, she says.

Northpoint has asked the FCC to permit reuse of the 12 ghz satellite spectrum on a "secondary" basis—that is, as long as it does not interfere with the primary satellite signals.

Northpoint’s petition for rulemaking cites an FCC report that finds that the lack of local broadcast signals is a major impediment to DBS's ability to compete effectively with cable.

Because the Northpoint system

DirecTV looking to test local-into-local plan

DirecTV is looking for a market in which all the TV stations will agree to launch digital services early next year so that DirecTV can market them in tandem with its satellite TV service.

"Together, we will lead the digital revolution," DirecTV President Eddy Hartenstein told broadcasters at the NAB's new-technology conference in Pebble Beach, Calif., last week.

With the help of Communications Equity Associates and Montgomery & Associates, Hartenstein said, he hopes to identify the market for the trial within the next two months.

It likely will be a midsize market, about the 30th largest, he said; any larger and the project could be "overwhelmed" by customer demand.

CEA's Steve Pruett said the ideal market also would be fairly flat to ensure good coverage of the digital signals and would be one in which all the participating stations could share a transmission tower.

If all went well in the trial, Hartenstein said, DirecTV would try to establish similar joint marketing efforts throughout the country. DirecTV now has 3.3 million subscribers.

The project is an extension of DirecTV's current effort to enhance its service by marketing local broadcast signals along with its extensive lineup of cable channels and pay-per-view movies.

DirecTV retailers are offering a free UHF/VHF TV antenna with installation to customers who pay $299 for a professionally installed DBS reception system. The customers can switch between the two antennas by pushing a button on their remotes.

By helping to jump-start digital broadcasting, Hartenstein said, DirecTV believes it will be able to "seamlessly integrate" the local digital service with its already digital national services. "Analog TV today," he said, "Digital tomorrow."

Hartenstein said a new generation of satellite receivers that is coming to market later this year will be able to automatically select between the satellite and off-air signals.

EchoStar, DirecTV's principal high-power (small-dish) DBS competitor, is trying to meet consumer demand for local broadcast signals by assigning some of its precious satellite channels to carry them. So far, it has found room for four signals in each of six markets.

"This is not a very viable or customer-friendly solution," Hartenstein said. "It's not economic. I don't believe it will be very successful."

He also was doubtful about Capitol Broadcasting's plan for delivering all local broadcast signals to DBS subscribers by launching several new satellites for that purpose: "If you have 1,600 stations today and if they all [build] digital stations, there is not a satellite system in the world that can deliver all of them."

What's more, he said, it will take Capitol three years to build and launch its satellites. "We would be remiss if we don't proceed much sooner than that." —Harry A. Jessell

Introducing ZDTV, the cable channel devoted exclusively to computing and the Internet. Tune in for shows like "The Money Machine," where you learn to save, manage, and make money with your computer. And "Internet Tonight" brings you the best of the web. Visit us at www.zdtv.com. Or call your Regional Director of Affiliate Sales and add ZDTV to your cable lineup today.

Tom Fannell
Regional Director of Affiliate Sales
Southeast Region 404-814-8965

Lisa Kerr
Regional Director of Affiliate Sales
Western Region 415-551-4526

Mike Nickerson
Regional Director of Affiliate Sales
Northeast Region 781-393-3601

John Sadler
Regional Director of Affiliate Sales
Central Region 303-205-7917

www.americanradiohistory.com
could reuse the entire 500 mhz of the 12 ghz DBS band in each market. It would have ample room not only for every analog NTSC broadcast channel but also for every planned digital channel and for data services. "There's plenty of room for all of that," says Northpoint attorney Nancy Victory.

In its FCC petition, Northpoint proposes that the terrestrial service licensee be required to carry all local broadcast signals (must carry) and to obtain permission from local broadcasters before retransmitting their signals (retransmission consent).

Northpoint expects to make money primarily from selling its frequency reuse system to DBS operators. Collier says. They would authorize local "system integrators" who would build and operate the local transmitters and share in the revenue from the sale of the broadcast signals, she says. The local integrators could be broadcasters or anyone else with RF transmission know-how.

DirecTV, the leading DBS operator, which now plans to provide local broadcast signals by erecting standard UHF/VHF TV antennas on subscribers' homes (see sidebar, page 90), is wary of the Northpoint approach, but still open to it. "If they're using the same frequencies, there's always some potential for interference," says DirecTV's Laura Hajost.

The partnership has three patents protecting its idea and two more pending, Collier says.

In addition to Diversified Communications Engineering Inc., the Tawils also own a construction permit for a new UHF/VHF TV station between Austin and San Antonio, Tex. The venture's other partners are J. Bonnie Newman, a former broadcaster who now heads the Wittimore School of Business and Economics at the University of New Hampshire, and investor Katherine Reynolds.

Does cable reach exceed sales' grasp?

Turner data gives some cable nets parity with broadcast

By Donna Petrozzello

T

urner Broadcasting Sales is encouraging affiliate sales teams to tap national research it says demonstrates that media buys across fully distributed cable networks can deliver reach equivalent to that of broadcast TV.

In the first of six road shows, Turner Sales presented findings from its second "Media at the Millennium" study to Turner sales affiliates in New York last week. Turner first unveiled the study's findings at last year's Western Cable Show.

Last week, Rick North of Turner Broadcasting Sales told affiliates that cable traditionally has been branded a "frequency medium" because of lower costs, but that it can also deliver reach. North tapped national Nielsen ratings data to compare the ratings, share and cost-per-point results for ad schedules purchased on the top four broadcast networks.

North then shifted 20% of the buys earmarked for broadcast across fully distributed cable channels—including CNN, ESPN, A&E and USA. In the study, says North, advertisers achieved the same or better reach with the cable buys as they did through broadcast: "The survey shows that cable can

Johnson taking BET private

Will partner in merchandising, restaurant and casino ventures

BET Holdings Inc. Chairman Robert Johnson isn't expecting to make huge changes to the company now that his takeover bid looks like it will be successful. An outside director charged with evaluating Johnson and partner Liberty Media Corp.'s bid to take the company private has accepted a revised offer. It boosts the sale price from $48 per share to $63, following protests from institutional shareholders that the initial bid was too low.

The 31% increase in price won't cost Johnson and Liberty much. They already hold 64% of the company's stock, so the revised bid has them paying $378 million— an extra $90 million—for a company now valued at more than $1.1 billion. A majority of shareholders other than Johnson and Liberty have to approve the deal.

Going private leaves BET with the problem Johnson has had for years: finding a profitable way to reinvest the heavy cash flow generated by the core cable network. Past stumbles have included investing in magazines and starting a cosmetic line for black women. Johnson, who says that he's not planning dramatic changes in the company's plans, expects to invest more in programming for his core business, Black Entertainment Television. He sees the most promising avenue for growth in start-up music channel BET on Jazz, which he moved to bolster last week by cutting a deal to buy 80% of major jazz concert promoter Festival Productions. Festival controls the annual JVC Jazz Festival in Newport, R.I.

Johnson also is looking for ways to extend BET's brand name through a partnership to produce clothing, another to open BET Soundstage theme restaurants and still another to open a casino/hotel in Las Vegas.

"Our strategic game plan has always been to focus on cable and bring in other ways to strengthen the company," Johnson says. "None of the things we're talking about doing is a heavy cash drain." The exception is the casino, but Johnson says that's why he's taking on a gaming company partner and looking to finance the venture separately from the core company.

Going private allows BET to invest in those ventures without worrying about Wall Street's reaction to short-term earnings hits. "We have a desire to pursue sort of a long-term strategy," Johnson says.

—John M. Higgins
Success comes from hard work, great customer relations and knowing how to decorate your bill.

In today's world, success isn't something that's guaranteed. That's why businesses are starting to accept and promote the Visa® card for payment of recurring bills. Because by doing this, they reduce late payments and bounced checks. Plus, they can avoid costly service interruptions. But the biggest advantage to biller merchants is that it strengthens customer relations by providing exactly what they want—a fast, flexible and worry-free way to pay. So call 1-800-847-2577 ext. 10 for more information on how Visa can help your business.

It's Everywhere You Want To Be.
achieve functional parity with the broadcast networks.”

While Turner affiliates agreed the research is compelling, they question whether national data can translate into local gains. Jeffrey Boehme, vice president of research and marketing at National Cable Communications, said the study does not account for the fact that buying local cable is more expensive for advertisers, on a cost-per-thousand basis, than buying broadcast TV.

“While Turner affiliates agreed the research is compelling, they question whether national data can translate into local gains. Jeffrey Boehme, vice president of research and marketing at National Cable Communications, said the study does not account for the fact that buying local cable is more expensive for advertisers, on a cost-per-thousand basis, than buying broadcast TV.”

Boehme said. “But on the local side, the cost may be a problem.”

Boehme also said that advertisers are willing to spend more on local cable because it delivers a more “targeted” audience than broadcast TV.

Another affiliate noted that the survey shows functional parity, but not cost parity, in the cable-versus-broadcast-reach results.

North agreed, but said that while “cost parity is important, it’s more important to get advertisers to think of a one-TV world” rather than dividing it between cable and broadcast networks.

Call him Father Mapple: Gregory Peck acts in ‘Moby Dick’ for the second time.

‘Moby Dick’ catches big numbers for USA

‘South Park’ comes in close second for Comedy

By Donna Petrozzello

USA Networks netted the largest audience ever for original entertainment on basic cable last week with its version of Moby Dick. The two-part miniseries reeled in an average of 5.9 million households in prime time for each of two nights.

Moby Dick earned an 8.1 rating/11.8 share for its debut on Sunday, March 15, and an 8.1/11.6 the following night, according to Nielsen Media Research. Encore presentations of the series at 10 p.m.—midnight on the same nights garnered a 3.8 rating on Sunday and a 3.2 on Monday.

USA Networks floated $20 million for the movie, its largest outlay yet for an original production. The drama was executive-produced by Robert Halmi Sr. of Hallmark Entertainment and Francis Ford Coppola. Starring Patrick Stewart, Gregory Peck, Henry Thomas...
Cable

25 PEOPLE'S CHOICE Top Cable Shows

Following are the top 25 basic cable programs for the week of March 9-15, ranked by rating. Cable rating is coverage area rating within each basic cable network's universe; U.S. rating is of 98 million TV households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rating Cable</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Hits (000)</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Movie: 'Moby Dick,' Part 1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>8:00p</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5,933</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>South Park</td>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>10:00p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2,695</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:30a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4,039</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WCW Monday Nitro</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>10:00p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3,596</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>10:00a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3,587</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WCW Monday Nitro</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>8:00p</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3,539</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3,560</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>10:30a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3,538</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>WCW Monday Nitro</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>9:00p</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3,475</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>8:30a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3,388</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Thunder</td>
<td>TBS</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>9:00p</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3,359</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>11:00a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3,251</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>12:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3,213</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>11:30a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3,153</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rugrats Super Saturday</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>12:00a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3,152</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Rugrats</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>7:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3,023</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rugrats</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>7:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2,963</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Rugrats</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Tue</td>
<td>7:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2,926</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Rugrats</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>10:00p</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2,764</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Movie: 'Moby Dick,' Part 1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>7:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2,725</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Thunder</td>
<td>TBS</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>8:05p</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2,744</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>WWF Wrestling</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>10:00p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2,665</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Rugrats</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>7:30p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2,607</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>WWF Wrestling</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>8:57p</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2,587</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kenan &amp; Kel</td>
<td>NICK</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00p</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2,546</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Nielsen Media Research, Turner Research

PETA honors Anstrom

NCTA President Decker Anstrom was to receive the National PETA's "President's Award for Child Advocacy" yesterday (March 22) for his "unyielding and tireless work in promoting the education, health and welfare of children." Anstrom worked closely with the National PTA last year to orchestrate a TV ratings deal that all parties could live with. The National PTA's annual conference runs March 22-24 in Atlanta, Ga.

CNBC pondered people

CNBC is considering launching a documentary-style personality profile series akin to A&E's popular Biography, say cable industry sources. CNBC spokesman George Jamison says only that the proposed series "is of several concepts being evaluated and under development." Jamison says CNBC has not adopted a title, time slot or launch date for the series. However, he disputed rumors that the series will carry at 7 p.m. on weeknights. CNBC likely will tap MSNBC program producer Bob Johnson to develop the series, although MSNBC had no comment on that possibility. Early profiles planned for the series include Paul Newman and Woody Harrelson, say sources.

Good February for DBS

SkyTrends tallied 158,500 new subscribers for direct broadcast satellite providers in February 1998, according to a recent survey. SkyTrends and the Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association (SBCA) are reporting a total of 8,677,147 DBS customers nationally. SBCA President Chuck Hewitt says last month was "the best February ever for DBS sales." By comparison, DBS had 120,000 new subscribers in February 1997; 130,000 in February 1996, and 55,000 in February 1995, according to the SBCA.

ZDTV signs Cooperative deal

Ziff-Davis's upstart cable network ZDTV has landed a carriage deal with the National Cable Television Cooperative (NCTC) that could net 8.5 million subscribers for the computer information programmer. Since announcing its launch last December, ZDTV has signed carriage deals with five operators: Prime Cable, serving Las Vegas; Harron Communications, serving metropolitan Detroit; Prestige Cable, in Virginia; and Televeu, serving suburban Atlanta. Harron may also add ZDTV to its service for some 63,000 subs in southeast Michigan this spring.
@Home joins the game
Service will present 'world's fastest software store'

By Richard Tedesco

@Home takes an aggressive leap into selling software online this week—a prelude to a gaming service it plans to unveil shortly.

The introduction of SoftwareNow, billed as the world's fastest software store, is the first move in a two-part strategy that will make @Home a gaming software center. In tandem with Release Software, @Home opens shop with an inventory of 20,000 titles supplied by its Menlo Park, Calif., partner.

Three thousand of those titles are entertainment and utilities titles are downloadable, according to Matthew Klein, Release president, who says the online catalog will grow monthly.

@Home figures to build its business by appealing to gaming subscribers (online multiplayer competitors) and to fanatics who will want their own copies of the games. The emphasis will be on mega-games such as Final Doom and other popular shoot-em-ups along with edutainment titles. "It's a great complement," says John Garner, @Home manager of media development, of SoftwareNow. "The games you'll be able to play on the gaming service will be available for download."

And they'll be available for very fast downloads—17 seconds for a 10-megabyte game. In addition to the ability to buy and download, @Home will give its users a week's option to try before they buy. Users can make credit card purchases for online downloads or have titles shipped. "This will appeal to every hard-core gamer tired of dealing with latency," says Seema Williams—online gaming guru at Forrester Research—using the term for online delays. "The problem is, there aren't that many gamers willing to pay $50 or $60 per month to beat the latency. It's a great market, but it's really tiny."

@Home's subscriber count stood at 50,000 at the end of last year. Garner declined to announce subscription rates or other plans for the gaming service, which it will create in partnership with an online gamer. Gaming is expected to be
a hot business over the long haul. But major online gaming services are losing up to $1 million a month in operating costs, according to Williams. However, Forrester projects that revenue of nearly $280 million will be generated by online gaming this year—$35 million of that in CD-ROM sales. Forrester foresees the online gaming category ranking up to $1 billion in revenue by the year 2000.

While the market may be embryonic, @Home sees the SoftwareNow download capability as an advertisement for online speed. "A service like this shows off the power of the @Home Network," says Garner, "and it gives people an incentive to subscribe to the service."

As @Home prepares to apply its high-speed spin to online gaming, Rockville, Md.—based Simutronics is remaking its business model in a deal with Excite. In a partnership similar to the one it dissolved with America Online, Simutronics now promotes its site (www.simutronics.com) in a "games channel" on Excite. That includes a sneak preview of its upcoming game with TV cult superhero characters Hercules and Xena in an alliance intended to goose interest in the service. Simutronics also recently announced a distribution deal with Planet Direct.

Simutronics claims that 50,000 subscribers take the $7.95-9.95-per-month service. It will split revenue with Excite on new members who join via the search engine; Forrester’s Williams says it’s the sort of deal other gaming networks would love to strike with other search engines.

Internet Service Providers

Prodigy moves moves after AOL subs

Price, reliability will be selling points

By Richard Tedesco

Prodigy is trying to pull subscribers from America Online with a $50 million promotional campaign over the next six months. The campaign includes subscription discounts and a new interface designed with Excite.

While AOL is raising subscription fees, Prodigy is counteracting with a $15.75 monthly fee for unlimited Web access. Prodigy will be pushing the speed of its digital 56 k/b/s network and its e-mail reliability. "We're going to hit the service point hard," says Jim L’Heureux, Prodigy senior vice president of marketing.

Prodigy will start making that point via spot TV ads in major U.S. markets April 1, according to L’Heureux, who says that the company has spent $75 million on sales and marketing since September. Results have been negligible: Prodigy has converted only half of the 130,000 users who’ve dropped the Classic service it is seeking to phase out.

Prodigy currently claims a total of 830,000 subscribers at $19.95 per month for its two services, Prodigy Classic and Prodigy Internet.

Prodigy’s digital 56k network will be completed sometime this summer. It will be an ATM-switched network with 600 points of presence provided by Split Rock, the Houston-based company that purchased the Prodigy Network last year.

After failing to compete creatively with content/service companies like AOL, Prodigy is planning to recast itself as a content aggregator that can accelerate 'Net surfers' Web experience, with Excite providing the gateway.

Prodigy is counting on AOL’s imminent rate increase to $21.95 and the current 8% churn rate among Internet service providers as a platform to rebuild its crumbling business. "We know when people start seeing an increase in April, they’ll be looking for another [Internet service] provider," says L’Heureux.

Prodigy’s target demographic: surfers age 35-54 with $50,000 annual income, a postgraduate college education and six months’ experience with another ISP.

WebTV, BT begin UK trial

Microsoft Corp.’s WebTV Networks will initiate a trial with BT (formerly British Telecom) in the UK later this month. The test will feature content tailored to the British audience, with a multiphase trial set to gain technical, marketing and operational background about potential WebTV customers. WebTV provides the core technology and platform management, while BT provides online access for users through its BT Internet connection.

Oscar watchers can keep score online

Movie fans can follow tonight’s (March 23) Academy Awards online, with backstage interviews and interactive games to enhance the real-life Hollywood drama. Oscar.com (www.oscar.com), the official Website for the awards, will provide up-to-the-minute results on who’s won what as a companion to ABC’s TV coverage of the event. Oscar winners’ interviews will be streamed online and site visitors can use IPX technology to access a 3-D panorama of the Academy proceedings! E! Online offers an interactive guide to the Oscars, which also includes behind-the-scenes reports from the awards venue. Fans can get an early start and play Get Me Rewritten, a contest to supply dialogue for stills taken from this year’s crop of Oscar contenders. And if the online scoreboards don’t hold users’ attention, they can play Sink the Titanic and pretend to be “Amistad” director Steven Spielberg getting back at the big ship for the snub Oscar gave his film this year.—Richard Tedesco
Jones has global online vision
QRadio would open Web for Third World artists

By Richard Tedesco

Quincy Jones’s next big hit may already be on the Internet. Qradio, a service intended to give South African musicians and other Third World artists a worldwide audience.

Jones says the objective is to let “Net surfers lend an ear to “great but underappreciated musical cultures around the world,” with the corresponding commercial opportunity. This year, Qradio (www.qradio.net) will carry 36 CD compilations of various World Music genres, with initial emphasis on South African artists largely unknown on other continents.

“They don’t get the chance for the exposure and the economic success,” says Jones, who believes that in the long run, South African pop musicians can represent an export “far beyond diamonds and gold” for that country’s coffers.

A commitment to South African economic development is, Jones says, a primary motivation. Another is a desire to promote Third World musical genres in high-profile business venture partnerships with major record labels BMG South Africa, EMI, PolyGram South Africa and others. There are plans for a World Wide Web label with Jones’s name.

But Qradio is banking on an as-yet-identified audience for South African musical genres—and beyond those, musical forms from the Caribbean and South America—to draw listeners online.

“We see that there is a latent audience in this country,” says Caiphus Semenya, executive producer of Qradio and a well-known South African musician. “America’s waiting for something explosive.”

Semenya foresees streaming live concert events—some to be staged in the U.S., featuring Third World musicians—on Qradio. PC users can use RealNetworks’ RealAudio streaming to sample the music of individual artists on the site. They also can hear live radio programming from the South African Broadcasting Corp., including Ukhazi FM, the country’s largest radio station. In addition to purchasing recordings of such groups as Ladysmith Black Mambazo, users can access news about them.

The strategy at work here is “niche-market aggregation” of audiences, according to Vernon Fotheringham, vice chairman of Advanced Radio Telecom. Fotheringham also is chairman of Qradio and its American Broadband Productions parent company.

American Broadband wants to cultivate audiences for a broad range of musical genres as it “works diligently to bring broadband to the Internet,” says Fotheringham, who declined to offer any financial projections for Qradio.

American Broadband has received $5 million in seed money for the Qradio project. It is working on an equity partnership with Thebe, a South African investment firm that intends to help develop the recording label.
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

**General Manager - AM/FM**

Southeastern Ohio looking for a strong, sales-oriented GM. Profitable and ratings dominant stations but with underdeveloped regional sales effort. Significant upside potential. Profit participation and equity for the right manager. Growing group operator. Send letter, references and salary requirements to Box 275, Gienelg, Maryland 21757. EOE.

**HELP WANTED SALES**

I have 25 years of successful experience in all size markets, and I'm ready for a new challenge. Most recently GM in Chicago suburban station. Prefer Chicago or Midwest. I have lot to offer. Phone Bob 815-436-4030.

Market hole, management team, technical, programming all in one package! Most markets have a classic country hole because of limited product availability. We'll supply all the product as well as a management and sales team to implement the format. This is not satellite but locally originated using automated technology. This is not a regional concept but a mass appeal winner for any geographical area! Contact Blind Box 01348.

**PUBLIC NOTICE**

MS Assistantships. The University of Tennessee Department of Broadcasting seeks experienced broadcasting professionals for graduate assistantships in management at its college radio station, WUTC-FM. Candidates must be admitted to the College of Communications Master of Science program for fall 1998. The MS program emphasizes communications management. Review of applications will begin April 6. Contact Dr. H. Howard, College of Communications, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-0347.

HELP WANTED SALES

**WRAL-TV (CBS)** in Raleigh, North Carolina. Experienced account executive to handle regional and local business. Strong negotiating and presentation skills, as well as the ability to sell pro motional opportunities and develop new business consistently a must. A great station, and a great company in a dynamic market! If you can make a difference in representing the market leader, send your resume to Laura Stillman, Local Sales Manager, WRAL-TV, PO Box 12000, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED SALES

**Vice President of Business Affairs and CFO**

Twin Cities Public Television (KTCW/2 and KTCW/17) seeks a leader to direct its business affairs in support of fulfilling the mission of public television in the Minneapolis-St. Paul regional area. Must be able to provide expert planning, analyzing, pricing, leadership qualities and motivational skills. Strong organizational and managerial skills required. Superior judgement, initiative in the sales decision-making process, new business development, marketing of network prime and spots. Send resume to: KTVI/Fox, Human Resources Director, 5915 Berthold Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110. Jobline: 314-644-7414.

**HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT**

**General Sales Manager** sought for the NBC affiliate in Green Bay, WI. An LMA with area's UPN affiliate, WACY-TV, makes this excellent opportunity for the right person to lead a team that sells and markets two strong television stations in the Green Bay/Appleton (70th) market. Television sales management experience preferred. Send resume with detailed cover letter, describing individual strengths to: GSM Search, WGBA NBC 26, PO Box 19099, Green Bay, WI 54307-9099. EOE.

**VP, General Sales Manager. Responsibilities:**

- Manage and coordinate the overall sales efforts of KTVI to achieve station financial goals.
- Oversee the management of the Traffic and Research Departments. Inventory control and setting up revenue goals locally and nationally. Requirements: 5+ years Broadcasting Sales experience. Intimate knowledge of the Broadcasting business, business planning, analyzing, pricing, leadership qualities and motivational skills. Strong organizational and managerial skills required. Superior judgement, initiative in the sales decision-making process, new business development, marketing of network prime and spots. Send resume to: KTVI/Fox, Human Resources Director.

**SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT**

**Sales Account Executive** for WBNE-TV, New Haven/Harford. Responsible for all aspects of handling Local accounts, including: preparing presentations, establishing relationships, prospecting, inputting orders, checking schedules, maintaining proper records, and using Media Research tools to maximize billing. Must be assertive, creative, and engaging. Television experience preferred, some knowledge of Sales and/or advertising required. Must have 4-year college degree, or work equivalent, and possess excellent verbal, written, and organizational skills. Media selling experience of Nielsen ratings experience a plus. Please send resume for this position to John Russo, Local Sales Manager, WBNE-TV, 8 Elm Street, New Haven, CT 06510 or fax 203-782-5995. No phone calls. EOE.

**TV Scan TV Manager**

PBS affiliate seeks experienced television traffic manager. Duties include preparation of operational logs, maintenance of program inventory, and daily activities to ensure proper execution of broadcast schedule. Position requires database experience and excellent written and verbal communications skills. Public or commercial traffic experience preferred. Salary and benefits. Reply to: WZEL Personnel, PO Box 6607, West Palm Beach, FL 33405 or fax to 561-369-3067. EOE.

**Sales Account Executive:** WTVJ-TV Raleigh-Durham, NC. 1-3 years TV sales experience required. Requires the ability to work with advertising agencies, as well as proven track record in marketing/new business development. No phone calls please! Forward resume to: William Webb, 411 Liberty Street, Durham, NC 27702. EOE.

**National Sales Manager:** WEAU-TV, the dominant NBC station in the La Crosse-Eau Claire market is seeking a self-motivated and organized professional to lead our national sales effort. Candidates should have national sales experience for at least three years experience in successful local sales rep. Sharp negotiating skills as well as experience handling agency business is required. Send resume to: WEAU-TV, Executive Secretary, PO Box 47, Eau Claire, WI 54702. EOE.

**Local Sales Manager:** ABC affiliate in Central Illinois. Looking for a local sales manager, must have 5 years broadcast sales experience, to direct local sales and department functions such as hiring, training and evaluations. Also plan and execute sales, strategy pricing, packaging and maintaining visibility in market. Needs knowledge of TV Scan, Star, Bias Traffic, Salesline, Marshall Marketing, good computer skills and understanding of inventory. No phone calls. Please send resume to: Larry Katt, GSM, 904 South Side Drive, Decatur, IL 62521. EOE.

**Wrangler**

**HELP WANTED SALES**

**Televison**

**HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT**

**General Sales Manager** sought for the NBC affiliate in Green Bay, WI. An LMA with area's UPN affiliate, WACY-TV, makes this excellent opportunity for the right person to lead a team that sells and markets two strong television stations in the Green Bay/Appleton (70th) market. Television sales management experience preferred. Send resume with detailed cover letter, describing individual strengths to: GSM Search, WGBA NBC 26, PO Box 19099, Green Bay, WI 54307-9099. EOE.

**VP, General Sales Manager. Responsibilities:**

- Manage and coordinate the overall sales efforts of KTVI to achieve station financial goals.
- Oversee the management of the Traffic and Research Departments. Inventory control and setting up revenue goals locally and nationally. Requirements: 5+ years Broadcasting Sales experience. Intimate knowledge of the Broadcasting business, business planning, analyzing, pricing, leadership qualities and motivational skills. Strong organizational and managerial skills required. Superior judgement, initiative in the sales decision-making process, new business development, marketing of network prime and spots. Send resume to: KTVI/Fox, Human Resources Director.

**SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT**

**Sales Account Executive** for WBNE-TV, New Haven/Harford. Responsible for all aspects of handling Local accounts, including: preparing presentations, establishing relationships, prospecting, inputting orders, checking schedules, maintaining proper records, and using Media Research tools to maximize billing. Must be assertive, creative, and engaging. Television experience preferred, some knowledge of Sales and/or advertising required. Must have 4-year college degree, or work equivalent, and possess excellent verbal, written, and organizational skills. Media selling experience of Nielsen ratings experience a plus. Please send resume for this position to John Russo, Local Sales Manager, WBNE-TV, 8 Elm Street, New Haven, CT 06510 or fax 203-782-5995. No phone calls. EOE.

**TV Scan TV Manager**

PBS affiliate seeks experienced television traffic manager. Duties include preparation of operational logs, maintenance of program inventory, and daily activities to ensure proper execution of broadcast schedule. Position requires database experience and excellent written and verbal communications skills. Public or commercial traffic experience preferred. Salary and benefits. Reply to: WZEL Personnel, PO Box 6607, West Palm Beach, FL 33405 or fax to 561-369-3067. EOE.

**Sales Account Executive:** WTVJ-TV Raleigh-Durham, NC. 1-3 years TV sales experience required. Requires the ability to work with advertising agencies, as well as proven track record in marketing/new business development. No phone calls please! Forward resume to: William Webb, 411 Liberty Street, Durham, NC 27702. EOE.

**National Sales Manager:** WEAU-TV, the dominant NBC station in the La Crosse-Eau Claire market is seeking a self-motivated and organized professional to lead our national sales effort. Candidates should have national sales experience for at least three years experience in successful local sales rep. Sharp negotiating skills as well as experience handling agency business is required. Send resume to: WEAU-TV, Executive Secretary, PO Box 47, Eau Claire, WI 54702. EOE.

**Local Sales Manager:** ABC affiliate in Central Illinois. Looking for a local sales manager, must have 5 years broadcast sales experience, to direct local sales and department functions such as hiring, training and evaluations. Also plan and execute sales, strategy pricing, packaging and maintaining visibility in market. Needs knowledge of TV Scan, Star, Bias Traffic, Salesline, Marshall Marketing, good computer skills and understanding of inventory. No phone calls. Please send resume to: Larry Katt, GSM, 904 South Side Drive, Decatur, IL 62521. EOE.

**General Sales Manager:** FOX36 in Terre Haute, has an immediate opening for a take charge sales manager. Candidate must have previous television sales management experience with a proven track record in new business development; sales promotions; special event marketing. Must be organized, possess leadership and people skills, and have training ability to train others. Send resume only to Larry Manne, General Manager, WBAK-TV, PO Box 719, Terre Haute, IN 47808. WBAK-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
General Sales Manager, WHOI-TV, the ABC affiliate in Peoria, Illinois is seeking a GSM with strong leadership abilities and a proven track record. Prefer 3-5 years experience in inventory control, sales promotions and new business development. Join the growing news station in Central Illinois. A strong economy is playing well in Peoria. Send resume to John Hurley, General Manager, WHOI-TV, 500 N. Stewart Street, Creve Coeur, IL 61610. WHOI-TV, a Benedek Broadcasting station encourages women and minorities to apply.

Assistant Traffic Manager for Rocky Mountain area. Must have a multi-logging background (Radio and TV). Familiarity with the Enterprise Broadcast System is a plus. Send resumes to KRDO-TV, Attn: EEO Officer, PO Box 1457, Colorado Springs, CO 80901. EOE.

Local Sales Manager: Great outdoors + great place to live/raise kids + great company = great opportunity. If you like to hunt, fish, ski or snowmobile, Duluth, Minnesota is your dream market. KDLH-TV, the CBS affiliate, is looking for someone who is on the fast track to success. Upward mobility within the station and within our 22- station group is what we want you to want! You must have a minimum of 6 years AE or LSM experience and know what it takes to make money. If you are interested in my job, send resume and cover letter explaining your approach to management and your sales philosophy to: Mark Hotchkiss, General Sales Manager, KDLH-TV, 425 W. Superior Street, Duluth, MN 55802. Benedek Broadcasting is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

WGBH

Broadcast Operations Manager

WGBH is seeking a Broadcast Operations Manager to be responsible for developing and implementing on-air quality standards and operational procedures for GBH2/GBH4 and all related local television services. Candidates must have 8-10 years’ experience in technical production, 3-5 years’ technical operations management experience, and a working knowledge of master control automation systems and operational software. Strong oral, written, organizational and leadership skills required, as well as a degree in a technically related field or equivalent work experience.

Please send resume and cover letter to: WGBH, Human Resources Dept., (617) 298-2125, 125 Western Avenue, Boston, MA 02134.

WGBH is an equal opportunity employer.

Senior Television Maintenance Engineer. Fully skilled in repairing both digital and analog video and audio broadcast grade equipment. Troubleshoots board and component level preferred. Facilities and light circuit design skills a plus. Electrical Engineering degree preferred, but not required. An extremely high quality sense is mandatory. Extensive experience in broadcast grade teleproduction, network or television station engineering required. Send resume and salary requirements to: Nichols Technical Services, Attn: SR/398, 2945 Flowers Road South, Suite 107, Atlanta, GA 30341.

Television Maintenance Engineer: Applicants should have at least five years of hands-on experience in all phases of television operations and equipment maintenance. A strong technical background with Betacam tape experience is required. Send resume to: Curt Meredith, WTVD-TV, PO Box 2008, Durham, NC 27702 or to 919-687-2292. No phone calls please, EOE.

Satellite Teleport in the San Francisco bay area is seeking a job applicant for the position of Teleport Technician. Qualified applicants have at least 2 years of experience in solid state satellite teleport or broadcast facility. applicants with broadcast TV or military telecommunications experience will also be considered. Experience will include performing C and Ku uplink/downlink services, and familiarity with transmission scheduling/coordination. Experience with computers or some technical maintenance experience are both a plus. We are seeking a team player with strong communication skills and the ability to grow and learn new technology. No phone calls are being accepted with regard to this position. Please send resume with references to Human Resources Dept., 5200 Huntington Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94708. Resumes may also be faxed to 510-525-2748.

Master Control: KRIV, FOX O&O, in our brand new state of the art facility in Houston, is seeking an experienced Master Control Operator with Louth Automation experience. Other duties include; dub video tapes to cassette and Profile systems; prep all commercial and program material for Louth Automation. Requires three years experience in broadcast facility master control room work; a working knowledge of waveform monitors, vector scopes and VU meters. Must be computer literate. Knowledge of Automation systems a plus. Qualified applicants send resume to: Recruitment, KRIV FOX 26, PO Box 22810, Houston, Texas 77227.

Junior Television Maintenance Engineer. Broadcast grade equipment bench repair skills required. High level of digital and analog video and audio equipment alignment and set-up abilities. Full understanding of electronic theory mandatory. Technical school or college degree in electronics preferred. A minimum of 7 years experience in engineering maintenance at the broadcast grade level is a must. Send resume and salary requirements to: Nichols Technical Services, Attn: JR/399, 2945 Flowers Road South, Suite 107, Atlanta, GA 30341.

Engineering Manager. Solid project management skills including facilities construction and equipment installation: intimate knowledge of station operations with strong news emphasis; high level of computer literacy in station automation and newsroom systems; strong capital budgeting and inventory skills; knowledge of FCC rules and regulations. 10 years experience, at least 5 years of management in major market radio/television broadcast facility; exceptional communication, interpersonal, and organizational skills. Send resume to Jim Chase, BO&E Director, KYW-TV, 101 S. Independence Mall East, Philadelphia, PA 19106. EOE M/F ADA.

Chief Engineer: WBAK-TV, FOX 38 in Terre Haute, IN is seeking a Chief Engineer to be the knowledge-able, hands on, professional in transmitting operations, maintenance, studio operations, and FCC reg. Computer literacy a must. This is a hands-on job for someone who wants to be part of a growing operation in a growing city. Cover letter and resume to: Larry Mann, General Manager, PO Box 719. Terre Haute. IN 47808. WBAK is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

ENG Control Coordinator, WSOG-TV needs an experienced microwave coordinator who can handle a number of incoming liveshots at one time. An understanding of field work and/or satellite truck operations, Dept. 95, WSOG-TV, 1901 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28206. EOE M/F.

Assistant Chief Engineer, WVNY-TV is seeking a highly motivated, multi-skilled, hands on individual with management ability to become our Assistant Chief Engineer. At least 5 years experience in the broadcast field. Must have strong interpersonal skills. Duties include: maintaining and trouble shooting transmitter, translators, microwave and studio equipment, including computers. Ability to work with minimal supervision a must. Please send resume and cover letter to: Chief Engineer, WVNY-TV, 100 Market Square, Burlington, VT 05401. WVNY-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED NEWS

Managing Editor, WSOG-TV needs that newspaper driver that knows now to develop and follow stories. This person is responsible for the Assignment Desk and Reporters, and our day-to-day coverage logistics. This person will work hand in hand with the Executive Producer to coordinate our operations and looking for a person with a strong background in local news, and current management experience. You must be able to think like a Producer, edit copy, and have a strong understanding of technology and its applications to do this job. This is about executing short and long-term coverage. No beginners. Please send tape and resume to: Vicki Montei, News Director, Dept. 95, WSOG-TV, 1901 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28206. EOE M/F.

Weekend Meteorologist (part-time). Forecast and deliver weekend weathercasts and fill-in weekdays as needed. We have a terrific Kavorous weather system and we need someone who can make use of all it’s toys. Meteorology degree (or close to achieving it) required to join our four-person weather team. Position could lead to full-time. Please send tape and resumes to: David Schilte, News Director, WTEM-TV, 101 East Water Street, Elmira, NY 14902.

Producer/Director, WKYC-TV, the Gannett owned NBC affiliate in Cleveland, Ohio, is currently seeking a highly motivated, self-starter pro-ducer/director to join our award-winning team. The selected candidate will be responsible for directing our top-rated newscasts as well as working on a variety of special projects for the station. The candidate must be news oriented, able to direct clean, high quality live newscasts and programs. The ideal candidate will have at least three years experience producing and directing daily news programs, news, entertainment and sports specials, and client commercials. In addition, this individual will be experienced with live remotes, lighting, editing, post-production and supervision of production crews. If you are an energetic person with excellent people skills who thrives in a leadership role, this is a great opportunity to move up to a top market and work with some of the best people in the business. Must be available to work weekends and holidays. The Indians may be sold out, but we have tickets! Interested candidates should submit non-returnable tape, resume and cover letter indicating salary history and expectations to: WKYC-TV, Inc., 1403 E. 6th Street, Cleveland, OH 44114. Attn: Department PD. No phone calls please. WKYC-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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CBS has excellent opportunities for savvy associate producers to play key roles in either our Newspath Live News Center or New York newsroom.

**LIVE NEWS CENTER**
The Live News Center services local television newsrooms and various foreign and domestic network newspapering operations. Selected candidates will be called upon to interact in a timely and courteous manner, often under intense deadline pressure.

**NEW YORK NEWSROOM**
The New York Newsroom produces several hundred story elements each day. This means that those who join us must be familiar with broadcast production from both an editorial and production perspective. Additional requirements include excellent news judgment and the ability to handle pressure and deadlines with ease.

All positions require 3-5 years' professional experience (preferably in local television news), the ability to thrive in a pressure-driven environment and top-notch telephone and communication skills. We offer a competitive salary and benefits. Please forward your confidential resume, including salary history and requirements, indicating news center of interest, to: Human Resources Department-AP, CBS Corporation, 524 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Producer Job #98-704. The Indianapolis NBC station is looking for America's best Local News Producer. We are searching for journalists who are passionate about newscast producing and active writing. This producer is relentless about strong content and creative, fast-paced programs that spark viewers to watch. If you are the best tease writer, instill the best writing and include the best video in your shows we want to interview you. Energizing the anchors, reporters, assignment desk, production crew, photographers and editors to want to work for you on this early evening broadcast is a key to success in this shop. This is a shop where we expect you to think big, be well-read and ready to lead and play everyday. Superior coverage of breaking news should be a prime value and maintaining the lead in weather coverage is a must. Interested individuals should submit current resume with cover letter stating referral source to the Dept. of Human Resources. Attn: Job #98704. PO Box 1313, Indianapolis IN 46206. Replies held in confidence. Qualified minorities and women are encouraged to apply. We are a drug-free and smoke-free environment. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Managing Editor, WKYC-TV. The Gannett owned NBC affiliate in Cleveland, Ohio is currently accepting applications for the position of Managing Editor. Position Qualifications: The selected candidate will be responsible for all aspects of newsroom content and coverage. Will be directly responsible for all phases of assignment desk including managing content, planning and supervising desk staff. Manage direction of daily, big story and long term coverage. Manage beat system. Position Requirements: Candidates must have several years of television newsroom experience as a news manager of comparable responsibilities. Must have outstanding news judgment, communication skills, logistical and organizational proficiency. Must have excellent writing and copy editing skills. Familiarity with Cleveland area issues and news contacts, knowledge of current television broadcast technology. College degree is preferred. Interviews will be by appointment only. Resumes with salary history and requirements should be sent to: WKYC-TV, Inc., 1403 East Sixth Street, Cleveland, OH 44114. Fax 216-344-3477. No phone calls please. Attn: Department ME. No phone calls please. WKYC-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

We want your job!

Broadcasting & Cable's classified section is the right recruitment tool.
Just call Antoinette Pellegrino at (212)337-7073 or Francesca Mazzucca at (212)337-6962 for more information.

One Marketplace. One Magazine.
Image Researcher/Archivist: AP GraphicsBank seeks a television news graphics researcher/archivist to be based at our headquarters in Washington, DC. You would find, organize, and manage elements suitable for constructing news graphics, then capture and enter them into a computer database. Candidate must be familiar with Photoshop and be able to work odd hours, including nights. Interest and experience in news plus a passion for the position of weathercaster/reporter. Required: Experience in TV weathercasting and news reporting. Meteorology degree and AMS Seal desired. Must be computer literate and have experience with weather graphics systems. Versatility of skills and talented on-air personality essential. Weekend/ flexible shift. Send letter, resume, and tape of both TV weathercasting and news reporting work samples to: News Director, WISH-TV, P.O. Box 7088, Indianapolis, IN 46207. No phone calls, please. M/F/EOE.

Sports Anchor - WFSB, a Meredith Broadcasting Group station, has the AFC Patriots and Jets, U-Conn, ABL Blazers, and great local high school sports. Now we need a personable, knowledgeable and experienced sports anchor to fill out the team. Send resume and tape to Steve Sabalo, News Director, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103-1821. EOE.

Reporter/Producer. A rare opportunity for the right candidate at Medstar Television Inc., the nation's leader in wire service news and information. You'll need 2-3 years experience in wire news, excellent writing and interviewing skills, college degree, and interest in medical/health issues. Frequent nationwide travel, excellent benefits. Resume plus non-returnable VHS reel to: Producer, Medstar Television, Inc., 5920 Hamilton Blvd., Allentown, PA 18106. No calls! EOE.

Reporter - WBTV, Charlotte is looking for a General Assignment Reporter. Must have a minimum of 4 years experience in a mid to large size market. Must be energetic, have excellent live skills, and be a strong story idea contributor. Anchor experience a plus. Send current tape and resume to Jim Newman, WBTV, Assistant News Director, 1 Julian Price Place, Charlotte, NC 28208. Equal Opportunity Employer. No phone calls, please. Qualified women and minorities encouraged.

Producer, WJW TV, Cleveland's news leader, is looking for a news producer with strong writing skills, creativity and the ability to craft newscasts. Show stackers need not apply. Minimum 2 years experience producing newscasts. Send letter, resume, non-returnable tape of a recent newscast and writing samples to: Producer, WJW TV, 6550 S. Main Street, Cleveland, OH 44103. EOE.

Photographer/Editor: Top 40 CBS affiliate seeks photographer/editor to join NPPA-oriented team. If you're a dedicated self-starter, who knows how to tell stories, and can cut everything from a vo to high-endnat sound pieces, you're what we need. If your attitude matches your work, then please submit resume to: Margie Can- dela, Human Resources Coordinator, WWMT-TV, 590 W. Maple Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49008.

Producer. KSDK-TV, St. Louis #1 NBC affiliate powerhouse is looking for a main show producer. We want someone with energy, intelligence and news sense to keep the momentum going on a well-crafted, locally driven, highly produced newscast. Candidate should work well in groups, bring lots of ideas to the table and be willing to pitch in. Computer literacy and college degree required. Five years experience preferred. Send resume, tape with critique and news philosophy to: KSDK-TV, Human Resources Administrator, 1000 Market Street, St. Louis, MO 63101. No calls please. EOE.

News Topical Promotion Producer. WSOCTV needs a tease writer who knows how to sell a strong bill to the right audience. Production producers who are great "sellers" are encouraged to apply. If you can get quality work done quickly, we need you. This is a job that works out of the News Department but also helps the Creative Services Department. Editing skills a plus but not required. No beginners. Send resumes and tapes to: Vicki Montel, News Director, Dept. 55, WSOCTV, 1901 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28206. EOE. M/F.

News Reporter. WHAS11, the market leader, is looking for a general assignment reporter with a minimum of 5 years broadcast experience. Strong story telling skills are critical using copy and video. College degree preferred. Interested candidates forward resume, tape and cover letter to: Cindy Vaughan, Human Resources Director, HR 8812, WHAS11, 520 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, KY 40202. EOE.

News Producer. KREM-TV, an A.H. Belo station and top CBS affiliate located in the Pacific Northwest is currently recruiting for a creative and enthusiastic producer with good news judgement and excellent writing skills. Must have at least one year of news producing experience in addition to your college degree. Tell us which newscast you would really love to produce along with your resume and non-returnable VHS tape to: Terry Cook, Human Resources Director, KREM-TV, 4103 South Regal Street, Spokane, WA 99223. KREM-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V.

Assignment Editor/Producer needed for area's #1 news team. Must have an aggressive approach to news coverage and ability to make quick decisions. Requires knowledge of all aspects of news production, including videotape editing and post production abilities. Prefer at least one year of TV news experience. Send resume to News Director, WTVC, P.O. Box 1150, Chattanooga, TN 37401, or via email to Steve@NewsChannel9.com Equal Opportunity Employer.

Morning Show Weather/Co-Host. Energetic co-host, preferably with a meteorology degree to work on our highly-rated Monday-Friday morning newscast. Our show combines news, weather, live guests, cooking segments with fun (not stupid) material. You must have a winning personality that won't disappear when the red light goes on. You must know how to convey a weather forecast in an interesting, layman terms. You will get heavy promotion and have the chance to be a part of a great team. One year's experience is requested. Please send tape and resume to: David Schiffer, News Director, WETM-TV, 101 East Water Street, Elmira, NY 14902.

News Photographer/Editor, WSOCTV is looking for a visual storyteller who can go off the shoulder as well as off the stick...a creative go-getter who can run a live truck, edit and even voice over live pictures on occasion. If you like a challenge and have a couple of years experience on the street then we want to hear from you. Send tape and resume to: Bill Bruce, News Operations, Dept. 95, WSOCTV, 1901 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28206. No phone calls please. EOE. M/F.

Executive Producer. Help us keep the momentum going! We've become the number one leader in the past year, and need someone who's creative, innovative, and determined-to-win to fill the number two spot in our newsroom. Contact Rob Puglisi, WTEN-TV, 341 Northern Blvd., Albany, NY 12204. EOE.

Television News Reporter/Video Photographer for entry level NBC affiliate in a growing diverse market. Journalism degree and some experience preferred. Will cover local news stories. Must be able to shoot, edit and write news stories. Drug screen required. NBC 25 is a small market NBC affiliate. We offer a competitive benefit package (k) and section 125 plans. Send resume and other pertinent materials to NBC 25, Dept. W, 13 East Washington Street, Hagerstown, MD 21740. No phone calls please. EOE.

News Reporter, KTRK-TV is looking for an outstanding News Reporter. Applicants should have significant experience in general assignment reporting, including live ENG and satellite work. You must be able to develop your own contacts, enterprise good, hard news stories, and respond well to breaking and spot news. The ability to do good features is important as well, although this is primarily a hard news position. Opportunities to anchor are possible, but not promoted. Outstanding writing skills are required as well as the ability to make good use of graphics and production equipment. KTRK prefers to deal only with the applicants, and not third parties. Interested applicants should rush a resume, references, cover letter and non-returnable Beta or VHS resume tape to: Bill Bouyer, News Director, KTRK-TV, 3310 Bissonnet Street, Houston, Texas 77005. No phone calls, equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V.

Consumer Reporter - WOWT-TV, Chronicle Broadcasting's NBC affiliate in Omaha, seeks an experienced (3+ years) reporter with experience in consumer or investigative reporting. Bachelor's degree in journalism or related field with emphasis in broadcast news, live reporting in field and in studio and knowledge of TV equipment a must. Work sample on tape must accompany application to be considered. EOE. Send resume/tape to: WOWT/Human Resources - CR, 3501 Farnam Street, Omaha, NE 68131-3356. Chronicle Broadcasting Company is a drug-free company and requires pre-employment drug testing.

You can simply fax your classified ad to Broadcasting & Cable at (212)206-8327.
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News Producer, WHAS 11, the market leader, is seeking a producer with 3 years of experience, excellent writing skills, good news judgement, innovative approaches, and the ability to handle change during live broadcasts. Candidate must be a self-starter; college degree preferred. Interested candidates forward resume, tape and cover letter to: Cindy Vaughan, Human Resources Manager, HR #981, WHAS11, 520 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, KY 40223, EO.

Anchors/Reporters: WAPT, the Hearst-Argyle station in Jackson, MS, has an immediate opening for an energetic person to join our Emmy award-winning news team as an anchor/reporter. Duties also include writing, assisting producers and community service. College degree and previous anchoring experience preferred. Teamwork is a must! Applicants should send tape and resume to: Sam Moore, News Director, WAPT-TV, PO Box 10297, Jackson, MS 39299-0297.

11 PM Anchor/Producer: The search continues for a full-time person to compliment our established female anchor. You will produce 11-PM newscasts and serve as backup on other shows. We're a small market but don't look our size. Beginners discouraged for this position. Please send tape and resume to: David Schilter, News Director, WETM-TV, 101 East Water Street, Elmira, NY 14902.

HELP WANTED PROMOTIONS

NEW MEXICO'S #1 TV STATION is searching for a promotion star to join its award-winning Marketing Department. If you're doing the best new promo in your market and have a reel of killer spots to prove it, we want to hear from you! This position will work on series, image, POPs and other projects as needed. We need an enthusiastic, highly creative pro with great writing, production and interpersonal skills. The ability to work under tight deadlines is important. Two years experience and a degree in a related field preferred. Great quality of life and a competitive salary/benefits package make this an opportunity worth checking out! Rush resume, tape and salary requirements to:

Tuette Perez
KBTV Marketing Director
3801 Carlisle Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87107

SINCLAIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

As one of the fastest growing, most progressive broadcast groups in the nation, SINCLAIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC. owns and/or provides programming services to, or has agreements or options to acquire 35 stations in 37 separate markets, and owns, provides sales and programming services to, or has agreements or options to acquire 39 radio stations in 11 separate markets. Sinclair's television group will include ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC, WB and UPN affiliates. As our phenomenal growth continues, we seek the one element which gives us the edge on the competition and the power to stay on top—the best people in the business. If you are a motivated team player with a successful track record, an opportunity may await you at Sinclair.

- Birmingham: WTVT-WABY TV-WB/TW National Sales Manager
Outstanding opportunity for a proven, aggressive and dedicated sales leader with a background and knowledge of TV and cable. You must have a minimum of 5 years experience. Must be a self-motivated, self-starter and professional with a vision for the future. Send resume and references.

- Various Locations Account Executives
Must be able to handle agency business and develop new business. Strong negotiation and communication skills, thorough knowledge of radio and research tools and working knowledge of computers a must. Send resume. BC W96

- Various Locations-Producer/Spots
Create promotion material for news, programming and overall station image. Ability to concept and write enticing on-air TV and radio spots. Must be able to utilize research to target key demographics. Direct talent and supervise on-location studio shoots. Must be able to meet tight deadlines. A self-motivated, self-starter is a big plus. Send resume. BC W70

- Various Locations Video Designer/Graphic Artist
Create original promotional animations and graphics for use in video and print media for the station. Must be able to communicate and work closely with sales, news and promotions and meet tight deadlines. Must be technically proficient with computer design and video production equipment. Good people skills a plus. Send resume.

- Various Locations Engineering Personnel
Join a leader...Chief, Assistant Chief and Broadcast Maintenance Engineers needed. In various Sinclair markets. FCC license and/or SBE Certification required. Must have proven ability to work as a team member, manage resources, lead people and problem solve. Send resume.

SEND YOUR RESUME IMMEDIATELY TO:
Broadcasting & Cable, 245 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10011. Attention: Job * __________

HELP WANTED ANNOUNCER

Television Announcer, C-SPAN is seeking full time and fill in voice-over hosts. Responsibilities for these professional level (non-entry level) include telling audience upcoming schedule information during breaks between programs and hosting open phone segments. Must be able to handle both live and taped voice overs using friendly, straightforward style. Must demonstrate news experience and familiarity with congressional procedures, politics, public policy issues and names of national political officials. Shifts include nights and weekends. Send voice sample on audio cassette tape (non-returnable) demonstrating the no-hype C-SPAN style, resume, cover letter and salary requirements to: C-SPAN/BC, Human Resources Department, 400 N. Capitol Street, NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20001. EO

FOR DAILY CLASSIFIED UPDATES...

VISIT BROADCASTING & CABLE ONLINE

www.broadcastingcable.com

HELP WANTED MISCELLANEOUS

WTTG, FOX 50 in Washington, DC, seeks promotion writers/producers to join our award-winning Creative Services Department. We're looking for team players with news experience and strong writing/creative skills. Must have two years experience and be comfortable in a fast-paced environment.

Think you have a killer tape...show us your spots!

Promotion Producer/Writer: NBC affiliate in a Top 30 market seeks a creative, aggressive promotion pro who is passionate about news. Must be self-motivated with hands on editing experience. We are looking for a dynamic person who has no problem working under pressure. Ability to write and edit compelling topical and special report promotions that sell our newscasts and excites our viewers. We are looking for someone with a minimum of 2 years experience in news/news topical promotions preferably with a network affiliate. Please send your tape and resume with salary history to Box 01349 EOE.

Senior Promotion Producer, WISH-TV, the #1 rated television station in Indianapolis, has an immediate opening for Senior Promotion Producer. Qualified candidate should have at least three years experience in television promotion with strong writing and producing skills and the creativity to drive to a highly competitive market. Non-linear or Media 100 experience a plus. Rush your resume and non-returnable tape to: WISH-TV, Creative Services Manager, 1550 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202. No phone calls please. M/F Equal Opportunity Employer.

SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP

Sinclair is proud to be an

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

and a DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE

WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
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HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

KDFW, the FOX O&O in Dallas/Fort Worth is seeking a creative and motivated Design Director who will be responsible for overseeing the entire look of KDFW & KDFI (LMA). We have the tools, if you have the ability, drive and knowledge. Applicants must have 3-5 years experience, great management skills, excellent communication skills and demonstrate a strong sense of design. Responsibilities include: maintaining the quality of the stations’ looks, news graphics, promotions, photo-shoots, set design, signage, and print; organizing and scheduling projects; evaluating and hiring designers; taking design from conception to completion; must interact and coordinate projects with outside suppliers as well as in-house employees. Must be proficient with the following: Quantel Paintbox, Picturebox (or equivalent), Macintosh (illustrator & photoshop). Edibox a plus.

Rush tape/resume/letter of interest to:
Design Personnel
KDFW FOX4
400 N. Griffin St.
Dallas TX 75202
No calls please! EOE/M/F/D/V

Television Production Assistant: Applicant must have a minimum of one year's professional broadcast television production experience. Experience should include character generator, studio camera, and audio console operation during live newscasts. Chyron Infinity experience a plus. Send a resume to: Jeffrey Hester, Production Manager, WTVD NewsChannel 11, ABC, PO Box 2009, Durham, NC 27702. No phone calls. EOE.

Broadcast Personnel: Technical Directors (GVG 300 Switcher with Kaleidoscope), Audio (mixing for live studio and news broadcasts), Studio Camerapersons (studio productions and news broadcasts), Chyron Operators (Infini), Still Store Operators, Tape Operators (Beta), Maintenance (plant systems experience - distribution and patching), Lighting Director Engineer. Employment would commence spring/summer 1998. Out-of-town applicants accepted for these positions will be reimbursed for airfare, hotel, and per diem expenses. Send resumes to: MMS, Suite 345, 847A Second Avenue, New York, NY 10017 or fax 212-338-0360. This employment would occur in the event of a work stoppage, and would be of a temporary nature to replace striking personnel. This is not an ad for permanent employment. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Graphic Artist - TV. The #1 newscast in Indianapolis needs a full-time graphic artist to work evenings M-F. This is an excellent opportunity for a broadcast designer seeking to gain the experience and knowledge needed to build a successful broadcast design career. Eligible candidates will possess a Bachelor's degree in graphic or communication design as well as some broadcast experience. Being a Quantel and Mac-based art department, we use Photoshop, After Effects and a plethora of other design apps, to create the tools to create it. But first you gotta have a reel and a resume. To: Jim Doyle, Art Director, WISH-TV, 1950 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202. No phone calls please. M/F Equal Opportunity Employer.

Director/Producer/Writer - Dynamic individual wanted to produce corporate image, marketing, and sales long-form video/film. 35 person script-to-screen facility with Digital Beta, SGI, staff composer. Looking for talented, involved individual to handle all budgeting and logistics, scripting, directing, graphics coordination, and client handling duties. Top notch client skills and thoroughness a must with references to prove. Salary in the high $30's. Contact in writing with reel to Winston Shepherd Jr./Director of Operations, Metro Video Productions, 8 South Plum Street, Richmond, VA 23220.

Production - Editor/Director. Univision, KFTV 21 in Fresno, California is looking for a Production - Editor/Director. Candidate must know how to operate BetacamSP camera and Non-linear and Linear editing equipment as well as have strong computer and graphic skills, Bilingual Spanish/English preferred. Please send resume to: KFTV-TV, Human Resources. 3239 W. Ashlan Avenue, Fresno, CA 93722. EOE.

ENG Personnel For A Major Broadcast Facility in NYC. ENG field operations with camera (and microwave) experience, video tape editors, and ENG maintenance, employment would commence spring/summer 1998. Out-of-town applicants accepted for these positions will be reimbursed for airfare, hotel and per diem expenses. Send resume to: Media Management Services, Suite 345, 847A Second Avenue, New York, NY 10017 or fax 212-338-0360. This employment would occur in the event of a work stoppage, and would be of a temporary nature to replace striking personnel. This is not an ad for permanent employment. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Production Manager, KREM-TV, an A.H. Belo station, is currently recruiting for an experienced Production Manager to provide leadership, direction and quality control for all production efforts of television station where local news is primary. Responsible for management of department, operation, structure, staff roles and performance. Candidate's career path should reflect progressive job experience in most areas of television production that you will be supervising with an emphasis on newscast directing. Minimum 3 years successful supervisory experience (at least 2 of those years as a Production/Operations Manager) demonstrating your ability to lead a production staff to accomplish specified goals. Thorough knowledge of live, event programming and remote broadcast operations. Degree in Communications or related field required. Rush resume to Terry Coker, Human Resources Director, KREM-TV, 4103 South Regal Street, Spokane, WA 99223. KREM-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V.

Community Relations Executive Producer: Candidates will serve as producer of all on-air promotional efforts centered around station events, charity benefits, public service campaigns, and sales promotions. Bachelor's degree in related field and a minimum of 3-4 years experience required. Send resumes and non-refundable tapes to: Human Resources. PO Box 2495, Fort Worth, TX 76113. No phone calls please. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Broadcast Personnel Needed. ENG Field Operations with Camera and Microwave experience. Videotape Editors, Studio Operators, and Maintenance. For the Midwest. Would commence spring/summer 1998. Out-of-town applicants accepted for these positions will be reimbursed for airfare, hotel, and per diem expenses. Send resume to: MMS, Suite 345, 847A Second Avenue, New York, NY 10017 or fax 212-338-0360. This employment would occur in the event of a work stoppage, and would be of a temporary nature to replace striking personnel. This is not an ad for permanent employment. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

You can simply fax your classified ad to Broadcasting & Cable at (212)206-8327.
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HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING

Station Manager. Low power station operated by university seeks manager to coordinate programming, FCC compliance, and supervision of staff (including student workers). Manager will be expected to work closely with many academic programs and cable carriers. Minimum qualifications: master's degree; three years' experience in broadcast managerial position; knowledge of FCC regulations related to LP-TV. To apply, send application letter and resume (including names and phone numbers of three references) to: Dean Ted A. Wendt, College of Fine Arts & Communication, Murray, KY 42071, MSU is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D/VI.

HELP WANTED CREATIVE SERVICES

Creative Services Manager. We're looking for a dynamic, hands-on individual with promotion and production experience to become our Creative Services Manager. If you're ready to move into management in the 129th market situated in the beautiful upper Mississippi river valley, send your resume and a sample of your work to: Bruce Pfeiffer, VP/GM, WKBT-TV, 141 South 6th Street, PO Box 1867, La Crosse, WI 54602. EOE.

Graphic Artist. KXAN-TV 36 is looking for a creative Graphic Artist for Late Night News and promotions graphics. Must have excellent design and illustration skills; 1-2 years' experience (Aurora or Quaintel helpful) and knowledge of post production a plus. Send resume and non-returnable tape by April 10, 1998 to: Graphic Artist, KXAN-TV, PO Box 490, Austin, TX 78767. No phone calls please. EOE.

Senior Graphic Artist. NBC 6/WCNC-TV, a subsidiary of A.H. Belo, is recruiting for a Senior Graphic Artist to join our growing staff. This creative individual will be responsible for providing a leadership role for the artistic support of our news product. Must be able to work flexible hours as needed, including weekends and holidays. Proven experience in Quaintel, Picturebox and news graphics is required. Experience in animation (After Effects, Adobe Premiere) as well as in print (Macintosh platform and the following programs: PageMaker, Illustrator, and PhotoShop) is a definite plus. Weather graphics experience is beneficial. Qualified applicants need to send your tape, resume and salary history to: NBC 6, Human Resources Department, Attn: Position 97-31, 1001 Wood Ridge Center Drive, Charlotte, NC 28217 or fax 704-357-4984 or call 704-329-3705. EOE/M/F/D/V.

HELP WANTED SALES

Local Ad Sales Representative

CBS Cable is a leader in the programming, sales and marketing of several nationally-broadcast cable networks. We are currently seeking a Local Ad Sales Representative.

In this position, you will assist the Director of Local Ad Sales in all functions of servicing affiliates nationwide. Responsibilities include presenting to MSOs, system and interconnect management reasons to insert local advertising on CBS Cable Networks, and providing accurate and timely information in support of their ad sales efforts. This position will also be responsible for creating promotional support programs for MSOs, systems and interconnects to help them maximize advertising revenue. In addition, you will provide sales training in areas of programming, research and promotional opportunities to affiliates who advertise on the CBS Cable Networks.

The qualified candidate will have a college degree and 2 or more years' experience in cable or broadcast advertising sales. Applicant should also have excellent presentation, written/verbal communication skills and work well in a team environment. Up to 50% travel will be required. For immediate consideration, please forward your resume to: Human Resources Department, CBS Cable, 250 Harbor Drive, Stamford, CT 06904. Fax: 203/965-6117. Equal Opportunity Employer.

FOR DAILY CLASSIFIED UPDATES...

VISIT BROADCASTING & CABLE ONLINE

www.broadcastingcable.com
**HELP WANTED NEWS**

FOX NEWS CHANNEL is looking for experienced assignment editors in the New York metropolitan area. Candidates should have at least three years television news experience as an assignment editor at a major network or major market affiliate. Interviews will be conducted for freelance and staff opportunities. Please send your resume with cover letter to:

FOX NEWS CHANNEL
C-1 Level
Assignment Desk
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

**HELP WANTED TECHNICAL**

Transmission Operations Manager- Major New York-based Cable Industry leader has an excellent opportunity for a Satellite Transmissions professional. The ideal candidate must be proficient in the planning, implementation and execution of remote transmissions of programming for both domestic and international contribution feeds. You must have proven experience designing telecommunications and remote transmission facilities, including budgets, technical evaluations, contracts/vendor negotiations and facilities scheduling. Extensive International and Domestic Satellite industry experience required. Engineering degree a plus. Excellent communicative skills and PC proficiency mandatory. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits. Interested candidates should send their resume with salary history to: Sky Box 1161, Dept LG-HR, 235 Park Ave South, 4th flr, NY, NY 10003. EOE M/F/D/V.

**HELP WANTED PROMOTION**

Manager, On-air Promos for fastest growing cable network, Animal Planet. Looking for very smart/clever person with strong concept ability, outstanding writing, and out-of-the-box creative talents. Good graphic sense. 3-5 years Film/TV/Cable experience. Post-production skills/ Avid experience a plus. Good sense of humor a must. Experience in comedy writing a plus. Send reel, resume, and salary history to: Discovery Communications, Attn: Human Resources, Ref: Manager, On-air Promos position. 7700 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814.

**HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT**


**HELP WANTED PRODUCTION**

The professional we seek will be responsible for managing and tracking all development phases and generating and/or identifying appropriate longform dramatic projects of A & E original drama productions, movies or mini-series.

The qualified candidate must possess 6-7 years experience in TV movie & drama development with a network or major independent producer, as well as extensive experience in reading scripts, script analysis, writing coverage & evaluations, and in tracking development. Additional requirements include experience managing entire budget process & production budgets for TV movies & mini-series, as well as basic understanding of the competitive landscape in broadcast & cable TV.

For immediate consideration, please forward your resume with salary requirements to: Attn: Human Resources/Dept. DDD, 235 East 45th Street, New York, NY 10017, OR Fax to (212)907-9402

PHONE CALLS PLEASE. EOE.
**FM CP & LICENSES WANTED**

Interested in purchasing unbuilt FM CP and licenses that have been granted silence authority. Call 314-727-8900.

**WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT**

Used videotape: Cash for 3/4" SP, M-90's, Betacam SP's. Licenses that have been granted silence authority. To any interested. WANTED FM 314-727-8327.

**FOR SALE EQUIPMENT**

CLEARLY PRUDENT.

For video duplication, demos, audition reels, work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically up to any task and downright bargains. All formats, fully guaranteed. To order call: (800)238-4300 CARPEL VIDEO.

**CBS**

Spectrum Saver IRC's

1,000's available—almost new.

**For Sale**

Available immediately

Call 818-709-2424


LPTV transmitter for immediate delivery. Acrodyne 1KW solid state currently on channel 63+. Contact ISS @ 202-756-2800.

Lowest prices on videotape! Since 1979 we have been beating the high cost of videotape. Call Carpel for a catalog. 800-238-4300.

**STATIONS FOR SALE**

Southeast Radio Stations

Profitable Urban AM-FM Market of 100.000

$1,200,000

Only FM in County Great Competitive Situation

$3,500,000

Florida Fulltime AM Cash Flow, Strong Ratings

$1,000,000

Gordon Rice Associates

Charleston, South Carolina

(803) 884-3590

Contact: Francesca Mazzucca

500 17th Street, New York, NY 10011

Fax: (212) 206-8327

Broadcasting & Cable, at (212) 206-8327.

**BROADCASTING & CABLE'S CLASSIFIED RATES**

All orders to place classified ads & all correspondence pertaining to this section should be sent to BROADCASTING & CABLE, Classified Department, 245 West 17th Street, New York, NY 10011. For information call Antoinette Fellegaro at (212) 337-7073 or Francesca Mazzucca at (212) 337-0982.

Payable in advance. Check, money order or credit card (Visa, Mastercard or American Express). Full and correct payment must be in writing by either letter or, for (212) 206-8327. If payment is made by credit card, indicate credit card number, expiration date and daytime phone number.

Deadline is Monday at 5:00pm Eastern Time for the following Monday's issue. Earlier deadlines apply for issues published during a week containing a legal holiday. A special notice announcing the earlier deadline will be published. Orders, changes and/or cancellations must be submitted in writing. NO TELEPHONE ORDERS, CHANGES, AND/OR CANCELLATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED.

When placing an ad indicate the exact category desired: Television, Radio, Cable or Allied Fields. Help Wanted or Situations Wanted: Management, Sales, News, etc. If this information is omitted, we will determine the appropriate category according to the copy. No make goods will run if all information is not included. No personal ads.

The publisher is not responsible for errors in printing due to illegible copy—all copy must be clearly typed or printed. Any and all errors must be reported to the Classified Advertising Department within 7 days of publication date. No credits or make goods will be made on errors which do not materially affect the advertisement. Publisher reserves the right to alter classified copy to conform with the provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Publisher reserves the right to abbreviate, alter or reject any copy.

Rates: Classified listings (non-display). Per issue, Help Wanted: $2.30 per word, $46 weekly minimum. Situations Wanted: 25c per word, $25 weekly minimum. Optional formats: Bold Type: $2.65 per word. Screened Background: $2.80, Expanded Type: $3.45. Bold Screened Expanded Type: $3.90 per word, All other classifications: $2.30 per word, $46 weekly minimum.

Word count: Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as one word each. Symbols such as `=:mm, C0D, FTD, etc., count as one word each. A phone number with area code and the zip code count as one word each.

Rates: Classified display (minimum 1 inch, upward in half inch increments). Per issue, Help Wanted: $602 per inch. Situations Wanted: $101 per inch. Public Notice & Business Opportunities advertising require display space. Agency commission only on display space. Agency commission: 10%.


Color: Classified Rates

Non-Display: Highlighted Position Title: $75 Display: Logo 4C: $250 All 4C: $500.

Blind Box Service: (In addition to basic advertising costs) Situations Wanted: No charge. All other classifications: $15 per issue. The charge for the blind box service applies to advertisers running listings and display ads. Each advertisement must have a separate box number. BROADCASTING & CABLE will forward your ad, but will not forward transcripts, portfolios, writing samples, or other overs sized materials. Such are returned to sender. Use multiple folders, binders or the like. Replies to ads with Blind Box numbers should be addressed to Box number. BROADCASTING & Cable 245 W 17th Street, New York, NY 10011.

Confidential Service. To protect your identity seal your reply in an envelope addressed to the box number. In a separate note list the companies and subsidiaries you do not want your reply to reach. Then, end each with a second envelope addressed to CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE, BROADCASTING & Cable Magazine, at the address above.
“For the Record” compiles applications filed with and actions taken by the FCC. Applications and actions are listed by state; the date the application was filed or the action was taken, when available, appears in italic.

Abbreviations: APL—assignment of license; ATC—automatic transfer control; DLR—deletion of license; ERP—effective radiated power; kHz—kilohertz; km—kilometers; kW—kilowatts; n.d.—not determined; nr—north; s—south; w—west; wthr—weather.

OWNERSHIP CHANGES

**Dismissed**
San Bernardino, Calif. (BALH-980120-GE)—American Radio Systems License Corp. for KFRG(FM): voluntary AOL from American Radio Systems License Corp. to EZ Philadelphia Inc. March 10

Sun City, Calif. (BAPH-980120GD)—American Radio Systems License Corp. for KFRG(FM): voluntary AOL, CP from American Radio Systems License Corp. to EZ Philadelphia Inc. March 10

**Filed**
Chester, Calif. (BAPLH-980303EB)—Stratcom Ltd. for KCMX(FM): involuntary AOL, CP from Stratcom Ltd. to Thomas A. Acelutno, trustee. March 12

Quincy, Calif. (BAL-980303EA)—Stratcom Ltd. for KPCO(AM): involuntary AOL, CP from Stratcom Ltd. to Thomas A. Acelutno, trustee. March 11

NEW STATIONS

Shreveport, La. (BPB-870820EQ)—Innovative Women’s Media Association for FM at 102.9 mh., 50 kw, ant. 150 m. Oct. 27, 1997

Shreveport, La. (BPH-870820ME)—NTW Inc. for FM at 102.9 mh., 50 kw, ant. 150 m. Oct. 27, 1997

Brackettville, Tex. (BPTTL-970221BM)—La Nueva Cadena Radio Luz Inc. for FM at 94.7 mh., March 10

Uvalde, Tex. (BPCT-950316KT)—T.L. Gilbert for TV at ch. 26, 550 kw, ant. 141 m., 2.52 kw SM of intersection of US 83 and Hwy 127, 3.05 km SW of Concan, Tex. March 9

Returned

Wake Forest, N.C. (BPED-971015MA)—Bible Reading Ministry for noncommercial FM at 91.1 mh., March 6

Filed

Harrisburg, Pa. (BPEDT-980303KE)—WITF Inc. for WIT-FM: new digital television facility at ch. 36, 50 kw, ant. 411 m., Roberts Valley Road extension, Harrisburg. March 12

La Nueva Cadena Radio Luz Inc. for FM at 94.7 mh., March 10

Uvalde, Tex. (BPCT-950316KT)—T.L. Gilbert for TV at ch. 26, 550 kw, ant. 141 m., 2.52 kw SM of intersection of US 83 and Hwy 127, 3.05 km SW of Concan, Tex. March 9

Returned

Wake Forest, N.C. (BPED-971015MA)—Bible Reading Ministry for noncommercial FM at 91.1 mh., March 6

Filed

Harrisburg, Pa. (BPEDT-980303KE)—WITF Inc. for WIT-FM: new digital television facility at ch. 36, 50 kw, ant. 411 m., Roberts Valley Road extension, Harrisburg. March 12

FACILITIES CHANGES

Returned

Crestview, Fla. (BPH-971114IE)—Crestview Broadcasting Co., Inc. for WAKZ-FM: change ERP, TL, ant. March 6

Filed/Accepted for filing

Livingston, Calif. (BMPED-980227IC)—Educational Media Foundation for KSKO-FM: change ERP, TL, ant. March 13

Morro Bay, Calif. (980226IA)—Salisbury Broadcasting Corp. for WWV(FM): change ERP, TL, ant. March 11

Santa Ana, Calif. (980303IC)—LBI Radio License Corp. for KZFW-FM: change ERP, TL, ant. March 11

Monroe, La. (980303IB)—Noe Corp. LLC for KNOE-FM: change ant. March 13

Duluth, Minn. (BPED-980304ID)—North Central Christian Broadcasting for WNCB(FM): change ant. March 11

Sedalia, Mo. (BP-980306AA)—Mathewson Broadcasting Co. for KORO(AM): change TL, ant. March 16

Helena, Mont. (BMPCT-980204KE)—Rocky Mountain Broadcasting Co. for KBCC(TV): change ERP, TL, ant. March 12

Omaha (BPH-980205IC)—Journal Broadcast Group Inc. for K280-FM: change TL, ERP, ant. March 2

Eatontown, N.J. (980303ID)—WHTG Inc. for WHTD-FM: change ERP, ant. March 11

Lincroft, N.J. (BPED-980304IB)—Brookdale Community College for WBJB-FM: change ERP, class, ant. March 11

Newton, N.J. (BPCT-980126KH)—Mountain Broadcasting Corp. for WMCV-TV: change TL, ERP, ant. Feb. 27

Alfred, N.Y. (980303IA)—Pembroke Pines Elmira Ltd. for WZKZ(FM): change TL, ant. March 11


Newburgh, N.Y. (BP-980128AB)—Sunset Broadcasting of New York Inc. for WSNY(AM): change TL, Feb. 17

Watertown, N.Y. (BPH-980209IA)—For ever of NY LLC for WCIW-FM: change channel, Feb. 24

Woodstock, N.Y. (BPH-980205IB)—CHET-5 Broadcasting Corp. for WQST(FM): change TL, Feb. 24

Greenville, N.C. (BMPCT-980120LE)—Channel 38 LLC for WPSX(TV): change ERP, TL, ant. Feb. 27

Wilmington, N.C. (BMPED-980212ID)—Friends of Public Radio Inc. for WQKR(FM): change ERP, ant. March 2

Delhi Hills, Ohio (980205IA)—Life Talk Broadcasting Association for WJVC(FM): change TL, ant. Feb. 13

Bethany, Okla. (980219ID)—Bott Communications Inc. for KNTL(FM): change TL, ant. March 6

Doyiestown, Pa. (BMP-980130AA)—Network Broadcasting Corp. for WBUX(AM): reduce night power. Feb. 13

Hughesville, Pa. (BMP-980209AB)—Dame Media Inc. for WRKK(AM): augment day power. Feb. 23

Bayamon, P.R. (980225IC)—Raad Broadcasting Corp. for WXYX(TV): change TL, ant. March 11

Loris, S.C. (BP-980204A)—J.A.R.C. Broadcasting Inc. for WLSC(AM): change TL, ant. Feb. 18


Alamo, Tex. (980226IB)—Paulino Bernal for KXAV(FM): change ERP, ant. March 11

Ballinger, Tex. (BP-980129IC)—SEC/Cess Broadcasting Inc. for KSCF(FM): change channel from 276CA to 276CL. Feb. 27

Brownwood, Tex. (980203MC)—Living Word Church of Brownwood Inc. for KBUB(FM): change ERP. Feb. 13

Center, Tex. (980302ID)—Center Broadcasting Co. Inc. for K270-FM: change ERP. March 13

Conroe, Tex. (BMPCT-980223K)—Human-
John F.X. Browne & Associates
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-7339

E. Harold Munn, Jr., & Associates, Inc.
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-7339

Technical Broadcast Consultants, Inc.
Transmission Specialists
P.O. Box 9762 - Raleigh, NC 27624
Toll Free: (919) 846-2976
E-mail: tbc@tbcnet.com

NEW!!
6 Week Rate
$115.00/week

AND SERVICES

Shoolbred Engineers, Inc.
Structural Consultants
Towers and Antenna Structures
Robert A. Shoolbred, P.E.
1040 Mervorton Drive
Charleston, S.C. 29403 - (803) 577-4681

dataworld
800-168-5754
www.dataworld.com

DataXpert
• Audience Data
• Programming Data
• Contact Information
• Technical Station Data
• Contour Maps

East Coast Video Systems
consultants • engineers • systems integrators
3 Marts Court
Boonton, NJ 07005
201-422-0104
Fax 201-422-0208
www.ecvs.com

Turnkey Tower Specialists
SWAGER

Turnkey Tower Specialists

Shoolbred Engineers, Inc.
Structural Consultants
Towers and Antenna Structures
Robert A. Shoolbred, P.E.
1040 Mervorton Drive
Charleston, S.C. 29403 - (803) 577-4681

dataworld
800-168-5754
www.dataworld.com

DataXpert
• Audience Data
• Programming Data
• Contact Information
• Technical Station Data
• Contour Maps

East Coast Video Systems
consultants • engineers • systems integrators
3 Marts Court
Boonton, NJ 07005
201-422-0104
Fax 201-422-0208
www.ecvs.com

YOUR CARD HERE
Call:
(202) 659-2340

www.americanradiohistory.com
ly Interested Media Inc. for ktbu(tv): change TL, ant. March 9

Denison, Tex. (980130IC)—New World Broadcasters Corp. for ktcv(fm): upgrade to 2850(kVeb. 13

Glen Rose, Tex. (980128IH)—Cleburne Radio Inc. for kcfe(fm): change TL, ERP, frequency, ant. Feb. 17

Houston (BPDG-980304IA)—University of Houston for kuhf(fm): install new auxiliary antenna. March 11

Houston (BPED-980318IH)—University of Houston for kuhf(fm): change TL, ant. March 3

Luling, Tex. (980225IB)—ARS Acquisition II Inc. for kmxk(fm): change ERP, ant. March 11

Lylle, Tex. (BPDG-980210IA)—The Stronghold Foundation Inc. for kpxl(fm): change ERP. Feb. 23

Stamford, Tex. (980123IG)—M&M Broadcasters Ltd. for kftw(fm): change TL, ERP, frequency, class, ant. Feb. 13

Sterling City, Tex. (BPH-9802015ID)—GBE of Abilene LLC for kwhx(fm): change ant. Feb. 27

Nephi, Utah (980130IE)—Williamette Broadcasting Co., Inc. for kkyk(fm): change ant. March 2

Middlebury, Vt. (980202MB)—The President and Fellows of Middlebury College for wmrw(fm): change TL, ERP, ant. Feb. 12

Seattle (BPT-980220KFB)—KCTS Television for kcts-tv: change TL, ant. Feb. 27

Seattle (BMPCT-980223KDE)—North Pacific International Television Inc. for kwhv(tv): change TL, ERP, ant. March 9

Huntington, W.Va. (980304IE)—Mortenson Broadcasting Co. of W.Va. for wemf(fm): change ant. March 11

Cleveland, Wis. (980219IG)—Tri-County Radio Inc. for wttv(fm): change TL, ERP, ant. March 6

Gillette, Wyo. (980203IA)—Open Bible Praise Fellowship for kclw(fm): change TL, ERP, ant. Feb. 13

Sheridan, Wyo. (BPH-980211IE)—Community Media Inc. for kytv(fm): change TL, ERP, ant. Feb. 27

—Compiled by Sara Brown

Changing Hands

Continued from page 82

Inc., Chattanooga (Dean Arnold, director); no other broadcast interests

Seller: RA-AD of Trenton Inc., Chattanooga (Herbert Adcox, principal); no other broadcast interests

Facilities: 102.7 mhz, 500 w. ant. 817 ft.

Format: AC

KRYN(FM) Kearney, Neb.

Price: $650,000

Buyer: Central Nebraska Broadcasting Co., Inc., Kearney (John C. Mitchell, president/80.1% owner); owns kody(am)-kxnp(fm) North Platte and KGFW(am)-kodk(fm) Kearney, Neb.; Mitchell owns 73.4% of koli(fm) Bellevue, kkar(fm) Omaha and KGDE(fm) Lincoln, Neb., and kkgm(fm) Council Bluffs, Iowa

Seller: Nebraska Media Concepts Inc., Kearney (Dale Sostad, president); no other broadcast interests

Facilities: 102.3 mhz, 25 kw, ant. 328 ft.

Format: Hot country

Broker: Richard Chapin

WWLC(FM) Balsam Lake, Wis.

Price: $400,000

Buyer: Casey Communications Inc., St. Paul (Manigen Anderson, president/90% owner); no other broadcast interests

Seller: Northwoods Broadcasting Inc., Rice Lake, Wis. (Thomas A. Koser, president/70% owner); owns/is buying wce(tam)-wirn(fm) Rhinelander, whti(fm) Three Lakes, waeq-am(fm) Rice Lake, all wis.; Koser owns 80% of wrcs-fm Hayward, 70% of wcht(am)-wglg(fm) Escanaba and 66.67% of wmic-am(fm) Rice Lake, all wis.

Facilities: 104.9 mhz, 13.5 kw, ant. 328 ft.

Format: Dark

KZKE(FM) Seligman, Ariz.

Price: $175,000

Buyer: Hart and Howard Broadcasting Inc., Seligman (Joseph and Rhonda Hart and John W. Howard, owners); no other broadcast interests

Seller: Rick L. Murphy, Seligman; owns KBBC-AM-FM Lake Havasu City, Ariz.; 57% of KZUL-FM Lake Havasu City and 49% of KRCY-FM Kingman, Ariz.

Facilities: 103.3 mhz, 1.75 kw, ant. 423 ft.

Format: Oldies

WFPC(FM) Petersburg, Ind.

Price: $40,834 for stock

Buyers: Randall J. Harris Jr., W. Wyatt Rauch, Gerald R. Rauscher and Michael J. Voyles, Petersburg; no other broadcast interests

Sellers: Robert J. Readle, Marvin D. Stratton, George R. Tevault, Michael J. Voyles and W. Wyatt Rauch, Petersburg; no other broadcast interests

Facilities: 102.3 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 321 ft.

Format: C&W

WRTH(FM) Gary, Ind.

Price: $750,000

Buyer: Marion Williams, Gary; owns wsmk(fm) Buchanan, Mich.


Facilities: 1370 khz, 1 kw day, 500 w night

Format: News, talk, sports

KIEZ(AM) Carmel Valley, Calif.

Price: $300,000

Buyer: WagonWheel Advertising Group Inc., Clearwater, Fla. (David and Lola Wagonwheel, owners); owns KNRV(AM) Monterey, Calif. and 50% of KWLW(AM) Honolulu

Seller: Central Coast Communications Inc., Chula Vista, Calif. (Jaime Bonilla Valdez, president/90% owner); Bonilla Valdez owns kzwk(fm) Esparto and

KLNA(fm) Dunnigan, Calif.; 90% of KDLJ(AM) San Luis Obispo, KRGK(fm) Lompoc and KSBO(AM) Santa Maria, Calif., and 62% of KURS(AM) San Diego

Facilities: 540 khz, 10 kw day, 500 w night

Format: Dark

Broker: Miller & Associates

WCRK(AM) Morristown, Tenn.

Price: $250,000

Buyer: Radio Acquisition Corp., Pulaski, Tenn. (S. Hershel and Geraldine V. Lake, owners); Lakes own wsrh-am(fm) Pulaski

Seller: WCRK Inc., Morristown (Howell Ashford, VP); no other broadcast interests

Facilities: 1150 khz, 5 kw day, 500 w night

Formats: AC, MOR

KSWB(AM) Seaside, Ore.

Price: $140,000

Buyer: Dolphin Radio Inc., Hillsboro, Ore. (Donald L. McCoun, president); owns KVAS(AM) Astoria, Ore., and KUIK (AM) Hillsboro, Ore., and KCCE(fm) Long Beach, Wash

Seller: Kenneth Ulbricht, Seaside; owns KULU(fm) Seaside

Facilities: 840 khz, 1 kw day, 500 w night

Formats: Hits of the '70s, '80s, '90s

Broker: Exline Co.

—Compiled by Sara Brown

Errata

KOLR-TV Springfield, Mo. (B&C, March 16) is being purchased by U.S. Broadcasting Inc., Boston (Stephen L. Burr and Ken Hawkins, owners), not US Broadcast Group LP, Shelton, Conn. (Bob Fish, chairman). The $52 million purchase from Independent Broadcasting Co., Springfield, Mo. (Cooper family, owners) was brokered by Sunbelt Media Inc.
March 24—"TV Acquisitions and Finance," conference presented by Kagan Seminars Inc. Park Lane Hotel, New York City. Contact: Deborah Kramer, (408) 624-1536.


March 26—Federal Communications Bar Association luncheon honoring Tom Brokaw, hosted by Quick Morgan, Los Angeles. Contact: (213) 964-2740.

April 1—Wireless Cable 98 conference and exhibition presented by the Wireless Cable Association. Marina Mandarin Hotel, Singapore. Contact: Susan Bishop, (202) 452-7823.

April 1—Association of National Advertisers Television Advertising Forum, The Plaza Hotel, New York City. Contact: (212) 697-5950.

April 3-6—Broadcast Education Association 43rd annual convention and exhibition. Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas. Contact: (202) 429-5354.

April 3-8—MIP-TEV, European television convention and exhibition presented by the Reed Midem Organization. Carlton, Cannes, France. Contact: (212) 689-4220.


April 6-7—Television Bureau of Advertising annual marketing conference. Las Vegas Hilton, Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact: (212) 486-1111.

April 8-9—National Association of Broadcasters annual convention. Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact: (202) 429-5300.


April 8-9—"High-speed Data to the TV and PC: Beyond Convergence," conference presented by Kagan Seminars Inc. Park Lane Hotel, New York City. Contact: Jennifer Snyder, (703) 549-6990.


April 19—SkiiTAM "98 program of events to benefit the U.S. Disabled Ski Team, presented by CTAM of the Rocky Mountains. Vail, Colo. Contact: Deborah Kramer, (202) 736-8640.


April 21—Broadcasters Foundation Golden Mike Award. Piazza Hotel, New York City. Contact: G. Hastings, (203) 862-8577.

April 23—American Sportscasters Association 13th annual luncheon featuring Tom Brokaw, New York Marriott Hotel, New York City. Contact: (212) 227-8080.


April 29—Federal Communications Bar Association luncheon featuring AT&T President John Ziegls, Capital Center Hotel, Washington, D.C. Contact: Paula Friedman, (202) 736-8640.


April 30—"Latin American Cable and Pay TV," conference presented by Kagan Seminars Inc. Biltmore Hotel, Coral Gables, Fla. Contact: Deborah Kramer, (408) 624-1536.

May 2—Fourth annual Geller Media International Producers Workshop. Radisson Empire Hotel, New York City. Contact: (212) 580-3385.

May 3-6—Cable '98, 47th annual National Cable Television Conference and exposition. Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta. Contact: Bobbie Boyd, (404) 775-3669.

May 5—Women in Cable & Telecommunications annual association breakfast. Westin Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta. Contact: Mary Daviau, (312) 634-4230.

May 6—Fred Friendly First Amendment Award Luncheon. The Quinncipia College, The Metropolitan Club, New York City. Contact: (212) 281-8655.


May 11-13—ANIFX '98, animation and visual effects expo presented by the National Association of Television Programming Executives. Los Angeles, Calif. Contact: (310) 453-4440.


May 18-19—Kentucky Cable Television Association annual convention. Radisson Plaza Hotel, Lexington, Ky. Contact: Randa Wright, (502) 884-5352.


May 27-29—World Broadcastings Unions Sixth International Broadcast News Workshop. CBC Broadcast Centre, Toronto. Contact: (416) 205-8533.


July 13—19th annual Banff Television Festival. Banff Springs Hotel, Banff, Alberta, Canada. Contact: (403) 576-2920.

July 12-14—Variety ShowBiz Expo West exhibition and conference. Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles. Contact: (800) 840-5688.


Oct. 28-31—Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 140th technical conference and exhibition. Pasadena Convention Center, Pasadena, Calif. Contact: (914) 761-1100.

Nov. 5-9— Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame Show. Marriott Marquis Hotel, New York City. Contact: Circle Special Events, (212) 213-5266.


Major Dates:

Compiled by Kenneth Ray (ken.ray@carnhers.com)
Howard scores with cable hat trick

If heading one telecommunications firm is a full-time job, multiply that by three and you get an inkling of what Gary Howard’s life is like.

Howard holds top titles at three Tele-Communications Inc.-related companies: president of subsidiary TCI Ventures Group; chairman of affiliate United Video Satellite Group, and chief executive officer of spin-off TCI Satellite Entertainment Co. That gives him the appointment book from hell. But Howard’s not complaining.

The philosophy at TCI is, “whoever wants to accept more opportunities and more challenges can do it.” Howard says. Some of Howard’s duties— at TCI Satellite (TSAT), at least— finally are tapering off, as Primestar Partners begins rolling up its partnership interests into a company that eventually will absorb TSAT. Howard apparently was considered the most likely person to take over the new Primestar, since TSAT is Primestar’s largest shareholder. But it may have been a blessing in disguise for Howard that Time Warner, Primestar’s second-largest owner, won that internal power struggle.

Howard has been the go-to guy just about everywhere he has worked. That role was established early, when he was treasurer at United Cable Television. The company, started by cable legend Gene Schneider, was looking to merge with United Artists.

The executives involved in that deal were a diverse group: Schneider, Stewart Blair of United Artists and John Malone, then president of TCI (which held a significant chunk of United Cable). Howard, as luck or fate would have it, found himself working the point on that deal.

Howard met the challenge and gave his career a boost at the same time. After two years as senior vice president/treasurer and chief administrative officer of United Artists Entertainment Co. (the combined United Artists/United Cable entity), he moved to TCI in mid-1991 as vice president of corporate development. A year later, he was promoted to senior vice president of mergers and acquisitions, a pivotal position at the nation’s biggest MSO.

As always with such a heavy load, there’s been a price. As Howard’s star has risen, the opportunities to indulge in his passion—hockey—have declined.

“To the untrained eye, hockey is chaotic, which business often is,” Howard says. “But to the trained eye, it’s organized. There are plays, but just like in real life, you have to adapt plays differently.”

Howard’s been lucky to have an impressive group of business coaches, including Schneider, Malone and Leo Hindery, president of TCI.

“Gene taught me a lot about the business, and I respect and admire his tenacity for details. He is always looking at different options and thinking things through,” Howard says.

On Malone: “His patience astounds me from time to time. He taught me to leave your options open, don’t get painted into a corner, don’t rely on a single strategy to execute.”

On Hindery: “Oftentimes in this world, people draw lines between two points of view. They spend a lot of time drawing lines in the sand. What I’ve learned from Leo is to be flexible on how that line in the sand is determined, to negotiate fairly—and that rational people come to rational decisions.

When he was head of TCI’s M&A activity, Howard helped to craft the pruning strategy implemented over the past two years by Hindery and TCI’s current M&A artist, Bill Fitzgerald. Still, Howard is quick to defend TCI’s often-criticized previous strategy of buying everything in sight.

“People like to take shots, but they’re missing the big picture,” he says. “The strategy was clear: Accumulate as much mass as you could, then move to the day of rationalization. That’s what Leo is doing so masterfully now. You couldn’t trade if you didn’t have properties to trade.”

As head of TCI Ventures (TCIV), which encompasses TCI’s domestic non-cable, non-programming interests, Howard is assessing the mix in the company. “TCIV is all about focus and accumulating assets in a changing, broader telecommunications field,” he says.

Howard’s goal for 1998 (and beyond): “Organize the chaos,” he says. “There are so many things we have going forward, I would just like to see half of them land where we want them to land.”

“[And] I don’t want the fun to end.”

—Price Colman

Thomas Francis O’Neil, 82, former chairman/CEO of the RKO General station group, died March 14 at his home in Greenwich, Conn., of heart failure complicated by pneumonia.

O’Neil joined the family business (General Tire & Rubber, founded by his father) in 1937. Following World War I, he developed an interest in broadcasting after becoming involved in radio advertising for GT&R. He joined the Boston-based Yankee Network as vice president and director, overseeing the 1948 creation of General Teleradio, which merged Yankee’s radio affiliates with WNAC-TV Boston.

Next came the $12.3 million purchase in 1951 of the Los Angeles–based Don Lee Broadcasting System (four AMs, one FM, one TV and 19% of Mutual Broadcasting System). Eventually General Teleradio comprised six AMs, six FMs and four TVs.

To supply the TV stations with programming, O’Neil began to buy the rights to movie packages from film studios and to sell them to other stations. That need for product led him to buy RKO Radio Pictures—and its 600 fi ms—from Howard Hughes in 1954 for $25 million.

The new company became RKO General.

Troubles began for O’Neil’s company in 1965. Fidelity Television filed a competing application for 4-3 to strip RKO General of three TV stations up for renewal, citing admissions to the Securities and Exchange Commission of bribery of officials of foreign governments and illegal political contributions by parent GenCorp. In 1982 the FCC took away its license for WNAC-TV Boston, for misrepresenting facts to the FCC, false financial reports and reciprocal trade agreements.


O’Neil is survived by his wife, Claire; five sons (including Shane, who also was an executive at RKO General); four daughters; 20 grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

—Mark K. Miller
Sandra Gong, VP/controller. Orion Pictures Corp., joins Fox Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles, as VP, finance.

Ray Pearson, regional director, MSO sales and distribution. Western region. Primestar Partners, joins TVN Corp., Burbank, Calif., as director, affiliate operations.

Bradley Pacheco, marketing executive, WNYG(AM) Babylon, N.Y., joins Luna Television Network, New York, as national sales manager.

Arthur Hasson, senior VP, Eastern sales, Universal Domestic Television Distribution, joins USA Networks Studios, Universal City, Calif., as senior VP/national sales manager.

Dan Schmidt, senior VP, Wfmt(FM) Chicago and The Radio Networks, named president/CEO, Window to the World Communications Inc., Chicago.

Sally Mehta, director, strategic planning. The Walt Disney Co., Burbank, Calif., named VP.

Gerrard O'Sullivan, director, operations and engineering, wans+, joins Fox News Channel, New York, as VP, operations and engineering.

Steve Daniels, investigative reporter, WTV(TV) Miami, joins Dateline NBC, Miami, as investigative correspondent.

Scott Libin, faculty associate, Poynert Institute, joins Kstp-TV St. Paul as news director.

Sally Wilson, evening anchor, WGXA(TV) Macon, Ga., joins WTV(TV) Tampa, Fla., as news reporter.

RADIO


Nickie Jurado, agent, Bozell Sawyer Miller Group, joins Radio Unica.

Miami, as director, communications.

Laura Ivey, Scarborough training specialist, Arbitron's Eastern radio station services division, Columbia, Md., joins Scarborough Radio Sales and Service as VP. Ivey will divide her time between the Columbia, Md., office and New York headquarters.


Bert Goldman, VP/group director, engineering. Nationwide Communications, joins ABC Radio, New York, as VP, engineering.

John Mullen, operations coordinator, Wqht(FM)/Wrfk-FM New York, joins Wqcd(FM) New York as program director.

George Sample, GM, Enterprise Media, New York, joins Root Communications Inc., Daytona Beach, Fla., as GM, Southeast Georgia stations.

Vance Dillard, programming director, Wpch(FM) Atlanta, adds Soft AC responsibilities to his current line up, as director, soft adult contemporary programming, Jacor Communications.


JOURNALISM

Susie Gharib, anchor, Today's Business, CNBC, joins Nightly Business Report, New York, as co-anchor.

Appointments at Wmaq-TV Chicago: Amy Burkholder, executive producer, noon newscast, wcn-TV Chicago, joins as nightside senior producer; Jennifer Lay, weekend evening news producer, Wfmt(TV) Chicago, joins as producer, weekday morning newscasts.

Jeff Hullinger, sports anchor. Waga-TV Atlanta, adds play-by-play of the Atlanta Falcons to his responsibilities.

HBO appoints comedy, drama, documentary executives


Nickie Jurado, agent, Bozell Sawyer Miller Group, joins Radio Unica.

Miami, as director, communications.

Laura Ivey, Scarborough training specialist, Arbitron's Eastern radio station services division, Columbia, Md., joins Scarborough Radio Sales and Service as VP. Ivey will divide her time between the Columbia, Md., office and New York headquarters.


Bert Goldman, VP/group director, engineering. Nationwide Communications, joins ABC Radio, New York, as VP, engineering.

John Mullen, operations coordinator, Wqht(FM)/Wrfk-FM New York, joins Wqcd(FM) New York as program director.

George Sample, GM, Enterprise Media, New York, joins Root Communications Inc., Daytona Beach, Fla., as GM, Southeast Georgia stations.

Vance Dillard, programming director, Wpch(FM) Atlanta, adds Soft AC responsibilities to his current line up, as director, soft adult contemporary programming, Jacor Communications.


CABLE

Appointments at CNN, Washington: Maggie Simpson, director, public relations, named VP; Andrea Koppel, bureau chief, Beijing, joins as state department correspondent.

Luann Hoffman, chief financial and administrative officer, The Box Worldwide Inc., Miami Beach, Fla., named executive VP/COO.

Appointments at ESPN, Bristol, Conn.: Terrence Sekel, director, international advertising sales, named director, integrated sales and marketing; Randy Ger-

HBO appoints comedy, drama, documentary executives


Nickie Jurado, agent, Bozell Sawyer Miller Group, joins Radio Unica.

Miami, as director, communications.

Laura Ivey, Scarborough training specialist, Arbitron's Eastern radio station services division, Columbia, Md., joins Scarborough Radio Sales and Service as VP. Ivey will divide her time between the Columbia, Md., office and New York headquarters.


Bert Goldman, VP/group director, engineering. Nationwide Communications, joins ABC Radio, New York, as VP, engineering.

John Mullen, operations coordinator, Wqht(FM)/Wrfk-FM New York, joins Wqcd(FM) New York as program director.

George Sample, GM, Enterprise Media, New York, joins Root Communications Inc., Daytona Beach, Fla., as GM, Southeast Georgia stations.

Vance Dillard, programming director, Wpch(FM) Atlanta, adds Soft AC responsibilities to his current line up, as director, soft adult contemporary programming, Jacor Communications.

allied fields

Appointments at RCN, Princeton, N.J.: Dennis Spina, president/CEO. Erol’s Internet Inc., joins as a director and vice chairman, as well as president. Internet services: Sal Quadrino, CFO. Erol’s, joins as chief administrative officer.

Kathy Peaslee, artist/designer, joins Encore Hollywood as VP/creative director.

Scott Curry, associated director, Bay Street Group, Sausalito, Calif., joins Communications Equity Associates, New York, as consultant, business development.

advertising/marketing public relations

Appointments at Pittard Sullivan, Culver City, Calif.: Andrew Kobliksa, founder, SMOG, Los Angeles, joins company’s new studio marketing division as executive producer. Andy Hann, VP/creative director. E! Entertainment Television, joins as creative director.

Nestor Barrero, senior counsel, Union Bank of California, joins Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif., as VP/employment counsel.

Sandy Aronowitz, director, client services and broadcast. Paragon Media Inc., joins The Media Edge, New York, as VP/manager, local broadcast buying.


associations/law firms

Appointments at National Cable Television Association, Washington:

Greg Klein named senior director, economic and policy analysis, legal department: Lance Matthieson, marketing executive, the Washington Post, joins as senior director, public affairs.

Jeffrey Sinsheimer, director, regulatory affairs, the California Cable Television Association, Oakland, Calif., named VP, law and public policy.

Hugh Long, technical trainer, Tele-Communications Inc., Denver, joins the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, Denver, as manager, curriculum development.

technology

Tom Malson, director, sales and marketing, COM2000, Long Beach, Calif., joins Trilogy Communications, Jackson, Miss., as Western region sales manager, coaxial cable products division.

Mark Borman, VP, investor relations, General Instrument Corp., joins ADC Telecommunications Inc., Minneapolis, in same capacity.

Mitchell Bowling, GM, Primestar by Comcast. Comcast Satellite, named national director, operations Comcast@Home, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.

internet

Appointments at @Home Network, Redwood City, Calif.: Paul Salzinger joins as director, new business development: Dave Soucy, director, special accounts, Primestar Partners, joins as director, national accounts; Scott Sternberg, Southeast region affiliate account manager, Outdoor Life/Speedvision Networks, joins as affiliate marketing manager, Philadelphia.

Satellite/wireless

Synetta Armstrong, VP, public relations, First Data Card Services Group, Omaha, joins MediaOne, Denver, as director, employee communications.


—Compiled by Denise Smith e-mail: d.smith@cahners.com
Emmis Broadcasting Corp. is reportedly bidding against Sinclair for Barry Diller’s interest in the SF stations. Brokers say that for Emmis, which seemingly sat out of consolidation for the past two years, it’s buy or be bought. Diller co-owns the stations with Fox, which wants to ensure their continued Fox affiliations. The four stations are valued at $350 million–$450 million for total ownership. If it is promised continued affiliations, Fox is likely to sell as well.

Sinclair Broadcast Group Inc. is selling three New Orleans radio stations to Centennial Broadcasting for $16 million. WBYU(AM)/WRNO-FM and KMEZ(FM) will bring Centennial’s radio holdings to five FM stations and one AM in Nevada, Florida and Louisiana. WBYU/WRNO-FM are being acquired by Sinclair from Heritage Media and are being divested to comply with regulatory guidelines.

Lockwood Broadcast Group is buying KTEM(TV) Ada, Okla., from KTEN Television LP (Tom L. Johnson, president), for $15.125 million. Patrick Communications brokered the deal.

Paxson Communications Corporation is exercising its right to acquire wpxr(TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., from Hispanic Broadcasting Inc. Hispanic President Betti Lidsky will retain 10% of the future Pax Net affiliate. The station, formerly WBBI(TV), was scheduled to be affiliated with Paxson’s new network; its acquisition does not affect the network’s coverage, but it does increase the Paxson group’s coverage by 0.606% of U.S. TV households—bringing the group’s total coverage to 61.8% of U.S. TV households for 57 stations and giving it an FCC coverage of 31.5% (after discounting UHF stations by half). (The numbers in the Buyer’s Guide article, page 54, do not include the West Palm Beach station, which was acquired after those pages went to press.)

Several pieces of cable-related legislation were postponed last week while other congressional priorities took precedence. The Senate Commerce Committee put off its scheduled March 31 hearing on competition in the cable industry until after Congress’s spring break because that committee is clearing its agenda to handle tobacco legislation. An April 1 hearing on video competition scheduled in the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee was delayed indefinitely while that committee works on aviation issues. In the House, a full Judiciary Committee markup of satellite legislation was moved from March 24 to 25 to a possible March 31 date, sources say. Sources also expect the House Judiciary Committee to move quickly on all pending legislation. That’s because this spring it may have to review the hundreds of documents from independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s Clinton investigation.

Steven Dinetz has quit as COO of Capstar Broadcasting Partners. He will continue as a consultant with Capstar owner Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst Inc., Capstar and Hicks Muse said last week. Dinetz had been president of Hicks Muse’s Chancellor Broadcasting Co. from 1993 until it merged into Evergreen Media Corp. last February. At Hicks Muse, Dinetz will focus on international opportunities and minority-controlled broadcast licenses, the companies said. John Cullen, president of Capstar subsidiary GulfStar Communications, will serve as interim COO of Capstar until a permanent successor is named in the second quarter.

Columbia TriStar Television Distribution has cleared its weekend off-network series Party of Five in more than 50% of the country. The series debuts in syndication this fall. Clearances include WNYW(TV) New York, WFLD(TV) Chicago and KTTV(TV) Los Angeles.

Financial analysts told a sparsely attended Senate panel that competition must be increased if cable prices are to fall. Specifically, satellite broadcasters should not be saddled with full must-carry requirements and higher copyright fees if Congress wants to introduce competition to the cable market. George Reed-Dellinger, senior VP of HSBC Securities, told the Senate Communications Subcommittee last week. “The cable lobby is shrewdly saying that local-into-local should be allowed only if full must carry is required,” said Scott Cleland of investment firm Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. Alternative video providers, such as satellite companies, also need more aggressive access to programming from vertically integrated cable companies as well as higher penalties from the FCC for violations of the program-access rules, the analysts said. “I don’t think the Republican-led Congress will renge on a promise to eliminate cable rate regulations as of March 1999,” Reed-Dellinger said.

EchoStar Communications Corp. last Friday reported negative EBIT-DA of $51 million in 1997, a 22.7% improvement over the previous year. The company’s DISH Network DBS service grew to 1.04 million subscribers, from 350,000 at the end of 1996. As expected, EchoStar reported a big jump in net losses, which were up 210%, to $321.3 million.
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Jerry Springer Show and Interscope Records, d trib- uitor of Marilyn Manson’s music. “Today we recon- 
ize a company that is the leading purveyor of cultural 
rot,” said Bennett, addressing the award to Seagram 
President Edgar Bronfman Jr. Lieberman and Bennett 
added that they plan to press their case against 
Stringer’s show with local broadcasters at next 
month’s NAB con- vent on. 

After being invited by U.S. repre- sentatives to gather 
in the Rayburn House Office Building March 31 to watch a high-defi- 
nition broadcast of the Texas Rangers versus the 
Chicago White Sox, LIN Productions will pro- 
duce the game from the 
ballpark at Arlington, Tex. 
The broadcast will be trans- 
mitt ed to HDTV test sta-
d on o-tv Washington by MCI. 
Many Texas baseball fans also will get their first look at 
HDTV. The game will air on 
screens at the ballpark and at Circuit City retailers 
around the Dallas-Fort Worth area. 

Tele-Communications Inc. will fi- 
nally deliver the hit show South Park to the homes of the series’ creators by 
launching Comedy Central in its Denver and Boulder, Colo., systems. As a 
result, Comedy Central will add 400,000 subscribers. 

Marcus Cable reported that pre form a 1997 
EBITDA rose 11.2%, to 
$230.4 million, and pro 
form a cash flow from cable 
operations increased 
11.6%, to $241.4 million. 
Marcus said that its net loss 
increased 9.1%, to $109.2 
million, for the year, on rev-
ens of $479.3 million, up 10.7%. 
The pro forma results reflect a 12.8% 
increase in basic customer revenue, a 33.6% increase 
in pay-per-view revenue, a 
16.2% increase in equip-
ment revenue and a 15.4% increase in ad sales. 

LIN Television and NBC have invited U.S. repre-
sentatives to gather in the Rayburn House Office Building March 31 to watch a high-definition broadcast of the Texas Rangers versus the Chicago White Sox. LIN Productions will produce the game from the ballpark at Arlington, Tex. The broadcast will be transmitted to HDTV test station WHD-TV Washington by MCI. Many Texas baseball fans also will get their first look at HDTV. The game will air on screens at the ballpark and at Circuit City retailers around the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Tele-Communications Inc. will finally deliver the hit show South Park to the homes of the series’ creators by launching Comedy Central in its Denver and Boulder, Colo., systems. A local radio station led a campaign to lobby TCI, and many subscribers called and wrote the system. As a result, Comedy Central will add 400,000 subscribers. TCI also is restoring superstation wgn-tv Chicago, which was dropped last year to make room for networks that were paying launch fees.

Longtime Oakland/San Francisco anchor Elaine Corral of KTVU(TV) surprised viewers and apparently some colleagues last week with the on-air announcement that she is leaving “to pursue personal and professional objectives.” VP/GM Kevin O’Brien praised Corral’s “talent, dedication and long service to the station and said that the decision was hers alone. Corral, who has been anchoring the news for the station since 1986, was a reporter there for eight years before that. O’Brien said that weekend anchor Leslie Griffith would take over for Corral on the 10 p.m. news with Dennis Richmond.

Sen. Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.) and former education secretary William Bennett last week gave a “Silver Sewer Award” to Seagram Inc. for the company’s stake in
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I guess Dad meant it when he said: "no TV until you finish your homework!"

Errata: The March 9 story on page 43, “Will cable be ready for HDTV,” stated that the General Instrument DCT-1000 box “doesn’t have HDTV signal pass-through capability.” GI says that with downloadable software upgrades—and, in some cases, hardware modifications—the boxes can pass through HDTV signals.

I guess Dad meant it when he said: "no TV until you finish your homework!"
Time to go

We love a good sunset. And we are particularly looking forward to the sunset of the program-access provision in 2002. Attached to the 1992 Cable Act, the provision prohibits cable networks whose owners also own cable systems from denying their services to satellite TV companies and other cable competitors without good reason or from discriminating against them in contract terms. The provision arose from the fear—not the reality—that such vertically integrated cable networks would deny programming to rivals to protect cable systems in the corporate family.

We believe that the law has done some good in its six years of existence, easing the way for DirecTV, USSB, EchoStar, Americart and others to take on the entrenched cable operators. Among all the uncertainties of launching a new and costly business, those companies knew that at least they would be able to offer all the popular cable services.

But program access needs to go, and 2002—the built-in expiration date—seems just about right. Program access is yet another of those government manipulations of the market that create unexpected incentives or disincentives and introduce inefficiencies. It tends to turn cable networks into commodities, available to all at one low price, and thus to devalue them. It may be hurting the chances of upstart cable networks that could use the promise of exclusivity to squeeze their way onto crowded cable systems. And it strips programmers of some control over their property on the mere presumption that they may misbehave. That’s not right.

We bring all this up because the growing cadre of cable competitors is demanding that Congress or the FCC not only extend program access beyond 2002 but also strengthen its language and expand its scope. Some want the provision to apply to cable programmers without related cable systems, like Disney and Viacom. Most cable competitors are now well established; by 2002, they ought to be strong enough to line up cable programming without leaning on government bureaucrats. If they sense a conspiracy among suppliers to withhold their goods, they can do what everybody else in the rough-and-tumble world of free enterprise does: hire a good lawyer.

P.S. One attempt to extend and expand program access gives us special pain. Buried in a draft from House Judiciary Committee Chairman Henry Hyde is a provision that would prohibit TV stations from using retransmission consent to negotiate for carriage by cable networks. Retransmission consent, also spawned by the 1992 Cable Act, represents the proper role of government. It strengthens TV stations’ control over their programming—their property—by allowing them to deny cable operators permission to carry their signals. What stations ask from operators in return should not be regulated. Instead of the hopper, Hyde should drop this one into the basket next to his desk.

Be careful what you ask for

We argue continually here against FCC meddling in the affairs of broadcasters. So it is somewhat disconcerting when broadcasters themselves go running to the agency and try to involve it in industry affairs, as the Association of Local Television Stations did last week. The ALTV wants the FCC’s help in fighting an NFL proposal to restrict the use of its football highlights. We too lament that many TV stations’ lucrative football shows are threatened. But those stations shouldn’t be looking to Washington for a solution. Every time you take something from government, government expects you to give something back. It’s the old Reed Hundt quid pro quo.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
The top 25 MSOs now enter a record 88% of the 65 million U.S. cable households. With MSOs constantly buying and selling cable systems, the pecking order changes from year to year — making it increasingly difficult to keep track of who owns what in the media business.

On April 20, Broadcasting & Cable will present our must-read report on the Top 25 MSOs. We'll profile each company including the need-to-know numbers, subscribers, homes passed and penetration rate and look at ownership and top executives.

This widely-read and saved issue is a premium opportunity for cable networks, service and technology providers, financial and advertising leaders and satellite companies to reach the cable's most powerful decisionmakers.
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- Highest-rated show on preschool TV*
- Parents' Choice Gold Award Winner
- Critical Acclaim:
  "...the most innovative and engaging educational preschool program on TV today."
  *Y.Y. Daily News
  "Sorry Barney. Purple is out. Blue is in."
  Boston Herald